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Abstract

In the world of anti-wetting surfaces, many superhydrophobic substrates comprise

rigid structures on rigid substrates. The development of a thin flexible substrate

would allow new avenues to be explored to fully take advantage of the non-wetting

properties of superhydrophobicity. This thesis presents a novel production method

and subsequent analysis of thin, conformable, superhydrophobic films based on the

embedding of carbon nano-particles (CNPs) into the surface of polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) substrates. Firstly experiments were performed to determine the effects of

surface roughness on the capillary origami process. It was found that the droplet

wrapping process could be controlled with the appropriate choice of liquid. Using

a wetting liquid would see an enhanced wrapping state whereas use of a dewetting

liquid would see a complete suppression of the wrapping process. The second set

of experiments concentrated on determining whether or not it is possible to reduce

the drag force experienced on cylinders in a laminar flow situation. By comparing

an uncoated cylinder to a CNP PDMS coated cylinder of equivalent diameter, it

was determined that it is possible to reduce the drag by a maximum of 28%. The

last tests were to determine the potential of the surface as a snail-repellent material.

A set of experiments, designed to compare the repellent and adhesive properties

of the surface were performed. It was seen that these surfaces show promise as a

snail repellent surface. This surface is in keeping with the hypothesis of Shirtcliffe et

al. [1] which states an effective snail repellent surface shows anti-adhesive properties

and maintains a high receding contact angle in the presence of an anionic surfactant.
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AFM - Atomic Force Microscopy

CNP - Carbon Nano-Particle

CVD - Chemical Vapour Deposition

DRIE - Deep Reactive Ion Etching

ECA - Ethyl Cyanoacrylate

IPA - Isopropanol (2-propanol)

LBL - Layer By Layer deposition

LDA - Laser Doppler Anemometer

MEMS - Microelectromechanical Systems

PPI - Points Per Inch

PDMS - Polydimethylsiloxane
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PTFE - Polytretrafluoroethylene

QCM - Quartz Crystal Microbalance
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SDS - Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate
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Nomenclature

γ - surface tension

γSV - surface tension of the surface/vapour interface

γSL - surface tension of the surface/liquid interface

γLV - surface tension of the liquid/vapour interface

κB - bending rigidity

η - viscosity

ν - Poisson’s space ratio

θ - angle

θA - advancing contact angle

θCB - Cassie-Baxter contact angle

θe - Young’s contact angle

θR - receding contact angle

θT - contact angle depending on the wetting regime

θW - Wenzel contact angle

ρ - density

A - area

C - curvature

CD - drag coefficient

d - diameter

E - Young’s modulus

fs - surface fraction

F - surface free energy

g - gravitational acceleration

h - thickness
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I - moment of inertia

L - Length

LC - capillary length

Lcrit - critical wrapping length

LEC - elastocapillary length

LS - slip length

m - mass

P - pressure

r - roughness factor

R - radius of curvature

Re - Reynolds number

RC - critical droplet radius

RPM - revolutions per minute

S - spreading parameter

U - velocity

U1 - free-stream velocity

VS - slip velocity

w - width

y - horizontal displacement

ymax - maximum deflection
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Chapter 1

Background

This first chapter focuses on the theory behind how solids and liquids interact and

the different wetting regimes. This is followed by a review of the ways in which the

hydrophobicity of a surface can be increased.

Wetting

1.1 Surface Tension

In order to understand the wetting behaviour of a liquid, we must first consider the

the surface of a liquid. The cohesive forces between the molecules in the liquid pull

equally on the molecules in the bulk of the liquid. At the surface, the molecules

are not surrounded on all sides by like molecules and are therefore subjected to

unbalanced forces (Fig.1.1). These unbalanced forces tend to pull the molecules

inward, resulting in a surface tension γ. The surface tension acts to reduce the

surface area to volume ratio in order to reduce the surface energy of the liquid. The

surface tension is measured in units of force per unit length, Nm�1, or equivalently

as the energy per unit area, Jm�2 [4]. It is a a measure of the energy cost associated

with generating an interface and is a measure of the energy difference per unit area

between the bulk and the surface of a liquid.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration showing the unbalanced forces on a surface molecule compared
to a molecule in the bulk of the liquid. The arrows indicate the attractive forces
between the molecules.

1.2 Capillary Length

If a liquid is free to move it will do so in order to minimise the surface area. This is

to find the minimum surface energy, depending on all the interfaces concerned. If

the volume is small, this will be to form a spherical shape. This is dependent on the

capillary length,

LC �
c

γ

ρg
(1.1)

Where ρ � density g � acceleration due to gravity

For water this is approximately 2.7mm. If the horizontal diameter of the droplet,

d, is of the magnitude of the capillary length both the surface tension and the

gravitational force act on the droplet. If d is much less than LC , usually said to be

one order of magnitude, the surface tension forces dominate over the gravitational

forces, to form spherical droplet shapes (Fig.1.2).

Figure 1.2: Illustration showing how a droplet is deformed under the force of gravity.
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1.3 Laplace Pressure

The Laplace pressure is a consequence of the surface tension at the interface between

the liquid and vapour phases. It is the difference between the pressures inside and

outside of a droplet and can be calculated using the Young-Laplace equation [5],

∆P � Pinside � Poutside � γ

�
1
R1

� 1
R2



(1.2)

Where R1 & R2 � priciple radii of curvature of the droplet

γ � surface tension

Pinside � pressure inside the droplet

Poutside � pressure outside the droplet

Equation 1.2 is commonly used to determine the pressure difference for spherical

droplets or bubble. In this situation R1 � R2 and so equation 1.2 simplifies to

∆P � γ

�
1
R
� 1
R



� 2γ

R
(1.3)

1.4 Spreading Parameter

Classicaly, we examine the surface tension between the three phases; solid, liquid

and vapour. The surface tension between a liquid and air is denoted, γLV . For

water γLV � 72.8mN{m [6]. For a droplet on a surface we must also consider the

solid/vapour, γSV , and the solid/liquid, γSL, interfaces. If we multiply the surface

tension with the surface area, A, we get the total surface free energy, F . These three

surface tensions help us define the spreading parameter, S, where,

S � γSV � pγSL � γLV q (1.4)

When S ¡ 0, a droplet will spread completely over a surface in order to reduce
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its surface energy, resulting in a liquid film over the entire surface. This is to reduce

the solid/vapour area underneath the liquid, as γSV ¡ γSL � γLV . Reducing this

area lowers the overall surface free energy of the system as it is preferential to have

solid/liquid and liquid/vapour interfaces (Fig.1.3).

When S   0, a partial wetting scenario is seen. The droplet does not spread over

the surface but instead forms a spherical cap. The angle that the contacting edge of

the droplet makes with the surface is called the contact angle, θ.

Figure 1.3: Illustration of the outcomes of a positive or negative spreading parameter.
If positive the liquid fully spreads but if negative, the liquid only partially spreads
forming a spherical cap.

A spherical cap is formed in this partial wetting state if the radius of the droplet

is less than the capillary length for the liquid. If not, gravitational forces will flatten

the top of the droplet (Fig.1.2).

1.5 Young’s Contact Angle

Balancing the capillary forces acting at the contact line, also known as the triple

line, allows determination of the contact angle (Fig.1.4).

Figure 1.4: The contact angle of a liquid droplet is the angle, θ, made by the
liquid/vapour interface at the contact point with the solid surface.
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The angle is observed at the point where a liquid/vapour interface meets a solid

interface. As surface tension is a force per unit length, it is possible to resolve the

surface tensions in the horizontal plane and so at equilibrium γSV , γSL and γLV cos θe

are balanced so that,

γSV � γSL � γLV cos θe (1.5)

This leads directly to Young’s equation [7], where,

cos θe � γSV � γSL

γLV

(1.6)

The contact angle is independent of droplet size or volume. This means Young’s

equation is valid for all droplets on surfaces. Equation 1.6 was established for ideal

solids which are smooth and chemically homogeneous. The angle is governed solely

by the chemical nature of the three phases.

1.6 Contact Angle Hysteresis

For flat smooth surfaces it is possible for liquids to achieve contact angles as low

as 0�. Oppositely, for flat surfaces, contact angles for water greater than 120� have

not been experimentally observed, which were for fluoropolymer surfaces such as

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) [8]. Theses surfaces have the some of the lowest

surface energies known and in order to achieve a greater contact angle with water,

the development of a solid smooth surface with a lower surface tension would be

needed.

The concept of flat smooth surfaces is generally unrealistic but there are some

atomically flat surfaces. These include silicon wafers used in the microelectronics

industry, cleaved mica, floated glass that has been cast on liquid tin in a process

known as the Pilkington process and elastomers made by cross-linking of liquid

films [4].

It is often found that surfaces contain defects. These can be chemical, such

as stains, or physical defects like scratches or grooves. The physical defects may
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be caused by fabrication processes. Alternatively surfaces may be composed of

compressed grains which themselves produce roughness on the scale of the grains.

For these non-flat surfaces the contact angle can have a range of values. The range

of angles is known as the contact angle hysteresis.

If a droplet is deposited on a horizontal non-flat surface and the same liquid

is slowly pumped into the droplet it will begin to expand, whilst the contact line

remains stationary. As the volume increases, the contact angle also increases as the

shape of droplet changes, beyond the value of θe until it reaches a threshold value,

θA, known as the advancing contact angle. At this angle the contact line advances.

A similar process occurs if the liquid is slowly pumped out of the droplet. The

contact angle decrease below the value of θe until the threshold value, θR, is reached,

known as the receding contact angle. At this point the droplet begins to recede. The

difference between the advancing and receding angles, θA is known as the contact

angle hysteresis (Fig.1.5).

Figure 1.5: Illustration of the advancing (A) and receding (B) contact angles to
determine the hysteresis.

As a result of the hysteresis, it is possible for droplets on an inclined plane to

remain stationary, with the front of a droplet reluctant to wet oncoming surface

features and for the rear of the droplet reluctant to de-wet features as the droplet is

pinned on the surface features. The difference in the front and rear contact angles

creates a Laplace pressure difference between the advancing and receding sides.
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The difference in curvature between the advancing and receding fronts generates a

force strong enough to resist gravitational forces, assuming the droplet is sufficiently

small [9].

The hysteresis can be exploited e.g. it can be used to guide flow along a line

of defects, but it can also be detrimental for example in the case of water droplets

deposited on a window pane, which distort the transparency by scattering the light

passing through.

1.7 Hydrophilicity and Hydrophobicity

A hydrophilic surface is one where the contact angle is less than 90� i.e. θe   90�.

A completely hydrophilic surface has a positive spreading parameter, S ¡ 0, with

a contact angle of zero, and so θe � 0� making cos θe � 1. This means a droplet

completely spreads forming a liquid film. Oppositely a completely hydrophobic

surface, where θe � 180� and cos θe � �1, is one where it is energetically favourable

for a droplet to disassociate itself from the surface.

The change in sign for cos θe in equation 1.6 can be used to define the behaviour

of a liquid on a surface.

If 0  cos θe¤ 1 i.e. θe  90� then γSV ¡ γSL and the surface is considered

hydrophilic (Fig. 1.6a).

If 0¡ cos θe¥�1 i.e. θe¡90� then γSV  γSL and the surface is considered

hydrophobic (Fig. 1.6b).

(a) Hydrophilic (b) Hydrophobic (c) Superhydrophobic

Figure 1.6: Illustrations of the partial wetting states.

It can be argued that if a droplet attaches itself to a surface then there must be

some amount of hydrophilic behaviour and even with a contact angle greater than
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90�, the wetting behaviour can be considered as a lesser hydrophilic state rather

than hydrophobic [10, 11].

At θe � 90�, γSV � γSL. At this angle there the change in energy when the

liquid makes contact with the surface is equal. This results in a droplet forming

a hemisphere on the surface as there is no advantage to the droplet wetting or

dewetting the surface.

Superhydrophobicity can be achieved through the modification of a hydrophobic

surface. By adding roughness, on the correct scale, the contact angle can be pushed

upward of 150�. This is beyond that that has been seen with chemistry alone. some

also consider this to be superhydrophobic if the contact angle hysteresis is also

low, ∆θ   10� (Fig. 1.6c) [12]. The added roughness can be seen as a physical

enhancement of the surface chemistry [13].

Nature has been the inspiration for many superhydrophobic surfaces. The leaves

of the Sacred Lotus are covered in features that force water droplets to ball-up

and roll off. As droplets of water roll over the surfaces of the leaves they pick

up and carry away any dust or small dirt particles that they come into contact

with. This has become known as the “lotus effect” [14–16]. Superhydrophobicity is

quite common in nature, with many plants displaying contact angles in excess of

160�. These include Silver Wattle (Acacia dealbata), Peruvian lily (Alstroemeria

aurantiaca), Taro (Colocasia esculenta), Lady’s Mantle (Alchemilla mollis) and Foxtail

lily (Eremurus robustus) [15, 17]. These plants have evolved to have hydrophobic

leaves. The hierarchical structures over the surface of the leaves in combination

with waxy-crystals amplify the dewetting state to take advantage of directed water

droplets rolling off their surfaces.

Nature takes advantage of both hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity where plants

and insects have evolved with modified surfaces in order to manage water droplets and

channel them it to desired areas or to harness surface tension to their advantage [18].
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1.8 Surface Free Energy Approach

An alternative approach is to examine the surface free energy changes for a small

movement of the contact line and to resolve the changes in energy over a small area.

Figure 1.7: Illustration showing the change in area in the surface free energy approach.

If there is a small advance of the contact line by a small amount, with a change in

contact area of ∆A, then there is a loss of solid/vapour area and a gain in both the

solid/liquid and liquid/vapour areas (Fig.1.7). The change in energy is pγSL�γSV q∆A,
with the additional gain in the liquid/vapour area being γLV cos θe∆A. It is assumed

that any change in θe is negligible due to the small distance moved by the contact

line. The overall change in the surface free energy, ∆F , is,

∆F � pγSL � γSV q∆A� γLV cos θe∆A

A local equilibrium of the contact line relates to a minimum in the surface free

energy, so the change in energy for a small perturbation of the contact line can be

considered to be zero. Therefore ∆F � 0 and Young’s equation (Eq.1.6) is recovered

i.e.,
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0 � pγSL � γSV q∆A� γLV cos θe∆A

pγSV � γSLq∆A � γLV cos θe∆A

6 cos θ � γSV � γSL

γLV

This approach assumes the contact line is free to move to examine changes in the

local energy landscape. This in-turn relies on the absence of contact angle hysteresis

(see section 1.6). This approach is also only valid for the area in the immediate

vicinity of the contact line and does not apply to areas well inside or outside of the

droplet away from the contact line [19,20].

1.9 Roughness

Surface roughness is an important factor in determining the wetting characteristics

of a surface. By understanding how a liquid behaves on various topographies it is

then possible to tailor the roughness of a surface to control its wetting characteristics

of that surface.

An issue that arises when analysing the wetting of rough surfaces is the change in

the local contact angle as a liquid advances or recedes over defects on the surface. As

the contact line moves over sharp defects, resolving the contact angle and capillary

forces becomes more difficult [4, 21].

The wetting of rough hydrophobic surfaces can be examined from the two extremes.

The first being the complete wetting of the surface, where the liquid penetrates in

between all the topography. This was first described by Wenzel in the 1930’s [22,23].

The alternative extreme is where the liquid cannot penetrate between the surface

features and no longer makes contact with the entire surface. This was first explored

by Cassie and Baxter in the 1940’s [24,25].
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(a) Wenzel model. (b) Cassie-Baxter model.

Figure 1.8: Illustrations of the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models.

1.9.1 Wenzel Model

In this model the roughness factor, r, is the ratio between the actual surface area

and the apparent surface area (Eq.1.7)(Fig.1.9).

r � SAactual

SAapparent

(1.7)

Where SAactual � Actual surface area

SAapparent � Apparent surface area

Figure 1.9: Illustration of the surface roughness. The lines represent the the 2D slice
of a surface which enables the roughness to be determined in the direction of the cut.
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Figure 1.10: Illustration of the Wenzel wetting state where the liquid infiltrates
between surface features.

Using the surface free energy approach to evaluate the rough surface in figure

(Fig. 1.10) it is possible to relate Young’s contact angle (section1.5) to the apparent

contact angle displayed in the Wenzel wetting case. The change in the surface free

energy is

∆F � γSLr∆Alooomooon
gain in solid{liquid area

� γSV r∆Alooomooon
loss of solid{vapour area

� γLV ∆A cos θloooooomoooooon
gain in liquid{vapour area

∆F �pγSL � γSV qr∆A� γLV ∆A cos θ
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Again the local equilibrium has ∆F � 0, which gives

0 � pγSL � γSV qr∆A�γLV ∆A cos θ

γLV ∆A cos θ �pγSV � γSLqr∆A

cos θ �r
�
γSV � γSL

γLV



looooooomooooooon

Sub in Eq 1.6

cos θW �r cos θe (1.8)

Where θW is the Wenzel contact angle.

Equation 1.8 is known as the Wenzel equation [22]. It displays how roughness

amplifies wettability because for all surfaces r ¥ 1 and therefore pushes the value

of cos θ toward either 1 or -1. θe � 90� becomes important in the Wenzel model as

it is the point on the cosine graph that crosses the horizontal axis i.e. cos θ � 0.

Equation 1.8 shows how with a Wenzel wetting state the angle is always pushed

away from the θ � 90� point. If θe   90� and the surface is hydrophilic, θW   θe,

increasing the wetting of the surface, making it more hydrophilic. Oppositely, if

the surface is hydrophobic i.e., θe ¡ 90�,the surface becomes more hydrophobic as

θW becomes greater in value for values of θe ¡ 90�, and enhanced dewetting of the

surface is seen. For r � 1 Young’s equation is regained as this roughness corresponds

to a flat surface.

The Wenzel state promotes complete wetting or complete non-wetting of a surface,

depending on the intrinsic properties of the surface [13]. Equation 1.8 also indicates

that cos θW can be greater than 1. in reality this does not occur as another wetting

states becomes energetically favourable.
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1.9.2 Cassie-Baxter Model

In the Cassie-Baxter model the liquid is not in contact with the entire surface under

the droplet (Fig. 1.11).

Figure 1.11: Illustration of the Cassie-Baxter wetting state where the liquid sits on
top of the surface features.

As the liquid front advances on a structured surface, the liquid bridges between

the features on the surface without penetrating between them. This creates air

pockets between the droplet. It moves over the top of the features if the energy

cost of the additional liquid/vapour interfaces is less than the energy gained from

following the surface topography.

As the drop front advances by an amount ∆A, only a fraction of the surface, fs,

comes into contact with the liquid, fs∆A. Liquid bridges form over the remainder of

the surface producing liquid/vapour interfaces over an area of p1� fsq∆A.
By considering the change of surface free energy,

∆F � γSLfs∆Aloooomoooon
gain in solid{liquid area

� γSV fs∆Aloooomoooon
loss of solid{vapour area

� γLV p1� fsq∆Aloooooooomoooooooon
gain from liquid bridges

� γLV ∆A cos θloooooomoooooon
gain in liquid{vapour area

∆F �pγSL � γSV qfs∆A� γLV p1� fsq∆A� γLV ∆A cos θ

∆F �pγSL � γSV qfs∆A� γLV ∆App1� fsq � cos θq
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At equilibrium, ∆F �0, so

0 � pγSL � γSV qfs∆A�γLV ∆App1� fsq � cos θq

pγSV � γSLqfs∆A �γLV ∆App1� fsq � cos θq

�
γSV � γSL

γLV



looooooomooooooon

Sub in Eq 1.6

fs �p1� fsq � cos θ

fs cos θe �p1� fsq � cos θ

cos θCB �fspcos θe � p1� fsq (1.9)

Or

cos θCB �fsp1� cos θeq � 1

Equation 1.9 is known as the Cassie-Baxter equation [24]. The Cassie-Baxter

angle, θCB, is always larger than the Young’s angle, θe.

Even though the surface exhibits roughness, it does not directly appear in

equation 1.9. It is the balance between the solid surface fraction and the roughness

that determines when a rough surface exhibits Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel wetting

characteristics.

An important feature of the Cassie-Baxter state is the sharp edges present on

the features. It is at these edges that the contact line becomes pinned.
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Figure 1.12: Illustration of the change in apparent contact angle as the orientation
of the surface changes.

In figure 1.12 we look at the contact angle before and after a liquid front traverses

a edge of angle φ. If the contact angle is measured from the horizontal plane, the

Young’s angle is θe� θ before and θe�π�φ�θ. This means that it is possible to

measure angles between θ and π�φ�θ when the contact line meets an edge [21,26].

This is the reason the angle measure on a rough surface is called the apparent angle

as the angle is measured from the horizontal.

1.9.3 Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel?

By comparing the surface free energy changes for the Cassie-Baxter and the Wenzel

cases, a critical angle can be found which determines when each of the states is

energetically favourable. The surface free energy change for the Wenzel model is

given by

∆F � pγSL � γSV qr∆A� γLV ∆A cos θ (1.10)

For the Cassie-Baxter state, the surface free energy change is given by

∆F � pγSL � γSV qfs∆A� γLV p1� fsq∆A� γLV ∆A cos θ (1.11)

By comparing equations 1.11 and 1.10 the critical for when the Cassie-Baxter

state is energetically more favourable i.e., ∆FW ¡ ∆FCB.
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pγSL � γSV qr∆A� γLV ∆A cos θ ¡pγSL � γSV qfs∆A� γLV p1� fsq∆A� γLV ∆A cos θ

pγSL � γSV qr � pγSL � γSV qfs ¡γLV p1� fsq � γLV cos θ � γLV cos θ

pγSL � γSV qpr � fsq ¡γLV p1� fsq

�
γSL � γSV

γLV



¡p1� fsq
pr � fsq

�
γSV � γSL

γLV



looooooomooooooon

Sub in Eq 1.6

 � p1� fsq
pr � fsq

so the Cassie�Baxter state is favourable when

cos θe  � p1� fsq
pr � fsq (1.12)

Equation 1.12 suggests that θe for a given surface must be greater than

a critical value, θC, where

cos θC �� p1� fsq
pr � fsq (1.13)

in order to ensure cos θ   cos θC . Angles above the critical angle will result in a

Cassie-Baxter state [17, 27–30].

For high values of r, r " 1, θC tends to 90�. As the surface is assumed to be

hydrophobic, θ will be larger than this value e.g. for a surface covered in hairs. These

types of surfaces are employed in nature by water-walking insects such as Microvelia.

These insects have tiny hairs on its legs that obey a Cassie-Baxter state when they

come into contact with water. This enables the insect to move over the surface of

the water [31–33].
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1.10 Methods for Changing the Hydrophobicity

Textiles and Fibres

The concept of fibre and fabric wetting was originally discussed by Wenzel [22]. Nat-

ural fibres exhibit dimensioons on the microscale and have a natural roughness appro-

priate for changing the wettability. The use of hydrolysis of a methyldihalogenosilane

as a waterproofing treatment for large material areas was first patented in 1945 [34].

It was later shown that this method can be used to hydrophobise polyester mate-

rials [35]. Improvement of the silane coating method through improved bonding

techniques saw increased durability of the fabrics [36]. Plasma coatings have also

been employed by the textiles industry to fuctionalise the fabric surfaces and change

the wetting characteristics of materials [37].

With the increased interest and availability of complex carbon structures, Lui et

al. reported a method for improving the hydrophobicity of a cotton fabric through

dipping the material into a carbon nano-tube suspension to add nano-roughness to

the surface [38]. Improved hydrophobicity of fabrics has also been seen through the

use of plasma laser deposition of Teflon® films which increase the roughness of the

surface [39]. Similarly, fabrics have been made superhydrophobic by infusing a textile

with functionalised gold particles [40]. The inherent problem with hydrophobised

fabrics is the durability of the treatment and the longevity of the wetting properties.

With repeated washing cycles, the surfaces become damaged and the added roughness

is worn away.

Electrospinning proves to be a promising way of tailoring the structure of individ-

ual fibres. The fibres are made from a variety of natural and synthetic polymers and

the position of individual fibres can be controlled to maximise their functionality [41].

The electrospun fibres can range from nanometers to micrometers in diameter and

can have different cross-sections. Contact angles as high as 172� have been recorded

for theses surfaces [42–44]. Through electrospinning hydrophobic polymers, both

surface chemistry and roughness can be utilised to change the wetting behaviour of

electrospun surfaces [45, 46]. Ogawa et al. found a way to add nano-scale roughness

onto cellulose acetate fibres through the deposition of titanium oxide particles onto
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the fibre surfaces [47]. Electropun carbon nano-fibres can also produce hydropho-

bic surfaces. A bonus of this surface is that it also has conductive and magnetic

properties after calcination of Polyvinyl acetate with ferrous acetate [48].

Phase Separation

Rough three dimensional porous networks can be made by taking advantage of the

phase separation that can occur in multicomponent mixtures. One possible route

for achieving this situation is to control the temperature surrounding a mixture. At

specific ambient conditions, a mixture can be made unstable which can result in the

solidification of one of the constituent components. If this solid and liquid condition

exists for a solution with the two parts being well mixed, it is possible to set the solid

part in place to form a 3D continuous network with the liquid filling the pore spaces

in the network. The liquid can then be removed, for example, through evaporation.

The solid porous network can have a large area as well as a rough surface. By

manipulating the ambient conditions the solidification and separation rates of the

mixture can be controlled and so the pore size can be changed, predominantly in

the micrometer scale [12]. If the solid material is hydrophobic, often polymers, the

resulting materials can be superhydrophobic. Early work on superhydrophobic phase

separated materials concentrated on using sol-gel materials [49–51]. Other surfaces

have been prepared using polymers and fluoro-polymers [52–54].

Crystal Growth

By controlling the shape and size as crystals grow, needle-like structures can be

formed and rough surfaces grown on a crystallising liquid. Using this method

superhydrophobic crystalline surfaces can be grown from hydrophobic materials and

even from hydrophilic materials if coated post-growth [12]. Tsujii et al. used ambient

temperature control to grow alkyl ketene dimer crystalline surfaces which were able

to produce contact angles of 174� [55]. Triglyceride crystalline surfaces have a contact

angle of 110� but after the initial growth period, fractal structures appear on the

crystals which push the contact angle up, making the surface superhydrophobic [56].
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Etching

The use of etching to increase hydrophobicity focuses on increasing the roughness of

a surface. This can be through plasma, chemical or laser etching.

Plasma etching can be used on its own or in combination with other patterning

techniques The plasma is generated by an electromagnetic field and depending on

the gases used, different chemically reactive ions can be generated. Deep Reactive

Ion Etching (DRIE) has been used on micro-scale pillar arrays to create nano-scale

roughness [57]. This has produced contact angles of 173�. DRIE was also used

by Kim et al. to produce sharp nano-scale tips on micro-features to produce a

superhydrophobic surface [58]. Using a microwave plasma system it has been possible

to dry etch the surface of a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface to push it from

hydrophobic to superhydrophobic [59]. By choosing an appropriate gas, surface

roughness can be added to a variety of surfaces [60, 61].

By chemically etching metallic surfaces, it is possible to roughen the surface to

produce superhydrophobic setting states [62].

Using laser etching techniques, Jin et al. added roughness to the surface of PDMS

substrates with contact angles greater than 160� [63].

Diffusion Limited Growth

Using techniques such as electrodepositon or gas phase deposition, roughness can

be created on surfaces as layers of material are deposited. Electro-deposition is

the process by which a dissolved substance is deposited onto an electrode. During

deposition the addition material bonds instantly with the surface, usually gathering

at any protrusion. Growth is then concentrated at these points with branch structures

appearing as growth continues. The rate of deposition is determined by the flux rate

of the addition material. Metallic superhydrophobic surfaces have been created in

this way [64–66]. It has also been possible to create superhydrophobic conductive

polymer surfaces using these techniques [67]. Superhydrophobic surfaces have also

been created using chemical vapour deposited and microwave-plasma deposited

polymers, fluoro-polymers and silanes [68].
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Particle Deposition

Micro and nano-particles can be used to form ordered roughness on a surface by

tailoring the assembly process and size of particle. Close-packed layers of particles

can be formed by taking advantage of the Van der Waals force that causes an

attraction between particles. Silica particles have been used to create layers of

close-packed surfaces. The particles were then functionalised with silanes to make the

surface superhydrophobic [69]. Similar surfaces have been prepared using polymer

spheres [70]. The added roughness from the particulate surface changes the wettability.

The superhydrophobicity of these surfaces can be improved by producing hierarchical

surfaces through a combination of micro and nano-particle deposits [71]. A number

of different methods exist for creating superhydrophobic surfaces in this way [72].

One such method uses oxygen reactive ion etching to expose silica micro-particle

layers that are embedded in a polymer matrix. Once exposed nano-particulates,

in suspension, are spin-coated on the exposed surface. This is followed up with a

surface coating of fluorosilane to achieve contact angles of 159� and low hysteresis,

around 5� [73]. Another facile method to procure superhydrophobic surfaces was

developed by Gao et al. [74]. They used spray coating to deposit silica nano-particles,

suspended in TriethoxyHexadecylSilane (THS), onto glass. These surfaces displayed

contact angles upward of 160�. A more industrial use of nano-particle coatings has

been to superhydrophobise concrete surfaces. By applying a water-based emulsion of

polymethyl-hydrogen siloxane and metakaolin, micro-scale roughness was added to

the surface of concrete blocks. To produce hierarchical structures polyvinyl alcohol

fibres were added. Using this method, contact angles of 156� were produced [75].

Zhang et al. used another method to produce nano-particle coatings known as

Layer-By-Layer (LBL) deposition [76]. This process involves alternating the charge

of a surface to build up multiple layers, at the molecular level, by immersing the

substrates into solutions of the opposite charge. This allows layers of molecules to

be alternatively absorbed onto the surface. Zhang et al. used this method to create

anti-reflective coatings for the near-infra red region of the spectrum.

By functionalising the particles it is possible to adapt the particles for specific
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applications. Magnetic nano-particles have been made that contain an Iron oxide

core with a fluorinated silica shell. When deposited onto a substrate in the presence

of a magnetic field, contact angles of up to 172� were produced [77].

Lithography

The word “lithography” derives from the acient greek words lithos, meaning “stone”,

and graphein, meaning “to write”. The term lithography covers a range of processes.

These include:

• Photolithography

• Soft lithography

• Nano-imprint lithography

• Electron beam lithography

• X-ray lithography

• Colloidal lithography

Photolithography involves the irradiation of photo-sensitive polymers, usually to

ultra-violet light, through a mask on which a predefined pattern has been designed.

Post-exposure, the photoactive surface is developed to either remove or leave behind

the exposed regions, depending on the polymer used. It has proved a useful process as

it can produce well-defined, predetermined features designed to be superhydrophobic.

In 1994, Kawai and Nagata used this fabrication method to produce 3D micro-

patterned surfaces that changed the wetting behaviour of the photo-resist [78]. Since

then a wide variety of surface features have been made using photolithography. Many

of theses surfaces were to examine wetting processes [79–82].

Soft lithography uses elastomer stamps, moulds and masks, often made from a

master plate made using photolithography, to replicate patterns and topographies.

To produce superhydrophobic surfaces using soft lithographic techniques, moulding

or templating is primarily used.
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Nano-imprint lithography or hot embossing involves the use of rigid stamps with

topographic features to pattern a polymer surface through the application of heat

and pressure [83, 84].The rigid surfaces are often made using photolithography to

have micro and nano-scale features and can produce surface displaying contact angles

around 170� [85].

Electron beam lithography uses focused electron beams rather than light to

pattern the surface directly. This means that a mask is not necessarily needed if the

beam can accurately be controlled [86].

X-ray lithography is a very similar process to photolithography but it uses

polymers sensitive to x-rays rather than the usual UV light sensitive polymers. This

can allow for the production of more detailed structures below the micro scale due

to the shorter wavelength of x-rays compared to UV electromagnetic waves [87].

Colloidal lithography uses micro and nano particle arrays as masks through which

photo-active polymers are irradiated [72, 88]. This process can be used to form cone

or pillar features and by changing the size of the particles or their arrangement

different size features and array patterns can be made.

Many processes involve the use of multiple lithographic techniques to produce

different size features or surface structures. Kim et al. use a combination of

photolithography, x-ray lithography and soft lithography to produce high aspect

ratio surface features [58].

Templating

Templating is a replication method whereby moulds are cast on a master surface

in order to reproduce the master surface multiple times. This method can be used

to produce both negatives and replicas of the master. Lithography is often used to

manufacture the master substrates, which often have micro-scale features, such as

spikes, cavities or strips as produced by Bico et al. [89]. The surface features of the

master substrates were replicated using an elastomer which were in turn used to make

silica features on a silicon wafer. After the deposition of a hydrophobising agent,

advancing contact angles of 167� were produced on the replicated spiked surfaces.
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Porous aluminium surfaces have been used as a master surface by Lee et al..

The nano-scale surface topography was used as a template to nano-features on

polystyrene [90].

The replication of natural surfaces have also been reported. Nickel electro-forming

has been utilised to make a master plate from gold coated lotus leaves which are

naturally superhydrophobic. The nickel mould surface held a negative impression of

the lotus leaf features from which positive impression were cast [85]. Others have

also create artificial lotus leaf surfaces which display superhydrophobicity [91, 92].

The replicas demonstrate high contact angles and therefore an accurate and simple

way of reproducing the natural features.

1.11 Improving the Hydrophobicity of PDMS

.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) has proved to be a useful material for examining

wetting phenomena. In its oil form, PDMS it can be produced in a variety of chain

lengths, which have differing properties,such as viscosity. This enables the viscosity of

the oil to be selected. It is also used as a food additive (E900), in cosmetic products,

as an anti-foaming agent and as a lubricant. When the cross-linking agent is added to

PDMS the polymer chains form bonds to produce a hydrophobic elastomer. The rate

at which these bonds form can be controlled by regulating the ambient temperature

in which the reaction is taking place. The elastomer is flexible, cheap, transparent,

inert and able to replicate nano-scale features if cured on features of this size. It has

been useful in the field of microfluidics, MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS)

and optical devices because of its replication abilities.

Soft lithography and embossing have been the primary choice of fabrication

for such devices [93–101]. PDMS has also been used in the production of super-

hydrophobic surfaces or been made superhydrophobic. Through replication, the

surface of superhydrophobic plants have been copied to produce superhydrophobic

PDMS surfaces [91]. In order to create 3D mushroom-shaped features on a PDMS

surface, Dufour et al. used photolithography to create a negative pattern on a silicon
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wafer [102]. PDMS was then cast onto this surface and once cured, it was exposed

to perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFTS) using Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD).

This produced contact angles of approximately 150� with high hysteresis of around

25�. Stanton et al. produced enhanced hydrophobic PDMS by casting directly onto

sandpaper of known roughness. The PDMS negative surface achieved contact angles

of 153� by simply replicating the micro-scale roughness of fine sandpaper [103].

Embossing techniques have been used by Jeong et al. and Cortese et al. to produce

arrays of surface features on PDMS surfaces to change the wetting characteristics

[104,105]. Pyramidal micro-features with nano-scale roughness have been produced

by replication of a silicon mould. The nano-scale roughness was added using DRIE.

Using this method contact angles of 160� were observed [106]. Laser ablation

techniques have also been used to change the wetting behaviour of PDMS. In 1996

Khorasani et al. exposed PDMS substrates to a pulsed CO2 laser to increase the

surface roughness of a substrate. This increase the contact angle of the PDMS

from around 100� to approximately 170� [107]. More recently Yoon et al. produced

hierarchical topography on PDMS using an infra red laser. The surface was exposed

to the focused laser beam, �8µm in diameter, with 150fs pulse rate. This was able

to create micro-scale mounds with nano-scale bumps. The added surface roughness

increased the contact angle to �160� with a hysteresis < 5� [108].

To create PDMS nano-structures, Xue et al. exposed the surface to UV light

through a grid-pattern [109]. This created a cross-hatch topography with troughs

�100nm deep. This process has potential for scale-up to produced large areas of

nano-structured PDMS. It is also possible to create near-superhydrophobic surfaces

using micro-particles [110]. By embedding aluminium oxide micro-particles into the

surface of PDMS, a master surface was created. A negative was made of this surface

using PDMS from which the original surface was replicated, again using PDMS. The

replicated surfaces displayed contact angles of �149�. Gao et al. have also reported

on a method where fumed silica is used to increasing the contact angle of PDMS.

The silica is mixed with the PDMS polymer and then deposited onto glass substrates

before cross-linking. The hierarchical surface produced contact angles of 147� [111].
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Carbon nano-particles have been of interest in the last few years. Deng et al.

deposited paraffin wax soot onto glass slides, which forms a fractal network as the

carbon nano-particles (CNPs) are randomly deposited onto the glass. The fragile

soot network was coated in a �20nm of silica layer using CVD and then baked at

600�C. This sealed the structure in place. The robust surface is superhydrophobic as

it produces contact angles of 165� [112]. CNPs have also been produced by burning

rapeseed oil. These were deposited onto metal substrates which are able of producing

contact angles of 156� with a hysteresis of 3� [113]. One issue with the soot surfaces

is that, without additional coatings, the surface is extremely fragile. To increase the

robustness of the CNP surfaces, Yuan et al. embedded a thick layer of ethanol soot

into thick layers of PDMS [114]. These surfaces were tested for their ability as infra

red nano-sensors with self-cleaning properties, meaning that they produced contact

angles over 150� with roll-off angles of 4�.

Chapter Summary

This chapter has introduced the background behind how a liquid wets a surface and

how the process can be manipulated through surface modification. In the following

chapters a more specific background is included in order to set the scene for the

experiments performed and to give a wider understanding of where the work fits into

the scientific picture.

Next is the methods chapter. It concentrate on the methods used to develop a

novel flexible superhydrophobic substrate. This novel work is the basis form which

the work in chapters 3, 4 and 5, where the use of the surface is tested and examined.
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Chapter 2

Methods

This methods chapter concentrates on the fabrication methods trialled and adapted

in order to fabricate flexible superhydrophobic thin films. The development of the

superhydrophobic flexible membranes allowed the capillary origami process to be

tested when surface roughness is present. It also allowed for the novel conformable

surface to be tested as a possible route for superhydrophobic drag reduction as well

as a potential snail repellent surface.

2.1 Development of the Superhydrophobic Thin

Films

2.1.1 Trial Methods

The first step in determining the effects of superhydrophobicity on the capillary

origami process was to devise a way of modifying the surface of the polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS) in order for it to display superhydrophobic properties. PDMS is

a silicone that can be made to polymerize. It is available as a two-part kit (Dow

Corning Sylgard 184) that, when mixed in a 10:1 elastomer to curing agent ratio,

forms a flexible, inert and non-toxic silicon rubber. The curing rate of the PDMS

can be controlled by changing the temperature of the environment in which it is

curing. This can be anywhere between 15 minutes at 150�C to 24 hours at room

temperature (approximately 20�C). It was first used as an encapsulation material for
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electronic components as it is a good dielectric insulator and is capable of protecting

components from the elements as it has a working temperature range of �45�C to

200�C [115]. More useful to this project is that PDMS is capable of replicating

feature sizes in the micro scale but is ultimately capable of replicating feature sizes

less than 10nm in size [116]. The normal procedure for making PDMS first involves

mixing the elastomer and curing agent in a 10:1 ratio and then stirring vigorously

for at least 5 minutes. In order to remove any bubbles introduced into the mixture

from the stirring process, it is degassed in a vacuum desiccator for approximately 30

minutes. It is then ready for use. The PDMS has a working pot-life of approximately

90 minutes at room temperature.

In order to determine the ability of commercially available products to increase

the hydrophobicity of the PDMS, thin layers were spin-coated onto acrylic slides,

onto which the surface coatings were applied. These surface treatments claim to

increase the hydrophobicity of a material be depositing a thin layer of a fluorinated

compound. The first product tried was Hyrec 1405, which is available in paint or

spray form, that was developed for application in the satellite industry. The paint

and spray were applied to the PDMS surfaces and allowed to completely dry. The

Hyrec 1405 reacted with the PDMS so was discounted as an option. The next

product tested was Storm Wash-in solution. This product is marketed as a way of

protecting tents from the rain. It is brushed onto a surface which is then allowed

to fully dry. At this stage the material should be water resistant. Again, once the

solution was brushed onto the surface, it reacted with the PDMS surface, making it

unusable. A similar product is made by the company Granger’s, who specialise in

making products to waterproof and protect outdoor clothing and equipment. Two

forms of the product were tested. The first was Granger’s Supruf waterproofer, that

is applied as a spray and left to dry overnight. Again, this product reacted with the

PDMS surface, making it unsuitable for use. The other Granger’s product is applied

in a different fashion. A 20% solution of Granger’s Extreme Wash-in in water was

made. PDMS surfaces were completely submerged into the solution and left for 10

minutes. After being removed from the solution the substrates were placed in 60�C
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oven for the surface to dry. This product deposits a fluorinated compound on the

surface, making the surface more hydrophobic. Once the surfaces were fully dry,

the contact angle for water was measured on the surface. The contact angles were

measured using a KRUSS DSA10 Dropshape analysis system.

Figure 2.1: Image of a droplet of water on a PDMS surface that has been treated
with Granger’s.

The Granger’s Extreme wash-in treatment did increase the contact angle of the

PDMS surface from � 100� to � 120� (Fig. 2.1), an increase of around 20�. In

order to get the contact angle sufficiently high to be considered superhydrophobic,

the surface would also need to be textured on the micron scale. A quick simple

test involving casting the PDMS onto a textured surface was tried. Sand paper

was the surface of choice due to the fact that different grades of sandpaper are

coated in different size sand grains. The FEPA (Federation of European Producers

of Abrasives) classification system for sandpaper sorts different grades of sandpaper

according to the diameter of the grit stuck to its surface. These range from P12 up to

P2500, which correlates to an average grain size of 1815µm to 8.4µm, respectively. In

order to add surface roughness to the PDMS, it was cast on top of various sandpaper

surfaces. Sandpaper grades ranging from P600 to P60, which is a grit size range

of 269µm to 26µm, respectively. Once the PDMS had fully cured on the surface of

the sandpaper it was carefully peeled off. A sample of each size was then treated

with the Granger’s Extreme Wash-in solution. The Contact angle for each of the

grades was measured (Fig.2.2) for both the uncoated and Granger’s coated PDMS
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to determine whether a superhydrophobic surface existed (Fig.2.3).

(a) PDMS (b) PDMS cast on sandpa-
per

(c) Granger’s coated PDMS
cast on sandpaper

Figure 2.2: Images of water droplets on PDMS (red), PDMS cast on sandpaper
(blue) and Granger’s coated PDMS cast on sandpaper (green).

Figure 2.3: Graph of the contact angles for various grades of sandpaper for the
PDMS, PDMS cast on sandpaper and Granger’s coated PDMS cast on sandpaper.

Another attempt to make superhydrophobic PDMS through casting involved

laser patterning acrylic plates using a Universal Laser Systems M300 40W CO2 laser

cutter. A variety of well-ordered patterns were made on the surface of acrylic plates

which could then be used as negative for PDMS to be cast on. The same procedure

as with the sandpaper casting was used to replicate the patterns onto a PDMS layers

which were then analysed to determine whether or not an increase in hydrophobicity

was present.
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(a) acrylic plate 1 (b) acrylic plate 2

(c) acrylic plate 3 (d) acrylic plate 4

Figure 2.4: Images of laser patterned acrylic plates.

Features on the order of 200µm were designed in AutoCADr and CorelDRAWr

and were cut into the surface of the acrylic plates using the laser cutter. Multiple

trial cuts were performed in order to determine the optimum settings to produce

the most defined features possible using the laser system. Once the surfaces had

been prepared, static contact angles were taken for the acrylic plates as well as

for PDMS cast on the surfaces. A maximum increase of 10� was observed for the

acrylic surfaces when compared to an unpatterned flat acrylic surface. The PDMS

showed more promise with an increase of around 25� to 30�, when compared to flat

PDMS, taking the contact angle up to approximately 120�(Fig.2.5). This is still

not superhydrophobic but this was not surprising considering the dimensions of the

features that it was possible to produce using this technique.

Figure 2.5: Image of a droplet of water on PDMS cast on patterned plate.

An alternative method was noticed during the acrylic patterning tests. The

surface of the PDMS could be directly patterned using the laser cutter. By varying
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the number of the Points Per Inch (PPI) of the pulsed infra-red laser, it was possible

to make point features on a surface. Again, many trial tests were performed, in which

the speed, power and the PPI were varied, in order to produce the best possible

features. Using this patterning method it was possible to modify the surface of a

PDMS film with the addition of concave features. The tests produced features below

100µm in size, arranged in rows, which were spaced 100µm apart, centre to centre

(Fig.2.6).

Figure 2.6: Images of laser patterned PDMS surfaces showing the concave features.
The largest features (far left) are approximately 100µm wide.

Advancing and receding contact angles were taken for all samples prepared. The

greatest increase was seen with power settings of 1.0%, speed of 7.5% and 240 PPI.

These surface features are 80µm by 40µm in size and are approximately 100µm

apart, centre to centre. The advancing contact angle was increased from 112�� 2� to

124��2� but the receding angle was reduced to 100��2� from 80��2�. This indicates

a Wenzel state is present and the droplet gets pinned by the surface features.

It is possible to modify the surface of a PDMS film as it cures if a textured surface

is pressed onto its surface at the correct point during the curing process. At room

temperature it can take up to 24 hours for PDMS to fully cure but by increasing

the temperature to 60�C this time can be dropped to approximately 50 minutes.

PDMS can be fully cured in a matter of minutes if the curing temperature is raised
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up to 150�C without any adverse effect to the PDMS. In order to try and introduce

surface features into the surface of the PDMS during the curing process a tool was

designed that allowed a textured roller-head to be smoothly rolled over the surface of

a PDMS film. For the initial tests sand grains 50� 100µm were stuck onto the roller

head to act as a textured surface. A 10:1 PDMS mixture was made and degassed

in a vacuum desiccated for 30 minutes before being spun onto acrylic slides. The

slides were placed into an oven at 80�C and the roller was run over the surface of

a slide every 2 minutes until the PDMS was fully cured. The results showed that

it was possible to impart a texture onto the surface of a film but that the process

was very unpredictable. It is extremely difficult to roll a texture onto the surface of

a film and to have said features remain until cured. The rolling process has to be

conducted in a very small time window during the curing process. If this window is

missed the PDMS will be either too fluid, meaning the features are lost after rolling,

or too cured so that no texture can be imparted onto the surface.

In a paper by Liang Zhang et al. entitled “A facile approach to superhydrophobic

coating from direct polymerization of “Supergluer””, [117], the authors claim to be

able to easily create superhydrophobic coatings by simply curing Ethyl CyanoAcrylate

(ECA), more commonly known as Supergluer, in a humid ammonia environment.

More specifically micro-nano binary structures are formed on the surface of a substrate

when the ECA polymerizes to form polyethylcyanoacrylate (PECA), through a

nucleophilic attack mechanism, in the presence of a volatile initiator. This process

is said to produce nano-fibres of PECA on the surface of the substrate making it

superhydrophobic. If it was possible to reproduce said structures on the surface of a

PDMS film, then a major hurdle in the project would be completed. The first step

was to recreate the results on a glass substrate then move onto PDMS if the tests

were successful. The experiment called for a chamber of approximately 5000cm3 with

a relative humidity of 80%. A glass slide, coated with a layer of ECA is then placed

inside the chamber to one side. At the same time 5ml of 0.8%wt ammonia solution

is placed on the opposite side of the chamber. Within a few minutes the ECA film

should become white in appearance and after 20 minutes the process is complete.
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For the initial tests an environmental chamber was adapted to maintain the

humidity required. An acrylic box was made to replicate the volume required and

was placed within the chamber. With the equipment ready and the ammonia solution

made, samples of Loctiter Powerflex Superglue cured in the described environment.

The static contact angle for the glass slide is 25��2� but with the ECA coating it was

increased to 92��2�. This showed that the ECA increases the hydrophobicity but the

low concentration of ECA in the glue may be responsible not producing higher angles.

The Loctiter Powerflex Superglue only contained 60% ECA. More concentrated

glues from No-Nonsenser and Loctiter were acquired. The No-Nonsenser glue has

a concentration over 80% and Loctiter 4062 over 90%. With the more concentrated

glues, the tests were repeated.

The second set of tests were more extensive. Comparisons of the two glues,

comparisons of the ECA application method and a comparison against curing ECA

in a normal atmosphere were conducted. In the comparison between the two glues

it was not surprising that the Loctiter 4062 produced superior results to the No-

Nonsense as it contains a higher concentration of ECA. The results of the deposition

tests showed that thicker layers of the No-Nonsenser ECA produced larger features

on the surfaces and higher contact angles. But for thinner layers the Loctiter

outperformed the No-Nonsenser. The most promising result were seen for the

Loctiter ECA, cured in the humid ammonia environment, that had been spun onto

a glass surface. Advancing contact angles of 126.1� � 0.4� were recorded but as with

the majority of the tests the contact line became pinned as the droplet receded. One

last attempt to push the contact angle into the superhydrophobic range was tried.

The Loctiter samples were coated with the Granger’sr solution to see if the chemical

treatment on the structured surface would increase the hydrophobicity of the thin

spun layers. The resulting layers had increase advancing contact angle reaching an

average of 145.9� � 0.9� (Fig.2.8) and a receding angle of 130.4� � 1.9�. This was

much closer to the desired 155� for superhydrophobicity but it still fell short of the

goal for superhydrophobic thin flexible films.
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(a) ECA top ridges (b) ECA mid ridges

(c) ECA bottom ridges

Figure 2.7: Images of a Loctite ECA Structure. There are 3 layers of ridges. The
top layer is composed of the largest ridges that snake their way across the surface
(top left). The middle layer is composed of a network of smaller ridges (top right).
At the bottom is a layer of smaller wrinkles that cover the entire surface (bottom).

2.1.2 Development of CNP Coated PDMS

A method for the production of flexible nano-sensors is described in a paper by L.

Yuan et al. [118]. The paper describes a method by which “highly flexible” and

“robust” infrared nanosensors are fabricated on relatively thick PDMS surface with

the use of Carbon Nano-Particles (CNPs). The carbon nano-particles are deposited

onto ceramic strips using a simple flame synthesis process. The ceramic strips are

mounted in an ethanol flame and held there until the surface of the strip went from

clear to grey to matt black indicating that carbon nano-particle structures had grown

and been deposited onto the surface of the strip. The soot covered strips are than

placed faced down onto a partially cured PDMS substrate. Once the PDMS had fully

cured the ceramic strips are peeled off leaving the carbon nano-particles attached to

the surface of the PDMS. In the paper it was also reported that the PDMS with a

soot layer displayed a contact angle of 150� with a sliding angle of approximately 4�.
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Figure 2.8: Image of an advancing droplet of water on an ECA surface.

The CNP structures that grow on the surface of the ceramic strips form a mesh-

like network over the entire surface. This network becomes partially embedded into

the PDMS during the curing process and is then held in place once the PDMS has

fully cured. It is the nano-scale peaks and troughs, that are transferred to the PDMS,

that form the necessary roughness to produce a highly hydrophobic surface. The

nano-particles are not directly transferred onto the PDMS surfaces as the PDMS

cures in the heat of the soot stream before a sufficient amount of nano-particles are

deposited.

Initial tests of this fabrication method began with checking the validity of the

hydrophobicity of the soot layer. Firstly, the flame synthesis process was recreated.

Glass slides were positioned in an ethanol flame until a matt black layer of soot was

seen on the surface of the slide. This took anywhere between 10 and 15 minutes.

Next PDMS was mixed in a 10:1 ratio and partially cured until tacky. At this point

the soot covered slides were placed face down onto the PDMS. After being fully

cured advancing and receding angles were taken for the resulting soot covered PDMS.

The advancing contact angle was measured at 158.8� � 1.4� and a receding angle of

152.8� � 1.4� (Fig.2.9). This is considered superhydrophobic. The drawback of this

process is the slow sooting of the glass substrates.

In a paper by Mengnan Qu et al., a method for producing relatively large areas

of superhydrophobic films on a metal or glass surface is reported [113]. The paper
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(a) Advancing angle (b) Receding Angle

Figure 2.9: Images showing the advancing (left) and receding (right) contact angle
on an ethanol soot PDMS surface.

describes a method for producing “stable anti-corrosive superhydrophobic surfaces”.

The method is similar to that of Yuan et al. in that it involves the burning of a

hydrocarbon to produce carbon nano-particles. Qu et al. use a longer, more complex

chain hydrocarbon, more commonly known as rapeseed or Canola oil. The paper

reports that 20ml of rapeseed oil is placed in a ceramic crucible with a cotton wick.

This is ignited and an aluminium substrate is positioned at the top of the flame. This

is held in place for 10 seconds until the surface is visibly matt black, at which point

the metal block is repositioned in order to soot coat another section of the metal

surface. They state that the contact angle produced is 156� � 1� with a sliding angle

of <3�. Again the CNP’s produce a superhydrophobic surface due to the network of

particles on the surface.

By using combination of the processes developed by Yuan et al. and Qu et al. it

was possible to create facile conformable superhydrophobic thin PDMS films.

2.1.3 Initial Production Method for Superhydrophobic PDMS

By combining the methods described previously, CNP coated PDMS thin films can

made. First a rolled raw cotton wick, 3cm in length and 1cm in diameter, is placed

in a ceramic crucible. 20-30ml of rapeseed oil is then poured into the crucible and

the wick is allowed to become saturated with the oil before the wick is lit using a

naked flame. This then allowed to sit for 10 minutes to allow the flame to stabilise
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and to start producing thick plumes of soot. Whilst the flame is stabilising, glass

slide, 50mm� 25mm� 1mm are cleaned with distilled water and air blown dry. The

glass slides are individually held at the top of the flame for between 45 to 60 seconds

until the surface has become matt black. Once sooted, the substrate are placed soot

side up on a heat resistant surface and allowed to cool.

The next step is to prepare the PDMS films on which the sooted glass slides

will be placed. The PDMS is mixed in a 10:1 ratio and stirred vigorously for a

minimum of 5 minutes. The mixture is then degassed in a vacuum desiccator for

approximately 30 minutes in order to remove any air bubbles introduced into the

mixture during the stirring process. Once degassed, the PDMS is the spun onto

acrylic slides, 75mm�40mm�4mm in dimension, using an Electronic Micro Systems

Lmt Model 4000 Photoresist spin coater with a modified spin head. The acrylic slides

are significantly larger than the sooted glass slides, 10% of the glass slide dimensions

on each side, in order to negate the effects of the edge defects that occur toward

the edges of the acrylic slides when the PDMS is spun on the surface. Once the

PDMS films have been prepared, they are placed in the centre of a 60�C oven for

between 30 and 35 minutes, until the surface has become tacky. At this stage the

sooted glass slides are placed face down on the centre of the of the partially cured

PDMS surfaces. The combination is then placed in another 80�C oven for at least 1

hour to ensure the PDMS has fully cured. The combined slides are allowed to cool

before the glass slide is carefully removed, leaving the embedded soot CNP structure

behind. The result is a CNP coated PDMS thin film that is relatively robust, flexible

and superhydrophobic. The advancing contact angle for CNP coated PDMS was

measured at 160� � 2�, with a receding angle of 158� � 1� (Fig.2.10).

Once the process was fully developed, it was adapted for use on quartz crystal

microbalances (QCM) in order to test the effect of electrowetting on superhydrophobic

QCMs [119].
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2.2 Suggested Work and Preliminary Tests

Alternative Ways for Soot-Coating PDMS

In order for the soot coated PDMS surface to be of future usefulness, an alternative

method for their production may be needed. If it were possible to apply the PDMS

directly to a surface prior to the deposition of the carbon nano-particles, it would

allow for the coating of more complicated volumes without seams or issued with

adhering cured PDMS to the surfaces. A spray coating method where carbon nano-

particles are forced onto the partially cured PDMS surface using an air-jet may be

possible [120,121]. This would allow a surface to be conformable to many different

volumes and allow for the hydrophobic coating to added directly to the object.

Another way of improving the sooting method may be to improve the soot

application method. Laser printers use a charged drum to electrostatically hold a

powder which is then transferred to the printing substrate after laser processing to

create the image. In early versions of the technology, the ink consisted mainly of

carbon and iron oxide. It maybe possible for the transfer method to be adapted for

use with the PDMS substrates. It would allow for a lower temperature process and

a more controlled curing method. It would also mean a continuous manufacturing

method may be possible if it were implemented with a rolling pre-curing process for

the PDMS.

Multi-scale Roughness on PDMS Substrates

In order to create soot PDSM surfaces with a third larger scale of roughness,

preliminary tests were performed whereby the method used to produce larger soot

PDMS areas (section 4.2.3) is used to deposit soot onto knurled patterned metal

plates, hand files used for general filing work, which is then deposited onto partially

cured PDMS. Three different file types were tried, each having a different size

knurling pattern. They are smooth, second and bastard cut files. One theory as to

how the “bastard” file received its name is that it is neither a course file nor a fine

file and therefore is the bastard of the two. The knurled pattern is created on the
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surface of the rectangular plates by rolling the plates between toothed wheels under

pressure. The spacing of the teeth on the wheels determines the spacing of the ridges

on the plate surface. The rolling process is performed twice on each surface in two

perpendicular directions in order to create a cross-hatch pattern.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to image the file surface, PDMS

cast on the files and soot PDMS made using the files as the soot transfer plates (Fig.

2.11). The SEM images were used to determine the dimensions of the troughs on

the file surface and the ridge structures produced on the PDMS and soot PDMS

surfaces. The spacings and sizes are shown in table 2.1.

Contact angles for the soot PDMS ridged surfaces are shown in table 2.2. The

contact angle measurements show that the smooth cut file produced the highest

angles at 148� advancing and 146� receding. This is not quite superhydrophobic. This

may be due to the production method. Further tests are needed to refine the timings

for the deposition process in order to accurately recreate the surface features as well

as transfer the required amount of soot in order to produce a superhydrophobic soot

PDMS surface with multiple scales of roughness. There may also be an issue with

the spacing of the ridges. In the literature, ridge spacing has generally been 100µm

or below. The smooth surface is close to being superhydrophobic but the ridges are

approximately 500µm. A reduction in this distance should push the angle upward

producing a superhydrophobic film.
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Ridge Seperation Error Ridge Width Error

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Bastard File 1.030 0.005 0.137 0.008

PDMS negative 1.020 0.006 0.118 0.003

of Bastard File

Soot PDMS negative 0.979 0.006 0.235 0.008

of Bastard File

Second File 0.862 0.008 0.132 0.002

PDMS negative 0.807 0.004 0.129 0.005

of Second File

Soot PDMS negative 0.79 0.03 0.197 0.009

of Second File

Smooth File 0.511 0.007 0.051 0.003

PDMS negative 0.516 0.006 0.093 0.003

of Smooth File

Soot PDMS negative 0.510 0.005 0.111 0.002

of Smooth File

Table 2.1: Average dimensions of ridge structures on and replicated from the Bastard,
Second and Smooth cut files.
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(a) Bastard cut file. (b) PDMS cast on a bastard
cut file.

(c) Soot PDMS cast on a bas-
tard cut file.

(d) Second cut file. (e) PDMS cast on a second
cut file.

(f) Soot PDMS cast on a sec-
ond cut file.

(g) Smooth cut file. (h) PDMS cast on a smooth
cut file.

(i) Soot PDMS cast on a
smooth cut file.

(j) Flat soot PDMS.

Figure 2.11: SEM images of the files and the substrates cast on the different surfaces.
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Advancing Error Receding Error

Angle (degrees) (degrees) Angle (degrees) (degrees)

PDMS cast on a 137 1 PINNED

bastard cut file

Soot PDMS cast on 143 1 141 1

a bastard cut file

PDMS cast on a 144 1 109 9

second cut file

Soot PDMS cast on 148 1 143 2

a second cut file

PDMS cast on a 139 3 99 2

smooth cut file

Soot PDMS cast on 148 1 146 1

a smooth cut file

PDMS 123 1 82 1

Flat Soot PDMS 163 1 156 1

Table 2.2: Average contact angle for PDMS and soot PDMS cast on the 3 different
files and a flat surface.

Chapter Summary

This methods chapter describes the novel fabrication processes involved in the

development of the flexible superhydrophobic carbon nano-particle thin substrates.

This has produced a surface with increased usability due to its flexible and conformable

abilities whilst maintaining the anti-wetting properties of the surface structure.

The next three chapters report on the experiments performed with the flexible

surface in order to test the effects of surface roughness on the droplet wrapping

capillary origami process, the possible use of the superhydrophobic surface as a

method to reduce drag and as a way to repel snails.
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Chapter 3

Capillary Origami

This chapter will describe the work on capillary origami and the droplet wrapping

process. The background included describes the development of the field and some

of its uses. It will then go on to describe how the flexible superhydrophobic surfaces

were tested in the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter wetting states and the outcomes of

these tests.

3.1 Background of Self-Assembly and Capillary

Origami

In 1993 Syms and Yeatman reported on a method where surface tension forces were

used to fabricate 3D micro-structures [122]. Using lithography techniques, solder pads

were positioned over a hinge joint between two micro-scale plates. Heating the solder

caused it to melt and the surface tension of the solder caused it to form a spherical

shape and adhesion with the plates caused them to move with the droplet, out of

the horizontal plane. Over the next few years, this technique developed and allowed

for the production of more complex hinged structures and micro-devices made of

metallic and polycrystalline materials [123–125]. Other forms of self-assembly have

been developed through which small-scale structures can be made. The methods

include pneumatic assembly, magnetic assembly, polymer manipulation and muscular

actuation [126]. Photo-sensitive polymers have also been used to create self-assembled

structures. Ryu et al. reported that by exposing specific polymers to light, it is
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possible to create a photo-chemical response which creates motion of the joints to

produce 3D structures [127]. This method was termed “Photo-Origami”.

Elast-capillarity is the term coined to describe the interaction of liquids with

flexible materials. On the macroscopic scale, capillary forces are outweighed by

the gravitational forces but on the millimetric scale and below the capillary forces

begin to dominate. This is because, for a given structure with dimensions of L, the

gravitational forces are proportional to L3 whilst the capillary forces are proportional

to L. This means that as the dimensions reduce the capillary forces reduces at a

lesser rate than the gravitational forces and eventually become dominant. This is

the reason a droplet with a diameter below the capillary length, LC (see section

1), forms a spherical shape as the surface tension forces work to reduce the surface

area to volume ratio as well as dominate the gravitational forces. This is why wet

hair coalesces and clumps together. Hair, being a flexible material, cannot overcome

the surface tension forces which draw the hairs together [128]. Olives discussed the

effects of capillarity and elasticity on thin plates and how the assumption that the

surface does not deform under the influence of a liquid is not always true [129]. These

effects have become of increased interest with the development of sub-millimetre

devices. The construction of many MEMS involves wet lithography [130]. During

these processes, as liquid layers dry-out, the capillary forces generated can deform

surface structures [131,132]. With the need for smaller and smaller devices, it has

become essential to understand the processes that occur when the capillary force is

dominant.

When examining the interaction of liquids with thin films, an important parameter

is the elastocapillary length, LEC . It is related to the bending rigidity, κB [133, 134],

and the surface tension, γ.
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κB � Eh3

12p1� ν2q (3.1)

LEC �
c
κB

γ
�
d

Eh3

12γp1� ν2q (3.2)

Where E � Young1s Modulus, h �thickness and ν � Poisson1sspaceratio

It defines the length scale when a flexible substrate will spontaneously deform

under the influence of capillary forces as it compares the forces generated by a liquid

when in contact with a flexible substrate [135]. LEC 9 h3{2 so the thickness of the

surface plays a crucial role when determining the wrapping characteristics of the

flexible surface around a droplet.

When a wetted flexible plate of side length L, comes into contact with a similarly

wetted cylinder of radius R, it will deform around the cylinder if the surface energy,

γwL, overcomes the elastic energy, κBwL{2R2, where w is the width of the plate [135].

Therefore, by comparing these energies we can determine when a plate will wrap a

wetted cylinder [3, 136].
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γwL ¡ κBwL

2R2

2R2 ¡ κB

γ

?
2R ¡

c
κB

γ

?
2R ¡ LEC

R ¡ LEC?
2

(3.3)

If the cylinder is replaced with a droplet, equation 3.3 determines the minimum

radius of droplet needed, for a given substrate thickness, in order for the substrate

to wrap around the droplet.

Py et al. performed experiments with thin ribbons of PDMS in order to determine

a value of LEC rather than calculating the value numerically [3]. It was found that

for long ribbons, the PDMS strips would completely wrap a droplet, with the ends of

the ribbon making contact to form a racket-shape. Py et al. found that the width, d,

of the racket-shape is proportional to the elastocapillary length where, d � 0.89LEC .

These racket structures have also been seen with carbon nano-tubes [137] and during

simulations of graphene layers [138,139].

For thin sheets or plates, the same processes apply. When a droplet comes into

contact with a thin membrane it will deform and wrap the droplet in order to reduce

the liquid/vapour area at the cost of increasing the elastic energy. Py et al. looked

at the case where equilateral triangular substrates and square PDMS films come

into contact with a droplet of water [3]. The triangular substrates had a side length

of L, thickness of h and a rigidity proportional to Eh3. When a droplet of water

was deposited onto the surface of the membranes and the side length is sufficiently
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large, the membrane will wrap the droplet, with the corners of the membrane coming

together to form a tetrahedron as the droplet evaporates. This occurs if the gain

in surface energy, � γl2, is greater than the gain in bending energy, � κB. If the

length is greater than the critical length, Lcrit, then spontaneous wrapping will occur,

where Lcrit 9 lEC . This value was determined experimentally for different thicknesses

and Py et al. found that for triangular surfaces Lcrit � 11.9LEC and for square

surfaces Lcrit � 7.0LEC . These wrapping experiments challenge our understanding

of hydrophobicity. Gao and McCarthy demonstrated how seemingly water repellent

surfaces will wrap droplets if they are thin enough. They showed how films of Teflon®

spontaneously wrap a droplet of water, even though the material is known to be

hydrophobic [10]. This effect has been explained by McHale as being due to the

change in the balance between the interfacial and bending energies [11]. McHale et

al. went on to examine the effects of surface roughness on the wrapping processes

for ribbon surfaces with rigid topographies [2]. By looking at the change in surface

energies for the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter wetting states, it was determined that the

change in energy can be determined, where

∆FT

2πRw � � γLV pcos θT � 1q � κBC
2
1

2 (3.4)

Where ∆FT � change of energy depending on the wetting regime

R � radius of the droplet

w � width of the ribbon

θT � contact angle depending on the wetting regime

κB � bending rigidity

C � curvature

This is valid for textured ribbons where L � 2πR. As C � 1{R, equation 3.4 can

be rewritten as,
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RC �
�

κB

2γLV pcos θT � 1q

1{2

�
�

1
2pcos θT � 1q


1{2

LEC (3.5)

Equation 3.5 shows that there is modified critical droplet radius, RC , for capillary

origami where rough surfaces exist. Equation 3.5 also shows that depending on

the wetting regime, the wrapping process can be either enhance or supressed. For

θT>120� the expression in equation 3.5 before LEC is greater than 1 and RC>LEC .

Where θT<120� the expression is less than 1 and RC<LEC .

For the Cassie-Baxter state, cos θT �cos θCB and as θCBÑ180�, RC approches

infinity. This implies that in a Cassie-Baxter scenario the wrapping process is

surpressed.

For the Wenzel case, cos θT �cos θW which is positive when θ¡90� and negative

when θ 90�. When θ is positive RC is reduced as θÑ0� or as the roughness increases.

The reduction in RC implies a substrate can be wrapped into a tighter curve meaning

smaller droplet radii can be used to wrap a surface due to the increased adhesion,

which is an enhancement of the capillary origami process.

Uses of Capillary Origami

Capillary Origami has been used to produce polymer, semiconductor and metallic

microstructures. Silicon nitride micro-objects, 50µm to 100 µm in size, have been

fabricated in combination with micromachining [140], as have silicon photovoltaic

spherical objects [141]. Silicon and germanium devices have also been made for

chemical sensing using capillary origami [142]. The capillary bending technique

has also been exploited to form ordered carbon nano-tube surfaces and arrays of

nano-tube pillars [143–145].
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3.2 Capillary Origami with a Novel Surface

3.2.1 Initial Experiments

The first step in determining the possibility for capillary origami was to ascertain

whether or not it was possible to produce thin, reproducible and tailored PDMS

membranes. A variety of thicknesses were made using the spin coater. By varying the

speed of the spin coater between 1000RPM and 2000RPM , thicknesses ranging from

30µm to 80µm can be made. This thicknesses range of PDMS had previously been

tested by C.Py et al. [3]. The initial challenge was to find a method for producing

identical two dimensional shapes. The purpose of this was to determine if it was

possible to produce membranes in the correct dimension range to test capillary

origami as well as to fabricate identical membranes for repeatable systematic testing.

Using the laser cutter it was possible to design, cut out and even score these shapes,

using low power settings and high pass speeds (3 passes at power 1%, speed 1.8%

and PPI 500 for cutting). A variety of shapes were cut and tested at this early stage,

including crosses to form cubes (Fig.3.1), triangles to form tetrahedrons (Fig.3.2),

and flower-shaped membranes to form sphere-like objects.

(a) PDMS cross membrane to form a
cube.

(b) Cube formed through the action
of the capillary force.

Figure 3.1: Formation of a cube solely through the forces generated by a droplet of
water.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of a droplet of blue-dyed water on a PDMS triangular membrane:
a) blue-dye water droplet causes the edges of the membrane to bend, b) initial
triangular-shaped PDMS thin film with score lines for folding, c) the evaporating
droplet causes the membrane to fold around it, and d) tetrahedron left after all the
liquid has evaporated [2].

3.2.2 Replication of Previous Work and Testing of Uncoated

Substrates

To test the effects of hydrophobicity on the capillary origami process, it was prudent

to first see if it was possible to recreate the work of C.Py et al. by determining the

critical wrapping length for uncoated PDMS triangular substrates, whose thicknesses

range from 35µm and 75µm [3]. The critical wrapping length for the substrates is

the minimum side length of the triangular surface which will completely encapsulate

a droplet of water as the droplet evaporates, to form a tetrahedron (Fig.3.3).

Figure 3.3: Sequence showing the six stages of a completely wrapped droplet of water
on a PDMS triangular membrane as the water droplet evaporates.

In order to do this, seven different thicknesses of PDMS were made, using the

standard procedure for mixing PDMS, as discussed earlier. These ranged from 33µm

to 78µm thick. The thicknesses of the PDMS sheets were determined from the

difference in the mass between the uncoated and coated acrylic slides, taking into

account the density of the PDMS and the area of the acrylic slide. The membranes
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were made on 75mm � 40mm � 4mm acrylic slides using the spin coater. Once

fully cured, the triangular membranes were cut using the laser cutter. Multiple

triangles, ranging in side length from 3mm to 14mm, in steps of 0.25mm, were

cut out of each sheet.For one thickness at a time the substrates were laid out on a

hydrophobic surface. A droplet of water was placed on the surface of each membrane,

enough to completely cover the entire surface, and then observed throughout its

entire evaporation process to determine whether or not the membrane completely

encapsulated the droplet through its drying routine. For each substrate the outcome

of the drying routine was documented.

Figure 3.4: Setup for the capillary origami tests. PDMS triangles are laid out on a
hydrophobic surface in side length order.

3.2.3 Superhydrophobic Modification of the Wrapping Ex-

periments

With a way to change the hydrophobicity of the surface of the PDMS, the effects

of superhydrophobicity on the origami process could now be studied. In order to

make the PDMS superhydrophobic a thin CNP layer was added, using the process

described previously. Once the CNP layer had been added to the surface, the same

procedures for making the triangular substrates used to make the uncoated triangles

was used. The thickness of the superhydrophobic films was measured using a Veeco

Dektak 6M stylus profilometer. During theses tests, it quickly became evident that

a complete suppression of the wrapping process was present. Even with the thinnest

and largest triangular substrates, those expected to wrap in every test, there was
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no noticeable wrapping, or even bending, of the substrates under the influence of a

water droplet (Fig 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Comparison of the wrapping process for uncoated(A) and CNP-coated(B)
triangular PDMS substrates over time as the water droplet evaporates.

3.2.4 Liquid Determination

The suppression of all wrapping is a result in itself but in order to test the effects

of changing hydrophobicity, a liquid with a lower surface tension was needed that

would allow a comparison of the uncoated and CNP coated PDMS surfaces to be

conducted. A 2-propanol, aka isopropanol (IPA), solution appeared to be a good

starting point. When a droplet was placed onto the CNP PDMS surface, it wetted

the surface without damaging it and the superhydrophobicity was recovered once the

IPA had completely evaporated away. A series of solution of IPA in water were made

and the contact angles for each on superhydrophobic PDMS was measured (Fig.3.6).

For a 30% solution the contact angle is less than 90� indicating that the solution

wets the surface of the PDMS. It also displayed advancing and receding angles on

uncoated PDMS of 68�� 2� and 45�� 3�, respectively. This would allow the solution

to sufficiently wet both surfaces and to test the wrapping process. A Du Nuoy ring

test of the 30% solution gave a surface tension of 26.3� 0.1mN.m�1.

The critical length for wrapping was determined, using the same methods as

described in section 3.2.2, using the 30%wt IPA solution for the uncoated and soot

coated PDMS substrates.

Even though it was possible to test using the IPA solution, a problem arose. As

the solution evaporated, the ratio of the two constituent parts changed during the

tests. This meant that the surface tension and therefore the contact angle of the

solution changed during the experiments. An azeotropic solution was needed in
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Figure 3.6: Contact angle for different concentrations of Isopropanol in water.

order to maintain these two properties throughout the tests. A two-part azeotropic

solution would mean that both liquids in the solution would evaporate away in the

same ratio as the solution, maintaining its properties throughout.

The azeotrope for IPA consists of 87.9%wt IPA in water. This solution completely

wetted the PDMS surface and no wrapping was observed. This meant another

azeotropic solution was needed.The liquids tested were

• 1-Propanol. The azeotrope is 28.1%wt 1-Propanol in water.

• 1-Butanol. The azeotrope is 47.7%wt 1-Butanol in water.

• Cyclohexanol. The azeotrope is 20%wt Cyclohexanol in water.

• Pentanone. The azeotrope is 4.6%wt Pentanone in water.

• Allyl alcohol. The azeotrope is 72.01%wt Allyl alcohol in water.

The data was found in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [146].

When tested on the CNP coated surface only the Allyl alcohol azeotrope was

appropriate. The 1-propanol solution has too low a surface tension and completely

wets the surface. The 1-butanol solution is only partially miscible so the butanol
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wets the surface whilst the water is left on the surface. The cyclohexanol solution has

too high a surface tension and remains hydrophobic and the pentanone azeotrope

is also too hydrophobic. The allyl alcohol azeotrope, on the other hand, has a

surface similar to the 30%wt IPA solution, at 28.0� 0.2mN.m�1, so partially wets

the surface, is fully miscible and is non-reactive with the surface. The allyl alcohol

azeotrope became the solution of choice to compare the uncoated and soot coated

PDMS substrates. Using the allyl alcohol azeotrope the critical length for wrapping

was determined, using the same methods as described in section 3.2.2.

3.2.5 Determination of Young’s Modulus for CNP Coated

Surfaces

In order to calculate the elastocapillary length for each thickness of PDMS substrate,

the Young’s modulus was needed [3]. Since the soot coating effects the rigidity of

the PDMS substrate, a way was needed to determine the modulus, E, of the surface.

The cantilever deflection method was used to calculate this value.

PDMS beam 

Backlight 

Camera Glass slide 

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the cantilever deflection set-up (sideview) used to measure
the deflection of the PDMS beams. Both the camera and PDMS beam are mounted
horizontally.

Using this method, one end of a PDMS strip is fixed horizontally, whilst the

other unattached end is allowed to deflect under the influence of gravity alone. The
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Backlight 

PDMS beam 

Camera 

Glass slide 

Figure 3.8: Illustration of the cantilever deflection set-up (top view) used to measure
the deflection of the PDMS beams. The PDMS beam is perpendicular to the camera.

maximum deflection of the free end was measured for 1mm wide strips of PDMS

and soot coated PDMS for varying strip lengths of between 4.00mm and 8.50mm

(�0.06mm). The uncoated PDMS had a thickness of 64µm and the soot coated

PDMS had a thickness of 84µm. In order to ensure the strips were not bent during

removal from the acrylic slides, they were floated on a film of IPA, which acted as a

releasing agent. Each strip was measured multiple times, facing both upward and

downwards.
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3.3 Results

Here the results of the various characterisation tests performed in order to determine

the properties of the composite surface are included, as well as the results of the

wrapping tests with different liquids on uncoated and soot coated substrates.

In order to test for the effects of a superhydrophobic surface on the capillary

origami process, first the novel conformable surfaces were characterised using imaging

techniques and contact angle analysis. Part of this process was to determine the

Young’s modulus of the coated films to account for any variation in the flexural

rigidity of the substrates. Following this, the wrapping processes for triangular

substrates were analysed, using the methods devised by Py et al. [3].

3.3.1 Determination of the Young’s Modulus

PDMS and soot-coated PDMS strips, approximately 1mm in width, ranging in

length from 4.00mm to 8.50mm (�0.5mm) were tested using the cantilever deflection

method. The thickness of the uncoated and soot-coated PDMS were 82µm and

64µm, respectively. The thicknesses were measured using a Veeco Dektak 6M stylus

profilometer. They were positioned in front of a horizontal camera and the deflection

was recorded for the strips in the face up and face down positions.

The cantilever is believed to behave in a linear manner if ymax{L  0.2 and its

Young’s modulus can be found using equation 3.6.

L ymax

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the cantilever deflection test and key measurements.
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ymax� PL
4

8EI �
12ρghL4p1� ν2q

8Eh2 � 3ρgL4p1� ν2q
2Eh2

where P �ρgh & EI � Eh3

12p1� ν2q

6 ymax� 12ρghL4p1� ν2q
8Eh2 � 3ρgL4p1� ν2q

2Eh2

6 E� 3ρgL4p1� ν2q
2ymaxh2 (3.6)

Where the deflection of the beam exceeded 20% of its length i.e. ymax{L ¥0.2,
the deflection was considered to be outside of its linear-relationship range and a

large deflection correction factor can be applied in order to find the value of Young’s

modulus [147]. The calibration factor if found from the relationship between ymax{L
and PL3{8EI.

Equation 3.7 shows how the Young’s modulus is calculated in the large deflection

range.

EI�ρghL
3

γ

also EI� Eh3

12p1� ν2q

6
Eh3

12p1� ν2q�
ρghL3

γ

where γ is the correction factor calculated from Ref. [147] where ymax{L ¡ 0.2

6 E� ρgL3

12γh2p1� ν2q (3.7)
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Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the data for the uncoated and soot coated PDMS,

respectively. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are plots of the uncoated and soot PDMS beam

deflections.
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Figure 3.10: Graph of maximum deflection versus length for uncoated PDMS. The
line of best fit has been added in order to compare the Uncoated PDMS with the
Soot-coated PDMS in Fig.3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Graph of maximum deflection versus length for soot coated PDMS. The
line of best fit is the same as that in Fig.3.10.

For the uncoated PDMS surface a value of 1.1�0.1MPa was found. The soot
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coated PDMS produced two values, depending on the direction. With the soot facing

up, a value of 1.3�0.1MPa and with the soot facing down a value of 3.4�0.2MPa

was calculated.
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3.3.2 Replication of Uncoated PDMS Tests

Using the method set out by Py et al. [3] for triangular substrates, the wrapping

process was observed for film thicknesses of 33µm to 79µm. Equilateral triangular

membranes of side length 3.00mm to 13.00mm in steps of 0.25mm were fabricated

for 7 thicknesses of uncoated PDMS. Each thicknesses was tested separately, with

the triangular substrates being laid out on a hydrophobic surface to reduce adhesion

to the surface. The capillary Origami process was observed throughout the entire

evaporation of the applied liquid (Fig.3.12a).

For each size of triangular membranes for a given thickness, the number of

membranes that followed the routine in figure 3.12a was recorded. The critical length

(Lcrit) for Capillary Origami was considered to be the side length where ¥ 50% of

the triangular membranes wrapped. The results for these tests are shown in figure

3.13. The data from Py et al. [3] has also been included for comparison.

(a) Wrapping sequence for a uncoated triangular PDMS substrate, with a side length above
the critical wrapping length, where a droplet of water has been deposited on the surface.

(b) Wrapping sequence for a soot-coated triangular PDMS substrate, where a droplet of
water has been deposited on the surface.

(c) Wrapping sequence for a uncoated triangular PDMS substrate, with a side length above
the critical wrapping length, where a droplet of allyl alcohol azeotrope has been deposited
on the surface.

(d) Wrapping sequence for a soot-coated triangular PDMS substrate, where a droplet of
the allyl alcohol azeotrope has been deposited on the surface.

Figure 3.12: Wrapping sequences for uncoated and soot-coated membranes with
water (a and b) and the azeotrope of allyl alcohol (c and d). Sequences b and d
show how it is possible to see Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel wetting states on the same
surface with the appropriate choice of liquid.
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3.3.3 Characterisation of the Carbon Nano-particle PDMS

Films

Contact Angles

Contact angle analysis of the uncoated and soot-coated PDMS surfaces was performed

using a Drop Shape Analysis system DSA10, KRÜSS. Figure 3.21 is an image of

five different water droplets sitting on the surface of the soot PDMS. The silvery

appearence of the base of the droplets is the plastron air layer , which is an indication

of the Cassie-Baxter state.

Table 3.3 and figures 3.15 to 3.18 show the contact angles for the two surfaces

and for the two liquids, water and the azeotrope of allyl alcohol.

Figure 3.14: Image of water droplets on the soot coated PDMS surface.

Contact Angle (degrees)
Advancing Static Receding

Water PDMS 116�2 104�1 92�2
Soot PDMS 159�2 156�2 153�2

Allyl Alcohol Azeo PDMS 64�2 59�2 44�2
Soot PDMS 56�3 38�3 ~ 0

Table 3.3: Contact Angles for water and the azeotrope of allyl alcohol on PDMS and
soot coated PDMS.
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(a) Advancing angle. (b) Receding angle.

(c) Static angle.

Figure 3.15: Images of the advancing, static and receding contact angles for water
on PDMS.

(a) Advancing angle. (b) Receding angle.

(c) Static angle.

Figure 3.16: Images of the advancing, static and receding contact angles for water
on soot-coated PDMS.
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(a) Advancing angle. (b) Receding angle.

(c) Static angle.

Figure 3.17: Images of the advancing, static and receding contact angles for the
azeotrope of allyl alcohol on PDMS.

(a) Advancing angle. (b) Receding angle.

(c) Static angle.

Figure 3.18: Images of the advancing, static and receding contact angles for the
azeotrope of allyl alcohol on soot-coated PDMS.
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Figure 3.19 is an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image of the soot PDMS

surface showing the micro-scale roughness of the surface. This was taken on using a

Bruker FastScan AFM. The surface roughness can also be seen in figure 3.20. These

images were acquired using a Jeol JSM 840A Scanning microscope.

Figure 3.19: Atomic force microscopy of the soot coated PDMS surface.
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Figure 3.20: Scanning electron microscopy of the soot coated PDMS surface.
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3.3.4 Capillary Origami of Superhydrophobic Triangular Sub-

strates

With the addition of the carbon nano-particles, the critical length determination tests

for triangular substrates could be repeated for the superhydrophobic membranes.

When tested with water a complete supression of the wrapping process was seen for

all thicknesses between 35µm and 85µm and all size triangular substrates between

3.00mm and 15.00mm (Fig.3.12b).

Isospropanol Wrapping Tests

In order to test the effects of roughness on the wrapping process, a 30% solution

of Isopropanol was used because of its hydrophilic state on the soot PDMS surface.

The same method that was used to determine the critical length for wrapping for

the uncoated PDMS surfaces, was applied to the superhydrophobic thin films. The

Isopropanol solution wets the soot surface spreading over the entire surface of the

triangular films. Again, as the solution evaporates it pulls the substrate around itself

if the side length of the triangular membrane is above the critical length. An issue

with the IPA solution was its uneven nature to the evaporation process. The ratio of

IPA to water would change during the experiments due to the different evaporation

rates of the two liquids. This changed the surface tension during the tests as the IPA

evaporated away at a faster rate than the water. This made the results unreliable.
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Figure 3.21: Graph of the critical length, Lcrit, versus the elastocapillary length,
LEC , for the 30% Isopropanol solution on soot PDMS membranes.

Allyl Alcohol Azeotrope Wrapping Tests

The wrapping tests were repeated to determine the critical length for triangular

membrane capillary origami using the azeotrope of allyl alcohol. Both uncoated and

soot-coated films were tested to examine the effects of the added surface roughness.

Again the allyl alcohol wet the surface of the superhydrophobic substrates behaving

in a Wenzel manner (Fig.3.12c & Fig.3.12d). The evaporation issues that affected

the IPA tests were not present with the azeotrope as the evaporation rate of the

two constituent parts of the solution are such that the ratio of the two liquids is

maintained. The critical lengths were found for film thicknesses of 33µm to 78µm.

The data has been plotted in graphs 3.22 and 3.23.
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Figure 3.22: Graph of Lcrit against LEC for water and allyl alcohol on uncoated
PDMS and soot coated PDMS triangular membranes.

Figure 3.23: Graph of γL2
crit against κB for water and allyl alcohol on uncoated

PDMS and soot coated PDMS triangular membranes.
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3.4 Discussion

The cantilever deflection method proved to be a simple and accurate way to determine

the Young’s modulus. The values for the uncoated PDMS show the validity of the

method due to the agreement with previously reported values [148,149]. The method

is accurate only if the thickness (h) and the length (L) are measured accurately.

The uncoated PDMS measurements were independent of the direction (within 20%)

with an average of 1.1�0.1MPa. The value of for the soot up cantilever tests was

1.3�0.1MPa. This is within 18% of the uncoated value and would imply the the

rigidity of the PDMS is not significantly affected when the soot surface is stretched.

Conversely, when the soot surface is compressed, when the soot is face down in

the cantilever deflection test, the Young’s modulus value is more than doubled to

3.4�0.2MPa. This increase can be attributed to the clumping of the particles during

an inward deflection. Even with the increase in rigidity the membranes are still

considered highly flexible.

Figure 3.13 is a comparison of the triangular membrane data from Py et al. [3]

and the results from the uncoated wrapping tests using water. The two sets of data

are in good agreement. The linear fit of the wrapping data gives Lcrit=13.4LEC

compared to Lcrit=11.9LEC of Py et al..The dashed line shows the line on best fit as

made to cross the origin as previously demonstrated by Py et al. [3]. The combined

data indicates that this may not be the best fit and an offset may be present. The

line also indicates two wrapping regions. Triangular membranes with side length

below the Lcrit at the corresponding LEC will not wrap. Those with lengths above

the Lcrit will wrap a droplet.The agreement between the Py et al. and the collected

sets of data also shows the validity of the Young’s modulus value for PDMS, E =

1.1�0.1MPa, determined from the cantilever deflection tests.

The application of a nano-particle surface coating to the PDMS membranes

allows the hydrophobicity to be tailored. The added roughness to the surface lead to

two possible wetting situations, a Wenzel or a Cassie-Baxter state, when a liquid

makes contact with the surface. When water makes contact with the novel surface

a Cassie-Baxter state is seen. This is evident in the high contact angle and low
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roll-off angle. The shiny silver plastron air layer that exists is also evidence of a

Cassie-Baxter state. This state means a decrease in adhesion to the surface. This

lack of adhesion is the reason for the suppression of the wrapping process. An

enhancement in capillary origami can be seen with the choice of an appropriate

wetting liquid, such as the azeotrope of allyl alcohol. The wetting of the surface and

approximately zero degree receding contact angle displays the Wenzel state present

when the azeotrope is deposited on the surface of the superhydrophobic substrates.

The Wenzel state means an increase in the liquid-solid surface area and an increase

in the adhesion to the surface. The increase in adhesion means that surfaces with

higher rigidity can be wrapped and folded.

In order to compare the wrapping processes of the two substrates by water and allyl

alcohol, the dependence on the surface tension can be written in terms of the surface

energy, Lcrit ¡ LEC � ?κBγLV . Wrapping is seen when the gain in surface energy

is greater than the bending energy i.e., when � γLVL
2
crit ¡ κB � Eh3{12p1 � ν2q.

Figure 3.23 shows the variation of γLVL
2
crit with κB for water and allyl alcohol

on uncoated PDMS membranes. The slope for for water is 3.7 times greater, at

152(�10), compared to that of the allyl alcohol, at 41(�4). The receding angles on

PDMS are 92� and 44�, for water and allyl alcohol, respectively. The reduction in

the slope indicates a dependence of Lcrit on the receding contact angle. This implies

a wetting liquid, with a lower receding angle can wrap the membranes into tighter

curves.

The wrapping data for the soot-coated membranes with allyl alcohol is also

displayed on figure 3.23. Again, this data obeys a straight line fit with a slope of

21(�3). This is a further 1.8 times less than the uncoated PDMS. This reduction

can be explained by the Wenzel wetting state present for the allyl alcohol azeotrope

on the soot-coated surface. The solution penetrates the surface features, increasing

the adhesion of the droplet on the surface. Therefore as the droplet evaporates, the

surface tension forces are able to bend the surfaces into tighter curves as well as

bend more rigid surfaces, enhancing the Capillary Origami process.

One interesting feature of the data is the non-zero intercept that occurs for
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each linear fit in figure 3.23. Each fit has an intercept of �500nJ (to within 10%).

This appears to be independent of the liquid used or the surface roughness. One

explanation of this could be a dependence on the Gaussian rigidity due to the multiple

radii of curvatures present with the folding of the triangular membranes.
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3.5 Conclusions

The use of the cantilever deflection method in conjunction with the large deflection

correction factor is a simple way to determine the Young’s modulus for the thin films.

The method produces results that agree with independent measurements found in

the literature.

The addition of partially embedded carbon nano-particle network structures into

the surface of the PDMS films adds surface roughness to the substrates producing

a Cassie-Baxter state when water comes into contact with the surface. The ability

to manipulate the contact angle of liquids that contact the membranes means that

there is control over the capillary origami and droplet wrapping processes. With

appropriate choice of liquids the two wetting states have been tested. In one extreme,

a Cassie-Baxter wetting state is produced when water comes into contact with the

flexible superhydrophobic substrates. The lack of adhesion with the surface means

that a complete suppression of the wrapping process. Conversely, at the other

extreme, using a wetting liquid with a lower surface tension, and enhanced wrapping

state is seen. This is due to the Wenzel wetting state causing increased adhesion with

the surface of the membranes as the liquid penetrates through the roughness on the

surface increasing the contact area. This increased adhesion means the membranes

can be wrapped into tighter curves.

The azeotrope of allyl alcohol has a surface tension lower than that of water. This

means a difference in the contact angle when compared to water, with the azeotrope

having a lower receding contact angle, on the uncoated membranes. The difference

in the critical wrapping length, Lcrit, with water having a larger Lcrit, shows the

dependence of Lcrit on the receding contact angle.

The determination of the critical lengths for wrapping of the membranes for the

differing wetting states support the idea that the wetting characteristics of a surface

affect the way in which a droplet is wrapped by a flexible surface and that by changing

the properties of the liquid it is possible to control the Capillary origami process.

Oppositely, by reducing the receding contact angle through surface modification it is

possible to more easily wrap a surface for a given surface tension if a Wenzel state is
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produced or to suppress the wrapping process in the event of a Cassie-Baxter wetting

state.

3.6 Suggested work

Further Capillary Origami Tests

The work on Capillary Origami can be extended for a variety of surfaces with varying

hydrophobicities and hydrophilicities. This would allow for a more rigorous test of

equation 3.5. If it were possible to produce flexible PDMS films with different surface

roughnesses, then it would be possible to test the theory for a single liquid. For this

to occur, new techniques would need to be developed in order to pattern the surface

of the PDMS.

The possibility to suppress and enhance the wrapping process leads to more

tailored wrapping fabrication methods. If it is possible to selectively add roughness

to specific regions of a surface, it may be possible to more accurately control which

parts of the surface wrap a liquid whilst leaving other regions unfolded.

With the current triangular substrates, it may be possible to test a single liquid

on either side of the soot coated substrate. This would allow for two measurements

of the critical length for two different roughnesses, soot coated PDMS and uncoated

PDMS, from a single set of samples. As long as the Young’s modulus is accurately

measured for the surface in both orientations, this form of testing would reduce the

uncertainty in comparing coated and uncoated PDMS surface as the results would

be obtained from the same surface. The issues with manufacturing comparable

thicknesses will also disappear if the same substrates are used.

The experiments performed used two different liquids with different surface

tensions, water and allyl alcohol azeotrope. a simple way to extend the work would

be to test the effect of surface tension and contact angle on the wrapping process.

An interesting add on would be to test the effects of electrowetting on the

superhydrophobic surface and to determine whether it is possible to cause a wrapped

substrate to unwrap by applying a voltage or whether it is possible to cause the
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liquid on a rough non-wrapped surface to infiltrate the roughness by applying a

voltage which, when the voltage is removed, will cause the liquid to retract and pull

the substarte around itself.

Chapter Summary

This chapter focused on the experiments performed to test the effects of surface

roughness on the droplet wrapping process in the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter wetting

regimes. It has been shown that the presence of surface structure can both inhibit

and enhance the wrapping process depending on the choice of liquid.

The next chapter concentrates on the use of the conformable surface as a way to

reduce drag. Superhydrophobic drag reduction has been reported with micro-scale

structures but there is little on the potential of nano-scale drag reduction.
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Chapter 4

Superhydrophobic Drag Reduction

This chapter concentrates on the work that was carried out to test the capabilities of

the flexible superhydrophobic surface as a way to reduce the drag force produced by

an object in a laminar flow. It begins with a background to the area and describes

previous work in the field, then moves on to the work performed to test the novel

surface.

4.1 Background

Drag is another name for the friction caused when an object moves through a fluid

or when liquid move around or through a system. At the interface where a fluid

contacts a solid surface, the no-slip boundary condition has been widely accepted as

the condition imposed on the solid/liquid interface (Fig.4.1a).

The validity of this model has been called into question as our understanding of

surface wetting improves [150]. The concept was established by Navier in 1823 [151].

The no-slip condition states that all velocity components at the solid/liquid interface

are equal to the velocity components of the corresponding solid surface at that point.

Therefore if the surface is stationary the liquid will have zero velocity at the interface

(Fig.4.1a).

A slip boundary proposes a non-zero value for the velocity parallel to the surface

(Fig.4.1b). This velocity is known as the slip velocity, VS and if the velocity gradient

is extrapolated back to the zero velocity point into the surface, the distance into
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(a) No slip condition. (b) Partial slip condition.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the boundary conditions between a liquid and a solid.

the surface is known as the slip length, LS. This was first quantified by Maxwell in

1879 [152]. The slip length was found to be on the order of the mean free path of a

liquid, �1nm, and so has been considered negligible for some time. As micro and

nano-fluidic devices have become more widespread it has become advantageous to

increase the slip length [153]. In recent history, the effect of wettability and surface

roughness on the slip length has been of interest [150,154,155]. In 1997, Thompson

and Troian published results showing how surface hydrophobicty can increase the

slip length well beyond the mean free path value [156]. This has also been found for

other hydrophobic and oleophobic surfaces [157–161].

When a droplet of water is place on a superhydrophobic surface, the lack of

adhesion with the surface makes the droplet unstable [89]. The partial contact with

the surface means a layer of air is present under the droplet. This air layer is known

as a plastron. The prescence of the plastron means a large liquid/vapour interface is

present instead of the solid/liquid interface. The liquid/vapour interface presents

much less friction to a liquid moving over the surface than there would be with a solid

/liquid interface. Analytical approaches to this idea have been performed to determine

the optimum conditions for drag reduction in the presence of a plastron [155,162,163].

In 2002, Kim and Kim observed the flow of water down inclined superhydrophobic
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silicon micro and nano post array channels [58]. In the nano-channels, a 99% decrease

in the flow resistance was seen. Ou et al. also performed similar experiments with

various micro-post arrays and again found a reduction in the drag force due to the

presence of the liquid/vapour interface below the flow of the liquid [158]. McHale et

al. performed experiments with sand-coated acrylic spheres. The edges of the sand

grains added roughness to the surface and after the application of a water-proofing

compound the surface of the spheres became superhydrophobic. When immersed

in water the spheres held a plastron creating an air layer around the entire ball.

This air layer reduced the apparent drag by creating a slip boundary condition.

The superhydrophobic spheres reached a higher terminal velocity compared to un-

coated spheres or sand-coated spheres without a plastron [164]. The drag reduction

is caused by circulation of air in the plastron layer (Fig.4.2) as the sphere moves

through the liquid which changes the wake pattern, altering the separation point [165].

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the air circulation that occurs in the plastron layer around
as water moves around the object.
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Brennan et al. have recently conducted experiments using hydrophobic cylinders

to determine the drag reduction due to the presence of a plastron. A number of

brass cylinders were coated in different ranges of sand grain size, which then had a

hydrophobic surface coating applied [166]. A drag reduction of 28% was demonstrated

when comparing the plastron bearing rod to the same rod but without a plastron.

4.2 Drag Reduction Using CNP Coated PDMS

4.2.1 Flow Chamber Setup

To test for drag reduction properties of the CNP coated PDMS surfaces, they needed

to be mounted onto brass cylinders for testing in a recirculating laminar flow chamber.

The 1940’s era flow chamber contains a 50cm� 30cm� 30cm laminar flow section

that allows the testing of an object and their effect on flow in this region (Fig.4.3).

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the flow chamber used for drag reduction tests. The light
blue region in which the sample is positioned, indicates the laminar flow segment of
the chamber.
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The drag reduction for cylinders can be found by comparison to uncoated brass

cylinders of equivalent diameter. The samples are positioned at the start of the

laminar region, as shown in Fig.4.3 and a 1 dimensional Laser Doppler Anemometer

(LDA), mounted on a 3 axis stage, is used to record the velocity of the water at

different positions, 30 cylinder diameters downstream of the sample. This produces

a Gaussian profile from the flow velocities and by using the momentum deficit

technique [167] the drag coefficient can be extracted.

4.2.2 Testing of Small Diameter Cylinders

The method for fabricating superhydrophobic conformable PDMS surfaces, as de-

scribed in section 2.1.3, produced a maximum usable area of 50mm � 25mm. In

order to achieve the best possible sample for testing, it was logical to have as few

seams as possible on the cylinders, which would lead to increased drag, when the

CNP coated PDMS was mounted onto them. 6mm diameter cylinders were used as

they allowed to a single section of substrate to wrap around the cylinders.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the 6mm diameter cylinders used for the drag reduction
tests.

The cylinder surface consists of a ~15cm superhydrophobic section, with a total

length of 21.5cm. The larger 12mm diameter end sections are to allow for the

mounting of the cylinders to the sample holder. The cylinders were subjected to

increasing flow speeds ranging from 1.45m.s�1 to 2.78m.s�1. This corresponds to a

Reynolds number range of 12000 to 23000. Each cylinder was tested a minimum of 3

times.

4.2.3 Modification of the Soot Coating Process

With the flow velocity being measured 30 diameters downstream, the flow chamber

test section made it possible to test larger diameter samples than the 6mm cylinders
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being tested. With the area of the CNP coated PDMS substrates being the limiting

factor, a new method for producing larger areas of superhydrophobic PDMS was

needed. To achieve a large superhydrophobic area the method described in section

2.1.3 was scaled up. Instead of 50mm� 25mm glass slides, 150mm� 50mm� 1mm

copper master plates were made. These were suspended over a chimney, used to

channel the soot plume produced by a larger rapeseed oil flame. A fan was positioned

above the chimney to draw the soot through (Fig.4.5).

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the scaled-up sooting method.

The preparation of the larger area superhydrophobic PDMS surfaces involved

multiple steps (Fig4.6). These are:

1. Preparation of the copper master plates.

The plates were cleaned using a non metallic PCB cleaning block and blown

with compressed air to remove any dust or particulates remaining on the surface

of the plates.

2. Ignite the rapeseed oil.

Two raw cotton wicks are placed in a ceramic crucible and 50ml to 60ml of

rapeseed oil is poured over the wicks. This is ignited with a Bunsen burner.
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The flame is left for 10 to 15 minutes for it to stabilise and reach a steady

temperature.

3. Sooting of the copper plates.

The crucible is carefully positioned under the chimney and the fan is turned on.

This helps to draw the soot through. When a steady stream can be seen the,

one end of the copper plate is suspended over the plume and allowed to become

covered in soot for 4 to 5 minutes. Once a thick matt black layer of soot has

been deposited the copper plate is repositioned so that the next section of the

copper plate can be sooted. Once complete coverage is achieved the plates are

carefully remove from the plume and allowed to cool.

4. Preparation of the PDMS surfaces.

Whilst the copper plates are cooling the PDMS can be mixed. Again, a

10:1 ratio of elastomer to curing agent is used. It is vigorously mixed for 5

minutes and degassed for 30 minutes. The uncured PDMS is spread over a

180mm� 90mm acrylic plate and a 1mm high spreading gauge is used to level

the surface.

5. Pre-curing the PDMS.

The PDMS surfaces are placed in a 60�C oven and left for 34 to 38 minutes for

the surface to become sufficiently tacky.

6. Combining the copper plates and PDMS.

The PDMS surfaces are removed from the oven and the copper plate is carefully

placed face down in the centre of the acrylic plate. A steel plate, 150mm �
50mm � 5mm, that has been preheated to 60�C, is placed on the back of

the copper plate. This acts to spread the heat evenly over the surface of the

copper plate and to add mass to the plate to push it into the surface during

the remaining curing process.

7. Final cure.

The combined PDMS and copper plate are put in an 80�C oven for 1 hour for
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the PDMS to fully cure. Once fully cured the surfaces are removed from the

oven and allowed to cool to room temperature.

8. Plate removal and rinse.

When cool, the steel plate is first removed. The copper plate is then carefully

removed from the PDMS, so as not to damage the sooted surface. The coated

PDMS is then rinsed under a fast flowing tap in order to remove any loose soot

still on the surface. The surface are now ready to use.
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4.2.4 Construction and Testing of Larger Diameter Cylin-

ders

With the larger superhydrophobic PDMS surfaces, it was now possible to make

larger diameter test cylinders to determine if the surface would be able to reduce

the drag force. 10mm, 11mm and 12mm diameter brass cylinders were acquired.

The PDMS surfaces were mounted onto a 10mm diameter test cylinder. First, 3

rectangular sections of superhydrophobic PDMS were cut to a width the diameter of

the cylinder, 31.4mm wide, using the laser cutter. Theses were thenplaced face down

on a clean glass surface, end to end. A silicon rubber primer, Loctiter 770, was

applied to the long edge of the strips. This was allowed to dry for 1 minute before a

thin layer of cyanocrylate adhesive, Loctiter 4860, was applied to the PDMS, on top

of the primer. The cylinder was then quickly, but carefully, place on top. When this

had sufficiently cured the PDMS was primed a quarter of the way along the PDMS

sections, behind the cylinder, and adhesive applied. The cylinder was then rolled

until it had covered the adhesive ad then left to cure. This process was repeated

until the entire rectangular PDMS sections were glued to the cylinder.

In total, 5 superhydrophobic test cylinders were made, all having diameters

between 11.2mm and 11.5mm, with lengths of 215mm. These were all tested in

the flow chamber a minimum of 5 times at 6 incrementally increasing flow speeds

ranging from 1.45m.s�1 to 2.78m.s�1. At each speed a flow velocity profile, 30

diameters downstream, was recorded using a Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA),

Dantec Dynamic Flow explorer, mounted on a 3 axis traverse. The velocity was

recorder over a length of 120mm, 60mm either side of the centre of the cylinders,

perpendicular to the length of the cylinders, in steps of 3mm. The cylinders were

allowed to fully dry out between each run in a cool, 60�C, oven. All experiments

were also performed in a short time window to minimise the effect of changing

temperature.

To determine whether or not a drag reduction was present, the superhydrophobic

cylinders were compared to plain brass cylinders.10mm,11mm and 12mm brass

cylinders were subjected to the same testing procedure as the superhydrophobic
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cylinders and were each tested a minimum of 3 times.
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4.3 Results

This chapter describes the results obtained from the superhydrophobic cylinder

experiments in the superhydrophobic state and in a wetted state. The results are

compared to those of uncoated cylinders in order to determine whether or not a

reduction in drag is found.

4.3.1 Testing of Superhydrophobic Cylinders

In order to test the effect of the flexible superhydrophobic soot PDMS surface on

the drag produced by cylinders, 5 soot PDMS cylinders were made with average

diameters ranging from 11.2mm to 11.5mm. These were compared to uncoated brass

cylinders, the same material used to mount the soot PDMS surfaces, to determine

the change in drag.A 10mm, 11mm and 12mm diameter brass cylinder were tested

in order to rule out changes in diameter as a factor.

Each of the soot PDMS cylinders were tested a minimum of 5 times and each

uncoated brass cylinders was tested 3 times Each test involved recording the velocity

profile at 6 flow rates, ranging from 1.45ms�1 to 2.78ms�1. Figure 4.7 shows a soot

PDMS covered cylinder during testing.
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4.3.2 Calculation of Drag Coefficient

The 120mm velocity profile of the flow, 60mm either side of the centre of the cylinders

and perpendicular to them, was measured 30 diameters down stream using an LDA.

At this distance the contribution to the momentum of the water from normal stresses

is negligible and the drag coefficient can be accurately calculated from a single line

profile across the wake downstream of the cylinder [167]. A 120mm profile was

recorded in order to ensure the free-stream velocity was found either side of the

cylinders, meaning a complete traversing of the wake. Using the momentum deficit

technique the drag coefficient was calculated from the Gaussian velocity profile using

equation 4.1.

CD �
» 8

�8

U

U1

�
U1 � U

U1



d
�y
d

	
(4.1)

U � Velocity at a given point measured using a laser doppler anemometer

U1 � Free� stream velocity

y � Horizontal displacement

d � Diameter of the cylinder being tested

The drag coefficient (CD) was determined as it describes the drag experienced

by an object of specific shape as it passes through a fluid or as a fluid travels past

it. The drag coefficient was compared to the Reynolds number (equation 4.2). The

Reynolds number is a dimensionless quantity that is the ratio of the inertial forces

to the viscous forces for a fluid. It takes into account the density, viscosity and

characteristic dimensions of an object and is widely used to compare flow patterns

in different flow situations. It allows for the characterisation of the flow for objects

of any size and shape in any fluid.

Re � ρU1d

η
(4.2)

ρ � Density of the fluid U1 � Free�stream velocity

d � Diameter of the cylinder η � Viscosity of the fluid

Figure 4.8 shows the average drag coefficients determined for the uncoated 10mm,
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11mm and 12mm diameter brass cylinders. The average drag coefficients determined

for the soot PDMS coated brass cylinders are shown in figure 4.9 to figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.8: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders.
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Figure 4.9: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders and the first soot PDMS covered cylinder.
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Figure 4.10: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders and the second soot PDMS covered cylinder.
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Figure 4.11: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders and the third soot PDMS covered cylinder.
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Figure 4.12: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders and the forth soot PDMS covered cylinder.
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Figure 4.13: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders and the fifth soot PDMS covered cylinder.
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The soot PDMS cylinders, numbered 1 and 2, were also tested after being rinsed

in ethanol just prior to testing. This process is to remove the plastron air layer as

demonstrated by McHale et al. [164] and Brennan et al. [166]. Each cylinder was

tested 3 times, with an ethanol rinse prior to each test.
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Figure 4.14: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders and the first soot PDMS covered cylinder after an ethanol
rinse.
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Figure 4.15: Graph showing the drag coefficient verses Reynolds number for the
uncoated brass cylinders and the second soot PDMS covered cylinder after an ethanol
rinse.
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In order to more clearly compare all the cylinder drag coefficients determined, the

average for each cylinder tested has been compared to the average drag coefficient

for the brass cylinders in figure 4.16. The average drag coefficient for the cylinders

that were also subjected to an ethanol rinse is shown in figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.16: Chart comparing the average drag coefficient for the brass cylinders
and the soot-coated cylinders. The dashed line shows the average drag coefficient for
the brass cylinders.
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Figure 4.7: Image of a soot PDMS covered cylinder during testing. The surface
appears silvery due to the presence of a plastron layer. The black lines on the cylinder
are the seams where the edges of the PDMS substrates meet.108



4.4 Discussion

Figure 4.8 displays the results for the uncoated plain brass cylinders. The drag

coefficient is steady at �0.90 for the 10mm diameter brass cylinder, �0.95 for the

11mm diameter brass cylinder and �1.00 for the 12mm brass cylinder. They all lie

approximately, within error, around the same value. This agrees with the book value

for previous work in this Reynolds number range of �1 [168]. An average value of

0.95 will be used for comparison to the soot PDMS cylinder tests.

Figure 4.9 shows the results for the first soot PDMS cylinder tested. It was tested

a total of 7 times and displays an average reduction in the drag coefficient of 0.22

with an drag reduction of 23%. The uncertainty in the measurements means the drag

reduction for this cylinder is between 15% and 32%. For the entire Reynolds number

range tested a reduction in drag is seen beyond the error range for each point. The

standard error was used for the uncertainty value for all the cylinders tested.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the results for the second and third soot PDMS

cylinders tested. The drag coefficients found for these two cylinders was very similar

to that of the uncoated brass cylinders. There is no discernible drag reduction from

these results. This may be due to the preparation of the test cylinders and the

condition of the seams on the cylinders (Fig. 4.18). Although the seams were lined up

on the cylinders and positioned downstream during all tests, it is possible that they

caused disruption to the flow, increasing the drag coefficient. The hydrophobicity of

the cylinders is not believed to be in question as upon removal from the flow chamber

the cylinders were dry, indicating the high contact angle and low run off angle were

maintained throughout the testing procedure (Fig.4.19).

Figure 4.12 are the results for the fourth soot PDMS cylinder. Although the

average drag coefficient is 0.88, below that of the plain cylinders, the uncertainties

overlap with those of the uncoated cylinders.

Figure 4.13 shows the drag coefficient of the fifth soot PDMS cylinder. An average

drag coefficient of 0.8 was produced with a small uncertainty. This is below all the

plain brass drag coefficients with no overlap in errors. This is an average reduction

of 16%.
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Soot PDMS cylinders 1 and 5 show a clear reduction in the drag coefficient which

means a reduction in the drag force produced by the cylinders. Cylinder 4 also shows

a reduction in the drag coefficient but this is within the uncertainty of its result and

the result of the plain cylinders.

Cylinders 2 and 3 produced drag coefficients similar to or slightly above that of

the plain cylinders. This indicates an increase in the drag force. This may be due to

the condition of the seam on the rods. Figure 4.18 shows the condition of the seam

on the third soot PDMS rod. The gaps in the seam leave areas of the brass exposed.

These areas are not superhydrophobic and are unable to support a plastron (Fig.4.7).

Without a plastron there can be no air circulation and therefore have no ability to

reduce drag. For this reason these areas may disturb the flow around the cylinders

causing increased drag.

Figure 4.14 and 4.15 show the results from soot PDMS cylinders that have been

rinsed in ethanol prior to testing in an attempt to remove the plastron during testing.

Each test was conducted three times and an average was found. The ethanol has

a low surface tension and infiltrates the features on the surface of the cylinders.

When the cylinders are then placed into the flow chamber the ethanol is replaced by

water and surface is said to be “wetted out” with no air layer present on the surface.

The graphs show the results for the first and second soot PDMS cylinders with and

without an ethanol rinse. There appears to be very little difference between the

wetted out cylinders and the superhydrophobic cylinders with all points overlapping

within error. The drag reduction displayed in the figure 4.9 is maintained after the

ethanol rinse, with all points overlapping within the error as shown, in figure 4.14.

The wetted cylinder also shows a more consistent drag reduction over the three

tests than the unrinsed cylinder results. Figure 4.15 also shows that the ethanol

rinse did little to affect the drag properties of the soot PDMS surface as there is

little difference between the rinsed and unrinsed cylinder tests. Figure 4.17 more

clearly shows how the ethanol rinse has little effect on the drag characteristics of the

soot-coated PDMS cylinders. This may be because the ethanol rinse is incapable of

removing the plastron air layer and does not infiltrate into the soot CNP network
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or that the ethanol evaporates from the surface before the water can replace the

ethanol in the structured surface. As the testing procedure requires the test cylinders

to be placed into the flow chamber empty and then it is filled, the time taken to

submerge the cylinder, approximately 30 to 45 seconds, is sufficient for the substrate

to recover its initial state. A modified procedure was used, where by the cylinders

were immersed in ethanol and then immediately following this they were immersed

in water. The tests were performed with this modified rinse procedure. Even with

the modified procedure the results indicate that the surface retains its properties

after the rinse and similar results are obtained for the cylinders regardless if they are

wetted out or not. Post-testing it became apparent that the ethanol had caused the

PDMS substrates to shrink on the cylinders, causing the seams to open and become

wider 4.20. This shrinking was not present during the wetted out tests.

The negligible difference between the ethanol rinsed and superhydrophobic tests

can also be seen as a positive result (Fig.4.17). Even after exposure to a liquid

with a much lower surface tension which should penetrate through the features

on the surface of the PDMS, the substrates maintain their properties. The effects

of the penetrating liquid did not affect the drag coefficient measured for the two

cylinders tested and the drag reduction displayed by the first soot PDMS cylinder is

maintained. This indicates the possible robustness of the flexible soot PDMS surface.

The coating is not removed after repeated test and the drag characteristics are not

effected after exposure to a solvent.

The size of the cylinders tested was near the maximum possible for the flow

chamber. The flow chamber has a window that is accessible up to 400mm downstream

of the testing cylinders. This means that with measurements taken 30 diameters

downstream, a maximum cylinder diameter of 400{30 � 13. 93mm.
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Figure 4.18: Images of the third soot PDMS cylinder after testing.
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Figure 4.19: Image of a soot PDMS covered cylinder after a test in the flow chamber.
The matt black surface of the cylinder shows the surface remained dry throughout
the test.
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4.5 Conclusions

Through the application of a soot PDMS flexible surface, it is possible to make the

surface of brass cylinders superhydrophobic. The surface allows a visible air layer

to exist around the cylinders when submerged in water. This plastron layer is not

present for the uncoated brass cylinders. In the presence of the superhydrophobic

surface there is a maximum drag reduction of 28% when comparing the uncoated

brass cylinders to a soot PDMS coated cylinders. The best result for a single cylinder

was for the 11.2mm diameter soot PDMS cylinder 1 which had an average drag

coefficient of 0.72�0.01. This is a reduction of 23%. Even with this considerable

reduction only 3 of the 5 cylinders tested showed a reduction in the drag coefficient

as shown in figure 4.16.

Comparing the ethanol rinse tests to the superhydrophobic tests shows that the

ethanol rinse is ineffective at changing the results of the flow chamber tests. There is

very little difference between the wetted out and superhydrophobic cylinder results.

This shows that the properties of the surface are maintained even after exposure to

a liquid with a low surface tension which penetrates the surface features.

The results of the superhydrophobic cylinders are not consistent. The construction

of the coated cylinders must be improved in order to negate the effects of the seams

which cause a break in the superhydrophobic surface and disrupt the flow around

the test samples. Development of the sample fabrication processes are needed in

order to produce superhydrophobic surface sufficiently large as to coat a cylinder

with a single superhydrophobic flexible substrate.

4.6 Suggested Work

Further Testing of the Drag Reducing Properties of the Novel

Surface

The development of a larger area of soot coated PDMS would also be advantageous.

Problems exist with evenly curing large areas as the the curing time of PDMS is
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controlled by the temperature. If the temperature is not even across the whole

surface then the PDMS will be unevenly cured when the sooted plates are deposited

on the surface. The current methods for precuring the PDMS surface exhibit a

temperature gradient and so for larger areas these problems of uneven curing exist.

If it is possible to create sooted substrates with dimensions of at least 220mm by

40mm it would be possible to test the surface for their drag reduction properties

with samples with only one seam on the trailing side of the cylinder. This would

reduce the possibility of any disruption to the flow other than that from the presence

of the cylinder.

The development of multi-scale roughness (section 2.2) may also be advantageous

for the purposes of drag reduction. Ridges on the surface can aid in plastron retention

when the superhydrophobic surfaces are subjected to moving liquids and the ridged

surfaces have been shown to have reduced drag [169–171]. If the surfaces can also be

made superhydrophobic and of sufficient dimension to wrap a rod completely with

only one seam, them the drag reduction properties of the surfaces can be tested.

Finding a way to infiltrate the soot network without damaging the surface would

allow for the plastron to be removed from the surface. This would aid in the drag

reduction testing as the rough surfaces could be compared to themselves with and

without a plastron. This would remove any difference that may arise from the

difference in diameter of the cylinders.

Chapter summary

This chapter reported the work on drag reduction using the novel superhydrophobic

surface. The surface did produce a reduction in the drag coefficient when compared

with uncoated samples but this was not for all samples tested. Further work is

needed on the manufacturing processes in order to refine the experiments.

The next chapter describes the work on a snail repellent surface and how the

novel conformable surface shows promise as a way of deterring snails.
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Chapter 5

Snail Repellent Surfaces

This chapter reports the work performed in order to test the novel surface as a

possible snail deterrent method. It provides a background on snail characteristics

and current used methods for deterring snails.

The four different tests on the surface are described and the results of each are

shown.

5.1 A Background to Snail Repellency

Gastropod Characteristics and Mucus Properties

Gastropods, more commonly known as slugs and snails, can range in size from the

microscopic to nearly a metre in length. The land snail Columella edentula has a

shell around 1mm in size whereas the largest terrestrial snail is the Giant African

snail, Achatina fulica, which can grow to more than 20cm in length. The largest

terrestrial gastropod is the Limax cinereoniger. This slug can grow to lengths greater

than 30cm. The largest shelled gastropod known to man is the Australian trumpet,

Syrinx aruanus, which had been found to grow to lengths of over 90cm, with weights

exceeding 18kg. It is a marine gastropod and due to buoyancy the weight of the shell

is no longer a limiting factor to the size of the mollusc and so much larger snails

have evolved.

Snails are soft-bodied molluscs which carry a calciferous spiral shell on their backs.
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They have a singular muscular foot which is their sole means of propulsion. Slugs are

very similar to snails, the difference being the lack of a shell. Terrestrial gastropods

are all hermaphrodites and so all have the potential to lay eggs. Once laid, the eggs

have a gestation period of 2-4 weeks before hatching. Slugs reach maturity 6 months

after hatching whereas snails can take up to 2 years to fully develop.

Terrestrial gastropods are most active during wet and cool periods. This is why

they mostly reside in temperate regions. They avoid sunny or dry periods by hiding

in damp shaded areas to reduce moisture loss which they are sensitive to. They feed

on both ornamental and edible plants as well as decaying vegetation. They prefer

young succulent foliage but are also attracted to ripening fruit [172,173]. They can

descend on orchards and farms in large numbers to feed on crops causing considerable

amounts of damage to the produce.

Helix aspersa (Cornu aspersum)

The common garden snail (Helix aspersa) is the most abundant terrestrial snail.

It originates from the southern and western parts of Europe [174] but has spread

worldwide to temperate and subtropical regions. It is now present on all continents

except Antarctica.

Helix aspersa have a relatively large thick-walled shell that is yellowish-brown in

colour with up to 5 spiral dark brown bands (Fig.5.1). The average mature snail is

35mm in height and width and have between 41
2 and 5 whirls. When fully extended

the snails can grow to lengths of around 10cm. These snails are noted for their ability

to repair substantial damage to their shells [175].

The snails are also edible and have become a delicacy all over the world.
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Figure 5.1: Image of a common garden snail.

Methods for Snail Deterrency

The simplest method for preventing snail or slug damage is to hand-pick the pests and

remove them from the affected areas before subsequent damage is caused.This method

can be very effective if the molluscs are found prior to reproduction and can greatly

reduce their numbers. This method may be effective but is very time-consuming and

labour intensive.

Lures and Traps

Snails can be coaxed into accessible areas by providing shaded environments away

from bright sunlight. This can include propped-up boards, pots, large leaves e.g.

cabbage leaves or citrus peelings. When the snails gather in these sheltered areas

they can then be collected up and removed. In order to entice them to congregate in

these areas, dog or cat food can be used. A widely-used method to collect snails is to

use beer or yeast and honey mixtures. A sunken pot is buried in affected areas and

the liquid is placed inside. The snails are drawn to the pot and fall in and cannot

escape.
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Sharp/Jagged Edges

It is believed that placing crushed egg shells, sandpaper and diatomaceous earth

around plants will deter snails. These abrasive surfaces are said be an obstruction to

the molluscs and are reluctant to travel over the materials.

Copper

Copper is a known as a way of deterring snails. It is believed that the molluscs

receive a electrochemical shock from the copper as the mucus reacts with the surface.

The shock is unpleasant for the snails and so if copper bands are placed around the

base of plants or around the trunk of a tree the snails will be deterred from eating the

vegetation. The thickness of the band must be sufficiently wide so that the molluscs

cannot “hoop” over the band to avoid touching the surface of the copper in order to

reach the food source. If the mollusc can position a sufficient area of its foot on the

other side of the band it can pull the rest of its body over the band to avoid contact

with the surface. For common garden snails, this can be at least 10cm of copper and

as the price of copper is quite high, this can be a costly solution.

Chemical Baits

There are two main types of chemical bait. The first is Methaldyhyde-based. These

products usually come in pellet form. They are sprinkled over the ground around

the plants so that as the molluscs approach the vegetation they come into the

proximity of the pellets. The pellets also contain ingredients to attract the snails.

As the snails devour the pellets the mollusc begins to rapidly dehydrate as the active

ingredient is toxic for gastropods. If the molluscs cannot rapidly find a water source

the dehydration will be fatal. An issue with this bait is it can not function after

becoming wet. This means that when it rains or after watering the bait becomes

ineffective. The bait can also be harmful to other animals if ingested.

The other type of chemical bait is iron phosphate based. These can be considered

as less harmful and a more effective chemical bait. Iron phosphate is an organic

compound that is found naturally in the soil and will break down over time into
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a fertiliser. It does not readily dissolve in water so does not suffer the problem of

becoming ineffective when wet. It is also usually found in pellet form for easy dispersal

and again is attractive to snails. When the invertebrates eat the pellets, the iron

phosphate interferes with the organism’s calcium metabolism in their digestive system,

causing them to completely loose their appetite and to stop eating. Eventually the

molluscs die of starvation.

Predatory Snails

By introducing Decollate snails, Rumina decollata, to problem areas, the number of

pest snails can be controlled as the decollate snails will feed on other young snails.

One issue with this solution is that Decollate snails may also eat vegetation but

will do so to a lesser extent.

Snail Movement

Having only a single appendage gastropods employ adhesive locomotion in order to

move. This form of movement is one of the most costly in terms of energy usage

known [176]. Molluscs generate pedal mucus which they deposit on the ventral

surface of the foot, over which muscular waves are produced in order to crawl over

the mucus layer. This mucus layer is approximately 10µm to 20µm thick [177] and

consists of between 91% and 98% water and salts. The remaining 2% to 9% is

glycoprotein [178]. The glycoprotein is a polyelectrolyte that is greatly expanded by

water. The presence of the glycoprotein in the mucus is responsible for its viscoelastic

properties [179]. When subjected to small stresses, 0-20Pa, the mucus behaves as an

elastic solid where as at higher stresses, around 300Pa, it will begin to act as a liquid.

If left unstressed it will recover its solid behaviour after approximately 0.1s [179].

Gastropod mucus is not just used for movement but is also used for adhesion to

surfaces, which is advantageous in tidal or arboreal environments. It is also used for

lubrication, predator repulsion and mating [178, 180]. The adhesive nature of the

mollusc mucus allows the invertebrates to adhere to many different surfaces and to

overcome gravity in order to travel across the underside of horizontal structures. It
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also allows them to travel over low-energy non-adhesive surfaces such as PTFE and

anti-adhesive hydrogels [1]. Shirtcliffe et al. recently tested the ability of snails to

adhere to a variety of textured surfaces [1]. The performed a number of different

tests to measure the adhesive properties of superhydrophobic surface to snail mucus

and determined the force required to remove the snails from the surfaces. It has

been proposed that the ability to pull a droplet of liquid from a surface is dependent

on the receding contact angle [10]. This idea has consequences for the ability of snail

mucus to adhere to superhydrophobic surfaces as the the muscular wave generated

on the ventral surface of a snails foot generates a pulling force in order to move

the snail forward. The adhesive properties of the mucus is likely to therefore be

important to the wetting properties of the adhesive mucus and the ability of the

snails to move over hydrophobic surfaces.

5.2 Investigation of CNP Coated PDMS as a Snail

Deterrent Surface

5.2.1 Snail Type

The best way to determine the capability of the superhydrophobic CNP coated

surfaces at deterring snails is to use live snails. The most common snail in the UK is

the brown garden snail (European brown snail), Helix aspersa or Cornu aspersum,

which is a plant eater (Fig.5.1). It has been disseminated to many parts of the

world as a edible delicacy but also through plant movement. It can be a problem in

many areas as it feeds on crops and ornamental plants. For this reason these snails

were chosen for experimentation. 36 snails were acquired from H&RH Escargots, 24

mature and 12 newly hatched. These were used in a variety of experiments designed

to test the deterrent properties of the surface and the snails ability to adhere to said

surface.
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5.2.2 Pot Comparison Tests

Three pot comparison tests were performed. The thinking behind the tests was to

see whether or not, given the option between multiple food sources, if the snails

would climb certain surfaces to reach the their food. For the first test three pots were

made. One was left uncoated, the second was covered in copper tape and the third

was coated with the CNP PDMS (Fig.5.2). The three pots were than planted with

small lettuce plants and placed into a closed environment. The closed environment

was constructed from a 50l plastic storage box, in which a layer of moist soil had

been placed. The pots were evenly spaced in the box. The pots were 150mm tall,

with a diameter of 75mm. The soot pot was made by patching together rectangular

areas of the PDMS and sticking them to the side of a pot, using the same primer and

cyanoacrylate adhesive used for the superhydrophobic cylinder construction. The

seams of the sooted surfaces were covered in 1cm wide copper tape. Copper is a

well known for its ability to deter snails. The exact reason for this is not precisely

known, but it is believed that when a snail makes contact with a copper surface,

a reaction occurs between the mucus and the copper, resulting in a electro-neural

signal (similar to an electric shock) that repels the snail.

Twenty four mature snails were placed in the box and a fine netting was used to

keep the snails in the container. The snails were then left for 72 hours.

The second and third pot comparison tests were very similar. The second

comparison test saw the construction of a clear acrylic box, 290mm�200mm�200mm

in size. Two new pots were made for this test, the same size as used in the first

comparison test. In this comparison test, an uncoated polypropylene pot and a soot

coated PDMS pot were compared (Fig.5.3a). New superhydrophobic PDMS surfaces

were made for this test in order to obtain rectangular areas of approximately 150mm

in length. This was to minimise the number of seams on the side of the pot. 12

immature snails were placed in the box with the two pots and again, the plan was to

leave the box for 72 hours, this time with a time lapse camera taking a photo every

5 minutes(Fig.5.3b). However, after a short time, it became apparent that the snails

were smarter than expected. They climbed to the roof of the box and dropped down
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(a) Three pots made for comparison.

(b) Pots in the enclosure.

Figure 5.2: Images of the first of the three pot comparison tests.

onto the pots. The test was stopped at this point.

The third comparison test was identical to the second but the height of the box

was doubled too 400mm. As in the second comparison test, 12 immature snails were

placed in the box for 48 hours, whilst being photographed every 5 minutes using a

time-lapse camera(Fig.5.4).

5.2.3 Maze Tests

In order to test the repellency of the soot surface, a maze test devised by Shirtcliffe

et al. [1] was recreated. This involved the creation of a zigzag track, 3cm wide, on

an A4 sheet of acrylic, with the track being surrounded by the superhydrophobic

surface (Fig.5.5).

The maze was mounted vertically and a bundle of lettuce was suspended at the
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(a) Two pots were made for comparison, a soot coated PDMS
(superhydrophobic) pot (left) and an uncoated polyproylene pot
(right).

(b) Image of the
comparison setup with
a time-lapse camera
mounted above the
box.

Figure 5.3: Images of the second of the three pot comparison tests.

Figure 5.4: Image of the third pot comparison test.

top of the zigzag track. The immature, smaller snails were placed, individually, at

the bottom of the track and their movements tracked with the time-lapse camera,

talking an images every 10 seconds. 10 of the immature snails were subjected to the
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Figure 5.5: Image of the zigzag maze surrounded by soot PDMS.

maze.

5.2.4 Spin Tests

In order to evaluate the extent to which snails could adhere to a variety of surfaces,

Shirtcliffe et al. performed a series of spin tests to find the average centripetal force

required, in terms of g, the gravitational force, to remove snails from a surface [1].

The same set-up was used to evaluate the CNP coated surfaces (Fig.5.6).

A spin coater was modified and connected to a variable DC power supply. As the

voltage on the supply is slowly increased, so to is the speed of rotation. Custom spin

heads were made to which 20cm diameter acrylic discs could be attached. These

removal speed was determined for:

• Glacor Zero mirror coat

This is a commercially available product designed for car windows and mirrors.

It contains nanoparticles suspended in a solvent that can be wiped onto glass

surfaces to increase the hydrophobicity.

• Hydrophobic sand

Sand grains, 100µm to 150µm in size, were stuck to an acrylic disc using a

spray contact adhesive. The surface was then treated with Granger’sr Extreme

Wash-in to make it hydrophobic.

• CNP PDMS
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Two variations of the superhydrophobic soot surface were tested. One with an

unrinsed soot PDMS surface and another with a rinsed soot surface, which was

held under a fast flowing tap for 20 seconds to remove any loose CNPs from

the surface. The removal force was determined for the surface immediately

after a snail was placed on the surface, and again after a period of 30 seconds.

• Hyrec 1405

This is the same product described in section 2.1.1.

• Unbound soot

Glass slides, 75mm� 50mm, were coated in a layer of rapeseed oil soot and

stuck onto an acrylic disc.

• Superhydrophobic sand (Magic sand)

Magic sand is a commercially available product marketed as a child’s toy. It is

composed of sand grains that have been exposed to a hydrophobic compound

which coats the surface of each grain.

• PDMS

• Acrylic

• Glass

• Polypropylene

• CNP coated PDMS saturated with Fluorinert FC70

More details on this surface can be found in section 5.2.5

To determine the removal force, a snail was first weighed and then placed 5cm

from the centre of modified acrylic discs. The voltage to the spin coater was slowly

increased until the snail was ejected from the surface. The revolutions per minute

was then recorded using a light tachometer. The foot print of the snails was also

taken (Fig. 5.7).
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Figure 5.6: Image of the spin removal force determination experimental setup.

5.2.5 Fluorinert Modification of the Sooted Surfaces

In an article by Wong et al. [181], a bioinspired, self healing slippery surface is re-

ported. The paper describes a “strategy to create self-healing, slippery liquid-infused

porous surface(s) (SLIPS)”. In the article they describe the process of infiltrating

a textured/porous low-energy surface with an inert liquid that is held in place by

the structure that surface. One such liquid is Fluorinert FC70 from 3M. The paper

demonstrates how these surfaces are capable of repelling various simple and complex

liquids such as water, hydrocarbons, crude oil and blood. It also maintains a low

hysteresis and is quickly able to repair itself after damage.

With the CNP structure on the surface of the PDMS forming a network of peaks

and troughs, it resembles the surfaces used by Wong et al. and may be a another

way to take advantage of the slippery repellency of the inert liquids. With the soot

surfaces already being superhydrophobic and flexible, the ability to add self-repairing

properties and repellency to a wider range of liquids, would make the surface even

more useful.

The Fluorinert soot surfaces were made by simply pipetting 5�10µl per cm2 onto
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Figure 5.7: Image of a snail’s footprint area being recorded.

a rinsed CNP PDMS surface. This was sufficient to infiltrate the surface features

without the liquid flowing over the top of the surface.

5.2.6 Effect of Surface Tension on the Contact Angle for

Different Surfaces

The advancing, receding and static contact angles were measured for various concen-

trations of Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) in water. Eight different concentrations

were made in order to test the effect of surface tension on six different surfaces.

These were:

• Glass

• PDMS

• soot coated PDMS

• Polypropylene

• Fluorinert saturated soot PDMS
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5.3 Results

This section describes the results from the the four experiments performed to

determine the capabilities of the soot PDMS surface as a snail deterrent surface have

been presented.

5.3.1 Pot Comparison Tests
Test 1

Figure 5.8 shows the results of the first pot comparison test, in which a soot coated

PDMS pot was compared to a copper coated and an uncoated polypropylene pot. An

equal amount of lettuce was planted in each of the pots prior to testing (Fig.5.8a).

After 65 hours, the twelve mature snails had consumed all the lettuce in the

uncoated polypropylene pot and were in the process of eating the lettuce in the soot

coated pot as shown in Fig.5.8c. The snails appeared to have avoided the copper

coated pot completely. This would indicate that the snails consumed the lettuce

in the uncoated pot first, preferring to climb over the polypropylene surface before

climbing the soot coated PDMS or the copper coated pots.

Test 2

The second comparison test was designed to compare the activity of ten immature

snails in an enclosure in which an uncoated polypropylene pot and a soot PDMS

coated pot had been placed, both having equal amounts of lettuce placed on top

(Fig.5.9).

15 hours into the experiment it became apparent that the snails were not climbing

the pots to get to the lettuce but were crawling over the top acrylic cover sheet and

then dropping onto the pots from above (Fig.5.10). The experiment was halted at

this point.

Test 3

Test 3 was very similar to the second comparison test but the height of the box was

doubled, to 40cm, to discourage the snails from dropping onto the top of the pots

from above. Again, ten immature snails were placed in the box with the same two
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pots used in the second comparison test. Equal amounts of lettuce were placed on

top of the pots and it was left for 48 hours.

Figure 5.11 shows 10 time-lapse images over the course of 48 hours. within which

the test was run. Within five and a half hours of the start of the test snails had

begun to climb the polypropylene pot to eat the lettuce on top (Fig.5.11b). This

continued for the next 261
2 hours (Fig.5.11c,5.11d,5.11e and 5.11f). As many as 5

snails can be seen at one time on top of the uncoated Polypropylene pot. At the 32

hour point, a single snail can be seen climbing the soot PDMS pot, and remained

there until the end of the test (Fig.5.11g,5.11h,5.11i and 5.11j) whilst multiple snails

continued to occupy the top of the uncoated pot. The initial and final states of the

two pots can be seen in figure 5.12. A large amount of lettuce had been consumed

from the top of the uncoated polypropylene pot indicating a much greater amount of

activity on this pot. There was very little difference in the appearance of the lettuce

on top of the soot PDMS coated pot, pre and post test, indicating very little activity

on the pot. With the only difference between the two pots being the surface coating,

it would appear the snails were discouraged from climbing the soot PDMS pot in

favour of the polypropylene pot.
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(a) Image of the 3 comparison pots before placement in the test
enclosure. Soot coated PDMS(left), Copper coated (middle) and
Polypropylene (right).

(b) Image of the 3 pots before the snails were placed in the box.
Soot coated PDMS(left), Polypropylene (middle) and Copper coated
(right).

(c) Image of the 3 pots after 65 hours.

Figure 5.8: Before and after images of the first pot comparison test. Soot coated
PDMS(left), Polypropylene (middle) and Copper coated (right).
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(a) Images of the two test pots in the second comparison test. Soot coated PDMS (left)
and Polypropylene (right).

(b) Ten immature snails were placed in the acrylic box with the pots.

Figure 5.9: Images of the second pot comparison test.
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(a) Image showing a snail (circled in red) crawling on the
top surface.

(b) The snail is pictured dropping onto the pot.

(c) The snail moving over the lettuce.

Figure 5.10: Images showing a snail dropping onto the pots from the top surface.
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(a) Start of the comparison test. (b) After 5 hours 20 minutes.

(c) After 7 hours 37 minutes. (d) After 24 hours 16 minutes.

(e) After 26 hours 43 minutes. (f) After 28 hours 14 minutes.

(g) After 32 hours 07 minutes. (h) After 32 hours 12 minutes.

(i) After 34 hours 55 minutes. (j) After 45 hours 59 minutes.

Figure 5.11: Time-lapse images of the third pot comparison test.
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(a) Image of the pots at the start of the experiment.

(b) Image of the pots at the end of the experiment.

Figure 5.12: Before and after images of the third pot comparison test.
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5.3.2 Maze Tests

Vertical Acrylic Sheet

An acrylic sheet was mounted vertically in order to determine the typical route

a snail will when located near a food source (Fig.5.13a). Seven immature snails

were individually placed at the bottom of the sheet and their movements recorded.

Table 5.1 shows the results of these tests and figure 5.14 illustrates, using time-lapse

imaging, one snails movements, which was a recurring result for all snails in this set

of tests.

Vertical Maze Test

Sixteen immature snails tested with the soot PDMS maze in the vertical position.

The snails were positioned at the bottom of the path and a food source was placed

at the top, to attract the snails to the other end of the path. Table 5.2 shows the

results of these tests. For tests 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14 and 15 the snail avoided the

soot PDMS surface and remained on the path for the duration of the test. Figure

5.15 shows the path of the snail in test 1. During test 9 the snail left the path for the

first time. Its path is shown in figure 5.16. In test 10, 12 and 13 the snails followed

the same path over the soot as the snail in test 9. This can also be seen in test 10

and 16. The snail left a path over the soot in test 10 which was then followed by the

snail in test 16.

Horizontal Maze Test

Nine immature snails had their movements recorded with the soot PDMS path in

the horizontal plane. Only in tests 3, 6 and 8 did the snails avoid moving over the

soot surface (see Table 5.3). In all the other tests the snails moved over the soot

surface. This occurred multiple times in test 2.
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(a) Vertical acrylic sheet used to ob-
serve the typical path of a snail when
presented with a food source.

(b) Zig-Zag acrylic path enclosed by soot
PDMS.

Figure 5.13: Images of maze test setup.

test no. Description

1 Snail travelled in a straight line to the lettuce

2 Snail travelled in a straight line to the lettuce

3 Snail travelled in a straight line to the lettuce

4 Snail travelled in a straight line to the lettuce

5 Snail travelled in a straight line to the lettuce

6 Snail travelled in a straight line to the lettuce

7 Snail travelled in a straight line to the lettuce

Table 5.1: Table of results for the vertical acrylic sheet tests.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 5.14: Time-lapse images of a snail travelling upward on a vertically mounted
sheet of acrylic.
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(a) Image of a snail at the
start of the soot PDMS ver-
tical path.

(b) Snail approaches the
first corner.

(c) Snail investigates the
soot surface for a possible
route.

(d) Snail makes its way
along the path.

(e) Snail makes its way
along the path.

(f) Snail approaching the
second corner.

(g) Snail investigating the
surfaces at on corner.

(h) Snail crawls toward the
lettuce.

(i) The snail has made it the
entire way along the path.

Figure 5.15: Time-lapse images of a snail travelling the length of the path enclosed
by soot PDMS.
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Test no. Did the snail avoid Description
the soot PDMS?

1 No Snail travelled two thirds of the path before leaving the path
2 No Snail left the path multiple times before reaching the lettuce
3 Yes Stayed on the path from start to end
4 No Snail travelled two thirds of the path before leaving the path
5 No Snail travelled straight on at the first corner
6 Yes Stayed on the path from start to end
7 No Left the path at the start
8 Yes Travelled to the first corner and back to the start
9 No Snail travelled straight on at the first corner and left the sheet

Table 5.3: Table of results for the horizontal soot PDMS maze tests.

5.3.3 Spin Tests

In order to determine the extent to which a snail can adhere to a surface, spin tests,

described in section 5.2.4, were conducted. The RPM at which the snails were ejected

from a surface was recorded and converted into a centripetal force using equation

5.1. A minimum of 9 snails were spun on each surface and the average removal force

was determined for each surface (Table 5.4).

F � 4π2pRPMq2rm
3600 (5.1)

Where RPM�Revolutions Per Minute r�radius m�mass

Figure 5.17 shows a graph of the removal force, sorted from highest to lowest

force, for each surface.

Brown garden nails take six months to reach maturity. All spin tests were

conducted in a 4 week period and in this time the snails size significantly increased.

In order to account for this the snails mass and footprint area were recorded (Fig.5.18).

There graph indicates a linear relationship between the footprint area and the mass

of the snails. This relationship was used to determine the footprint area for each

snail tested. The removal force was then divided by the footprint area to negate the

influence of size and mass changes during the testing period.

Figure 5.19 shows that the soot PDMS surfaces all required less than 200N{m2

in order to remove the snails from the surface, with only the Magic Sandr and loose
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soot performing just as well. All other surfaces required over 600N{m2 for snail

ejection. These results indicate that the snails cannot adhere well to the soot surface.

Surface   Force ¡ pNq error

Polypropylene 0.072 0.010

Fluorinert soot pdms 0.07 0.01

Zero 0.034 0.006

Glass 0.033 0.009

PDMS 0.033 0.004

Sand (Graingers) 0.033 0.003

Acrylic 0.028 0.007

Soot PDMS (rinsed - 30 sec) 0.009 0.002

Magic Sand 0.007 0.002

Soot PDMS (Rinsed) 0.004 0.001

Soot PDMS (Unrinsed) 0.003 0.001

Soot (loose on glass) 0.003 0.001

Soot PDMS (unrinsed - 30 sec) 0.0026 0.0004

Table 5.4: Table showing the average force required to eject a snail from a given
surface.
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Figure 5.17: Graph showing the average removal force for a given surface.
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Figure 5.18: Graph showing the variation in footprint area with mass for maturing
common garden snails.
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Test Surface  Force¡{ Area¡ pN{m2q error

Zero 1163 238

Acrylic 1026 265

PDMS 996 124

Sand (Grangers) 808 78

Fluorinert soot PDMS 790 129

Polypropylene 785 117

Glass 700 207

Soot PDMS (rinsed - 30 second wait) 189 56

Magic Sand 170 39

Soot PDMS (Rinsed) 134 48

Soot PDMS (Unrinsed) 117 55

Soot (loose on glass) 72 16

Soot PDMS (Unrinsed - 30 second wait) 63 10

Table 5.5: Table showing the average force per square metre to remove the snails
from a given surface.
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Figure 5.19: Graph showing the difference in removal force, divided by the footprint
area, for all test surfaces.
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5.3.4 Surface Tension Tests

One hypothesis by Shirtcliffe et al. [1] was that the ability of a snail to adhere and

move over a wide variety of surfaces is due to the presence of a weak bio-surfactant

that reduces the receding contact angle and creates a high contact angle hysteresis.

This implies that a snail repellent superhydrophobic surface would have to exhibit a

high receding angle at reduced surface tensions. SDS, an anionic surfactant, was an

appropriate was to vary the surface tension of water in order to find the receding

angles for a variety of surfaces.The results are shown in figure 5.20. The data

for Hyrec 1440 from [1] has been added for comparison. The soot PDMS surface

maitained a high receding angle until the surface tension dropped below 40 mN{m.
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5.4 Discussion

The simple pot comparison tests demonstrated that the soot PDMS has snail deterrent

properties. Test 1 showed that the snails preferred to completely devour the lettuce

on top of the uncoated pot before choosing the Soot PDMS pot over the copper

coated pot. Copper is a well known snail deterrent but the cost of copper makes it

an expensive and impractical option. Test 3 demonstrated the deterrent properties

of the soot surface more definitively. Over the 48 hours of the experiment as many

as 5 snails were active on the uncoated polypropylene pot at any one time where as

a single snail was recorded on the top of the soot PDMS pot over the entire duration

of the experiment. The pot tests presented the snails with very few food sources.

One question is whether or not, in the wild, the snails would still attempt to climb

the soot PDMS surface or would they continue to search elsewhere for an easier to

reach food source.

The vertical maze tests showed that the snails are reluctant to move over the

soot PDMS surface. This was evident in the way they followed the path bound by

the soot rather than travelling in a straight line, as they would on the acrylic surface.

However, once a snail had traversed the superhydrophobic surface, the trail of mucus

left behind it allowed following snails to travel over the same path. The horizontal

maze tests demonstated the snails ability to move over nearly any surface, including

razor sharp edges, due to the mucus layer upon which it crawls.

When performing the spin removal force tests Shirtcliffe et al. [1] compared the

removal force using an average snail mass. This was possible as they used adult

brown garden snails that were not changing size during the testing period, which

in turn meant that their footprint area did not change. The larger size of the snail

did however make it more difficult to determine an accurate radial distance for the

centre of mass for the snail, leading to larger experimental errors. The use of the

smaller immature snails made determining their position from the centre of the spin

discs more accurate but their changing size, and in turn their footprint area, meant

that in order to get an accurate removal force, the footprint area was recorded. This

proved to have a strong correlation to the mass of the snails and a relationship
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was determined, as shown in figure 5.18. This allowed for a calculation of removal

force per unit area, which may be more informative than a simple ’g’ value used be

Shirtcliffe et al. [1]. In order to compare this new data to the previously published

results, common surfaces such as acrylic, glass and loose soot were tested. Again

the loose soot required little force for removal and this was closely followed by the

unrinsed soot PDMS and the rinsed soot PDMS surfaces. All the soot surfaces

performed significantly better than the commercial products tested by Shirtcliffe et

al. [1].

With the soot PDMS maintaining a high receding contact angle down to surface

tension values around 48mN{m, it should be able to deter snails from adhereing to

it, based on the hypothesis of Shirtcliffe et al. [1]. It out performed the next best

comercially availiable coating, Hyrec 1440r, tested by Shirtcliffe et al. [1], which

maintained a high receding angle above surface tensions of 68mN{m. This may

indicate the prescence of a critial receding contact angle for the snail mucus above

which snail mucus cannot acheive sufficient adhesion.
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5.5 Conclusions

In a controlled environment, when presented with two sources of food on top of equally

tall polypropylene pots, one coated in soot PDMS and the other left uncoated, the vast

majority of snails will first consume the food on top of the uncoated polypropylene

pot. This indicates an unwillingness of the snails to climb the superhydrophobic soot

surface. This conclusion is further supported by the results of the maze tests where

the snails avoided taking a direct path to a food source in favour of a route without

soot PDMS to crawl over. The lack of willingness to crawl on a vertical soot surface

implies the snails cannot sufficiently adhere to the soot PDMS surface in order to

overcome gravity.

The spin tests show that the force required to eject a snail from a soot PDMS

surface is much smaller than the uncoated PDMS, acrylic, polypropylene or glass

surfaces. This again shows the lack of ability of the snails to adhere to the sooted

surfaces. These results, together with the SDS tests, show the anti-adhesive properties

of the novel surface. The results of the SDS tests show the soot surfaces maintaining

a high receding contact angle as the surface tension of the SDS solutions decreases.

This demonstrates the ability of the soot PDMS surface to resist the ingress of the

anionic surfactant into the rough surface, which would reduce the receding contact

angle. This supports the hypothesis of Shirtcliffe et al. [1]. The hypothesis states that

an effective anti-adhesive snail resistant superhydrophobic is one that can maintain

a high receding contact angle in the presence of an anionic surfactant.

5.6 Suggested Work

In order to further this work it would be interesting to further examine the relationship

between the footprint area and mass of the snails as well as how this relates to the

adhesive abilities of the snails. If this were tested through out the life cycle of the

snails, it would lead to a better understanding of the snail attachment properties.
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Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have seen how the novel soot-coated surface has been tested and

demonstrated its potential as a way of deterring snails. The pot tests and the maze

tests showed the reluctance of the snails to travel on the surface. The spin tests

showed how the snails are not able to well adhere to the surface and the SDS test

demonstrated how the surface is able to maintain a high receding angle as surface

tension is reduced.

The following chapter will round up the major conclusions of all the work described

in this report.
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Chapter 6

Summary

The major hurdle in this project was the development of a superhydrophobic surface

on a sufficiently thin flexible film. Using the method of partially embedding carbon

nano-particles into thin, 30µm to 90µm, PDMS substrates, it has been possible to

increase the roughness of the PDMS surfaces and increase the hydrophobicity to

make the membranes superhydrophobic with a static contact angle of 156� with low

hysteresis. This method allows for the production of a novel conformable surface.

The first experiments performed with the new substrate were to test its droplet

wrapping properties. it was determined that it is possible to tailor the outcome of

the Capillary Origami droplet wrapping process through modification of the surface

roughness and appropriate choice of wrapping liquid. The test show its possible to

more easily wrap a membrane using a wetting liquid on a structured surface to form

a Wenzel state. The wrapping can also be suppressed when a Cassie-Baxter state is

produced.

The analysis of the Capillary Origami experiments required the Young’s modulus

to be found. The was determined that this was possible for the composite substrate

using the cantilever deflection method and with the application of the large deflection

correction, an accurate value of the modulus could be determined, with values agree

with published literature.

Further development of the manufacturing process allowed for the production of

larger areas, approximately 100cm2, of usable superhydrophobic substrate. These

were used to test the change in the drag coefficient in the presence of the novel
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surface. it was determined that a soot PDMS coating is capable of reducing the drag

coefficient experienced by cylinders, at Reynolds numbers between 9000 and 25000.

By coating the cylinders in the soot PDMS membrane it was possible to reduce the

drag coefficient by a maximum of 28%. Through the course of these experiments it

was found that the soot PDMS surface is resilient to immersion in ethanol and is

capable of retaining its drag properties after multiple immersions in the liquid.

The final tests of the novel superhydrophobic material were to determine it ability

as a snail repellent surface. During the pot comparison tests the soot PDMS surface

shows promise as a snail repellent surface. A snail will avoid the soot PDMS surface

if presented with an alternative option which has a lower receding contact angle.

The surface was found to agree with the hypothesis of Shirtcliffe et al. [1] whereby

an effective snail repellent surface shows anti-adhesive properties and maintains a

high receding contact angle in the presence of an anionic surfactant.
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Abstract
In the wetting of a solid by a liquid it is often assumed that the substrate is rigid. However, for an elastic substrate the rigidity

depends on the cube of its thickness and so reduces rapidly as the substrate becomes thinner as it approaches becoming a thin sheet.

In such circumstances, it has been shown that the capillary forces caused by a contacting droplet of a liquid can shape the solid

rather than the solid shaping the liquid. A substrate can be bent and folded as a (pinned) droplet evaporates or even instantaneously

and spontaneously wrapped on contact with a droplet. When this effect is used to create three dimensional shapes from initially flat

sheets, the effect is called capillary origami or droplet wrapping.

In this work, we consider how the conditions for the spontaneous, capillary induced, folding of a thin ribbon substrate might be

altered by a rigid surface structure that, for a rigid substrate, would be expected to create Cassie–Baxter and Wenzel effects. For

smooth thin substrates, droplet wrapping can occur for all liquids, including those for which the Young’s law contact angle (defined

by the interfacial tensions) is greater than 90° and which would therefore normally be considered relatively hydrophobic. However,

consideration of the balance between bending and interfacial energies suggests that the tendency for droplet wrapping can be

suppressed for some liquids by providing the flexible solid surface with a rigid topographic structure. In general, it is known that

when a liquid interacts with such a structure it can either fully penetrate the structure (the Wenzel case) or it can bridge between the

asperities of the structure (the Cassie–Baxter case).

In this report, we show theoretically that droplet wrapping should occur with both types of solid–liquid contact. We also derive a

condition for the transition between the Cassie–Baxter and Wenzel type droplet wrapping and relate it to the same transition condi-

tion known to apply to superhydrophobic surfaces. The results are given for both droplets being wrapped by thin ribbons and for

solid grains encapsulating droplets to form liquid marbles.
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Introduction
In wetting, the usual implicit assumption is that a solid substrate

is sufficiently thick or rigid, that it does not deform or change

shape due to the interfacial forces that arise when it contacts a

droplet of a liquid, however, in many natural systems this is not

the case. Depositing a small droplet onto a smooth substrate and

measuring the contact angle in side-profile view gives the

contact angle, θ, which is assumed (to within contact angle

hysteresis) to approximate to the Young’s law value, θe, given

by the interfacial tensions, i.e., cosθe = (γSV − γSL)/γLV where

the γij are the interfacial tensions between the solid, liquid and

vapor phases. However, the bending rigidity of a solid elastic

plate scales with the cube of its thickness and this assumption

can become erroneous [1]. When a droplet has a radius, R,

larger than the elastocapillary bending length [2], LEC =

(κb/γLV)1/2 the solid can become deformed and shaped by the

liquid. In practice, this effect has been given the name “capil-

lary origami” based on experiments showing how films of poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) shaped in two-dimensions can be

folded by evaporating droplets of water to produce a designed

three-dimensional shape [3,4]; an effect stronger than the

dimpling of an elastomer surface by a deposited droplet [5].

Capillary origami is more than a curiosity and has implications

for technological applications in creating three-dimensional

structures from initially flat films through the capillary forces

during liquid evaporation and drying [6-8]. The effect of capil-

lary forces due to nanodroplets in activating and guiding the

folding of planar graphene ribbons has recently been simulated

[9].

Figure 1 illustrates capillary origami concepts and effects based

on original ideas by Py et al [3,4]. When a PDMS (Sylgard 184)

substrate of reduced thickness is contacted by a droplet of water

(containing blue food dye) capillary forces bend it out of its

initial planar shape (Figure 1a). When the substrate thickness is

reduced to 45 μm and cut into a triangular shape (10 mm side

lengths) and scored with a laser (Universal Laser Systems 30W

CO2 laser cutter) to create fold-lines (Figure 1b), contact with a

large droplet of water can create a three-dimensional shape

(Figure 1d). On contact by the droplet the sheet is bent

(Figure 1c) and after droplet evaporation a tetrahedron is

formed (Figure 1d). Whilst this is an example of the shaping of

a solid substrate by capillary forces, the final shape relies on

evaporation to complete the process.

Figure 2 illustrates a number of effects as a droplet contacts a

thin PDMS strip substrate (“ribbon”) hanging vertically. If a

droplet is deposited on a long ribbon it causes substrate deform-

ation, but is unable to wrap or fold the substrate around itself

and, as evaporation proceeds, the deformation decreases

(Figure 2a). However, when the length of ribbon below the

Figure 1: Effect of droplets of blue-dyed water on a thin polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) membrane: a) droplet causing bending of the
substrate, b) initial shaped substrate with the three score lines for
folding, c) droplet induced folding, and d) three-dimensional shape left
after completion of evaporation.

droplet contact point is sufficiently short, the contacting droplet

can quickly fold the ribbon up against gravity and wrap itself.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 are illustrative of the ability of capillary

forces to deform, fold and bend substrates. The concepts of

capillary origami and droplet wrapping also have implications

for our understanding of the definition of hydrophobicity and its

relationship to adhesion. Gao and McCarthy demonstrated that

spontaneous and complete droplet wrapping occurs, without the

need for evaporation, with a thin film of Teflon® even though

this material would normally have a contact angle to water

greater than 90° and so be regarded as hydrophobic [10]; an

effect one of the current authors explained on the basis of the

changes in the balance between interfacial and bending ener-

gies [11].

In a previous report, McHale argued from surface free energy

considerations that, when the bending energy is small, all solids

should demonstrate droplet wrapping and so can, in an absolute

sense, be considered hydrophilic [11]. That work also discussed

why for a partially wetting droplet to be observed there is ne-

cessarily an assumption of some rigidity of the substrate, so that

the usual definition of relative hydrophobicity (and relative

hydrophilicity) through contact angle measurement includes a

structural non-surface chemistry based assumption about the

solid. It was also suggested that a set of loose spherical grains

could be considered to be the extreme case of a solid with no

bending energy, thus relating the concept of droplet wrapping to
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Figure 2: Effect of droplets of water on a thin polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) membrane ribbon substrate hanging vertically: a) droplet
causing a bending of the substrate which disappears as evaporation
proceeds (three frames), b) spontaneous wrapping as a droplet
touches a membrane ribbon (initial and final states).

that of the formation of liquid marbles [12,13]. It was further

argued that when the flexible solid surface possessed rigid

surface roughness or the solid grains had a rigid surface rough-

ness, droplet wrapping might, under defined conditions for the

surface chemistry defined contact angle, be suppressed. Since

wrapping a spherical droplet requires both bending and

stretching of the solid, in this report, we consider the simpler,

but experimentally realizable, cases of wrapping of a droplet of

water by a thin ribbon and the assembly of solid grains to form

a liquid marble. For both cases, we extend the previous theoreti-

cal consideration to ribbon-type substrates and disconnected

solid grains with a rigid surface structure. We review the case

for surface roughness that has low aspect ratio so that the liquid

can penetrate into the structure – the Wenzel case [14,15]. We

then consider whether droplet wrapping can occur without

penetration into the surface structure – the Cassie–Baxter case

[16,17]. We show that droplet wrapping should occur with both

types of configuration and we derive a condition for the tran-

sition between these two cases; this condition is the same as for

the Wenzel to Cassie–Baxter transition on a superhydrophobic

surface [18,19].

Results and Discussion
1. Droplet wrapping theory
To assess whether it is energetically favourable for a liquid to

become wrapped in a solid we consider the change in inter-

facial energy as the solid–vapor interface is replaced by a

solid–liquid interface together with the increase in bending

energy as the solid deforms from a planar ribbon, similar to

those shown in Figure 2, of width w << R, where R is the

droplet radius. The use of a ribbon substrate allows the problem

to be simplified to a quasi-two dimensional situation. Assuming

there is no spontaneous curvature of the solid film, the initial

energy is given by the sum of the energy associated with the

liquid in contact with the vapor and the surfaces of the solid in

contact with the vapor (Figure 3a),

(1)

where Ai
LV is the initial liquid–vapor interfacial area, Ap

SV is

the initial planar projection of the area of the upper surface of

the solid film, rW is the Wenzel roughness of the surface, and

the γij are the interfacial tensions; the lower surface of the film

is assumed to have an area Alower
SV. The initial liquid-vapor

area is Ai
LV = 4πR2, where R is the droplet radius, and after

wrapping it is assumed that the shape is spherical with the same

radius R. This means that a planar projected area 2πRw of the

ribbon’s area is involved in the wrapping. For simplicity in the

following, we limit the initial ribbon length to 2πR, so that Ap
SV

= 2πRw is assumed.

Figure 3: Initial and final states involved in a droplet wrapping event
for a flexible ribbon membrane with rigid roughness. In the Wenzel
case the liquid penetrates between features and in the Cassie case it
bridges between them.

The energy per unit area, fb, associated with bending and

stretching a thin membrane substrate is related to the principal

radii of curvatures of the substrate,

(2)

where κb is the elastic bending rigidity and κG is the Gaussian

bending modulus [20]. For a film of thickness h, the bending

rigidity is given by κb = Eh3/12(1−ν2), where E is Young’s

modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio; the Gaussian bending modulus

relates to any stretching or compression of the film. The coeffi-

cients c1 and c2 are the principal radii of curvature, which for a
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spherical droplet are c1 = c2 = 1/R. For a ribbon bending only

along its length c1 = 1/R and c2 = 0 so that for a radius of R the

bending energy per unit area is,

(3)

When the liquid comes into contact with the ribbon, assuming

the ribbon can bend, and that the roughness remains unchanged,

we can imagine two types of wrapping scenarios. In the Wenzel

case, the liquid may penetrate between the surface features and

retain contact with the ribbon at all points along its surface

(Figure 3b). In the alternative Cassie–Baxter case, the surface

structure combined with the surface chemistry may be such that

the liquid bridges between the tops of the surface features

leaving vapor between them (Figure 3c).

1.1 Wenzel case
In the Wenzel case, the liquid penetrates between surface

features (Figure 3b) and the difference in energy between the

final and the initial state related to the attachment of the droplet

to the ribbon is given by,

(4)

which can be rewritten using the definition of the Young’s law

equilibrium contact angle on a rigid surface of cosθe = (γSV −

γSL)/γLV, as,

(5)

For liquids which on a rigid smooth solid substrate are consid-

ered to be partially wetting the cosine satisfies −1 < cosθe < 1

and θe gives a finite Young’s law contact angle. However, for

those liquids which completely wet and form films, the combin-

ation (γSV − γSL)/γLV has a value greater than 1. The combin-

ation of the roughness, rW, multiplying cosθe immediately

introduces the Wenzel contact angle,

(6)

One assumption in Equation 6 is that the final radius of the

wrapped portion of the droplet is approximately the same as the

initial droplet radius.

1.2 Cassie–Baxter case
In the Cassie–Baxter case, complete penetration of liquid

between surface features does not occur (Figure 3c). The

liquid only contacts a fraction φs of the surface thus leaving

a fraction (rW − φs) of the solid surface in contact with the

vapor. In addition, the liquid bridges between surface features,

thus providing a set of menisci, here approximated by a frac-

tion (1 − φs) of the surface with a liquid–vapor interface. The

difference in energy between the final and the initial state

related to the attachment of the droplet to the ribbon is then

given by,

(7)

Cancelling terms involving the roughness factor rW and using

the definition of the equilibrium contact angle on a rigid

substrate of cosθe = (γSV − γSL)/γLV gives,

(8)

Defining the Cassie–Baxter combination cosθCB = φscosθe −

(1−φs), which is familiar from the modelling of droplets on

superhydrophobic surfaces, gives,

(9)

The similarity of Equation 6 and Equation 9 can be revealed by

writing,

(10)

where the subscript T defines the topographic assumption of the

liquid either in a Wenzel (“penetrating”) or Cassie–Baxter

(“skating”) state. In the form presented by Equation 10, the

principal radius of curvature c1 is given by 1/R and so the

energy change per unit area of the ribbon substrate depends on

the droplet size.

1.3 Wrapping and transitions with roughness
The wrapping state will be stable provided the energy change

given by Equation 10 is negative, i.e.,
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(11)

Defining the dimensionless curvature elastocapillary number

nEC = κbc1
2/2γLV, Equation 11 can be written as,

(12)

A ribbon substrate that is unable to bend in response to contact

with the liquid will have an elastocapillary number that tends

to infinity and so wrapping will not occur. When the elasto-

capillary number has a finite value, wrapping will occur, but

will depend on the volume and shape of the liquid. For a drop-

let with a spherical shape of radius R, the elastocapillary

number is nEC = κb/2γLVR2 = ½(LEC/R)2, where LEC =

(κb/γLV)1/2 is the characteristic elastocapillary length.

Equation 12 then becomes,

(13)

This condition for droplet wrapping depends upon the state

of contact of the wrapped liquid with the solid surface, i.e.,

penetrating or skating. For the Cassie–Baxter state with its

air-pockets to be thermodynamically stable compared to

the Wenzel state, requires ΔFCB < ΔFW in addition to

ΔFCB < 0. Since the curvature energy contributes the same

to both, Equation 10 implies cosθW < cosθCB, which gives a

condition on the relationship between the Young’s law

contact angle θe, and the roughness rW and solid surface frac-

tion φs,

(14)

where θc is a critical contact angle for thermodynamic stability

of the Cassie–Baxter state; when the Young’s law contact angle

exceeds the critical contact angle the Cassie–Baxter state is

favoured over the Wenzel state. Equation 14 is exactly the same

as the condition derived by Bico et al., for the thermodynamic

stability of the Cassie–Baxter state on a superhydrophobic

surface [18,19]. As noted by these authors, when 90° < θe < θc,

the Cassie–Baxter state may exist due to, e.g., pinning on sharp

edges of features, but it is a metastable state.

Here we have also only considered a simple model that assumes

either a Wenzel state or a Cassie–Baxter state. However,

surfaces with curvature can effectively have a combination of

both Wenzel and Cassie–Baxter properties with the solid

surface fraction becoming a function of the Young’s law

contact angle [21]. Re-entrant surfaces have been shown to be

particularly effective in producing suspended droplets of liquids

with low surface tensions [22]. Following the superhy-

drophobic literature, we can also anticipate that if the surface

chemistry tends towards hydrophilic (i.e., θe < 90°) there might

be a hemi-wicking effect with the liquid invading the surface

texture, but wetting the asperities of the topographic features. A

simple two-dimensional model consideration of the energy

changes as a liquid invades a structure on a thin substrate

suggests that the critical Young’s law contact angle for hemi-

wicking will be shifted to values lower than θc due to the contri-

bution of bending energy.

1.4 Drop size and contact angle effects
The inclusion of the energy associated with the curvature

of a substrate introduces a characteristic elastocapillary

length and results in drop size effects. For a ribbon film

substrate, Equation 10 implies wrapping requires the

droplet radius R to be greater than a critical radius, Rc, given

by,

(15)

which can be compared to the condition R > LEC/√2

given by Py et al [3]. Thus, there is a critical radius which

depends on the Young’s law contact angle, θe, and the topo-

graphic structure via the surface roughness, rW, or solid surface

fraction, φs.

In the Cassie–Baxter case, cosθT = cosθCB, and θCB can ap-

proach 180° from below and, as it does so, the critical radius for

wrapping tends to infinity; a strongly superhydrophobic ribbon

will not result in droplet wrapping because the energy gain

cannot overcome the bending energy. In the Wenzel case, cosθT

= cosθW, and this is positive when θe < 90°, but negative when

θe > 90°. In the former case, the critical radius becomes smaller

as the Young’s law contact angle tends to zero or as the rough-

ness increases; a film can be wrapped in a tighter curve and,

hence, a smaller droplet radius is needed. It should also be

noted that cosθe is defined by a combination of the interfacial

tensions and this combination can be greater than unity; this

corresponds to a film of liquid on a smooth and rigidly flat

surface. In the considerations above, no account has been taken

of the finite mass of the substrate on the critical volume of

liquid required for wrapping; a problem recently considered

experimentally and theoretically for square and triangular sheets

of PDMS by Chen et al [23].
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2. Liquid marbles and topographically struc-
tured grains
When a solid in the form of a thin ribbon wraps around a drop-

let it only needs to bend, whereas when the solid is a sheet it

needs to either stretch and deform or to crumple and fold. Such

a situation could be considered, but additional energies relating

to these effects would need to be included unless the contribu-

tion from these is at no energy cost. One possible situation that

conceptually is similar to a substrate able to deform and

conform to a liquid surface, but without any bending or

stretching energy cost, is the adhesion of a collection of solid

grains to a liquid surface to encapsulate it and form a liquid

marble (Figure 4a and Figure 4b) [12,13,24]. In an abstract

sense, a collection of grains assembled in a close-packed form

onto a liquid–vapor interface is the extreme limit of a flexible

solid possessing no curvature (or stretching) energy and, hence,

a vanishing elastocapillary length. In the study of liquid

marbles, the simplest assumption is that each grain is spherical

in shape and has no particular surface topography. As a conse-

quence all grains, irrespective of their surface chemistry, will

adhere to the water-air interface; a similar conclusion to that

regarding the absolute hydrophilicity of solids when their curva-

ture energy is zero. The effect of surface chemistry, charac-

terised through the Young’s law contact angle, is to determine

the strength of the adhesion to the air-water interface with

maximum strength corresponding to θe = 90°; if θe > 90° more

than half the grain projects out of the interface into the air. In

practice, the surfaces of the grains do not need to be smooth and

can have a topographic structure. For example, pollen grains

come in a variety of shapes, commonly spherical, ovoid or disc-

like with lengths in the order of 10–100 μm and their surfaces

(exine) under scanning electron microscopy vary from rela-

tively smooth to mesh-like and ones adorned with sharp spikes

(see, e.g., [25]).

By considering the changes in interfacial areas as a spherical

grain of radius Rg with a roughness rW attaches to a droplet of

radius R (Figure 4c), we deduce the change in surface free

energy ΔFM
T,

(16)

where Acap = πRg
2(1 + cosθT) is the spherical cap area of the

solid grain of radius Rg intersecting the droplet and θT is either

the Wenzel contact angle or the Cassie–Baxter contact angle,

depending on whether the liquid penetrates between the topo-

graphic features on the surface of the grain or whether it bridges

between the asperities (and is therefore only in contact with a

fraction of the solid area, φs). In a similar manner to droplet

wrapping, Equation 14 defines a minimum Young’s law contact

Figure 4: Formation of a liquid marbles: a) droplet contacting substrate
composed of loose grains, b) attachment of grains to encapsulate a
droplet, c) minimisation of surface free energy by replacement of a
portion of the liquid–vapor interface by a portion of the rough solid
surface from an attaching grain.

angle for the Cassie–Baxter state to be thermodynamically

stable over the Wenzel state. The idea of a solid film that tends

to a non-adhesive surface for liquids can be extended to non-

stick granular or powder systems. All smooth spherical grains

adhere to the liquid interface because (1 + cosθe) can never be

negative. However, when the surface of a grain is structured it

can become superhydrophobic and it will then only weakly

attach to the surface of the liquid.

Conclusion
In this work, we have focused on a rigid surface structure on a

thin flexible substrate, but the inverse situation of a flexible

surface structure on a rigid substrate has recently also been

modelled [26,27]. A result of that work is an understanding that

elastocapillary effects can provide additional stability for

Cassie-type suspended liquid states involved in, e.g., plastron

respiration [27-29]. It therefore seems likely that to fully under-

stand superhydrophobic surfaces, the flexible nature of elements

of surfaces needs to be understood. Using a model of a thin

ribbon (strip) substrate we have shown that relaxing the

assumption of a rigid substrate allows a contacting droplet to

shape and bend the substrate provided the droplet radius is

larger than a critical value. When the flexible substrate has a

surface with a rigid topographic structure, the critical

droplet radius at which droplets wrap depends on both the

elastocapillary length and a function of either the Wenzel or the

Cassie–Baxter contact angle dependent on the state of the

contact. We have argued that liquid marbles can be thought of

as such a system, but with a vanishing elastocapillary length.

Manipulating the surface structure therefore provides a method,
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complementary to control of substrate thickness, to tune the

balance of adhesive forces between liquids and solids both

within capillary origami and granular systems.
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Capillary origami uses surface tension to fold and shape solid films and membranes into

three-dimensional structures. It uses the fact that solid surfaces, no matter how hydrophobic, will

tend to adhere to and wrap around the surface of a liquid. In this work, we report that a

superhydrophobic coating can be created, which can completely suppress wrapping as a contacting

water droplet evaporates. We also show that using a wetting azeotropic solution of allyl alcohol,

which penetrates the surface features, can enhance liquid adhesion and create more powerful

Capillary Origami. These findings create the possibility of selectively shaping membrane substrates.
VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4808015]

The initial development of microsystems technology suf-

fered from the problem that liquid photoresist would often

result in capillary bridges between microscale surface features

that caused them to deform and clump together. Eventually,

this effect was put to positive use to assemble three-

dimensional shapes from planar (two-dimensional) fabricated

structures by rotating surface features using molten solder.1–4

The same effect causes the hairs on a wet brush to clump to-

gether.5 An extension of these ideas has been to use contact

with a liquid, typically an evaporating droplet, to completely

fold up a membrane substrate into a pre-determined three-

dimensional shape—an effect called Capillary Origami.6–8

This liquid adhesive effect depends on the ratio of the elastic

forces maintaining the rigidity of the substrate to the surface

tension forces of the liquid trying to shape the substrate. It is

now well understood that the controlling parameter for these

processes is the elastocapillary length, LEC ¼ (jB/cLV)1/2,

where jB is the bending rigidity of the substrate and cLV is the

surface tension of the liquid, and this sets the critical length

scale at which substrates of a given thickness can be shaped

by a liquid. Applications of this include the fabrication of

microprisms,9 iridophores,10 and assembling carbon nano-

tubes11 (see also the review by Roman and Bico12).

A potentially surprising aspect of Capillary Origami is

that the liquid adhesion is not suppressed by substrate hydro-

phobicity. As demonstrated by Gao and McCarthy,13 even

what is normally regarded as hydrophobic Teflon#, when

made into a thin membrane, will spontaneously wrap itself

around a water droplet. This can be explained by considering

the surface free energies of an initial non-wrapped and a final

wrapped state.14 For a smooth membrane substrate with no

bending energy, the final wrapped state is always the lower

energy state provided the Young’s law contact angle is less

than 180�. However, this situation is predicted to change

when the surface is rough and this introduces a dependence

on the contact angle into the problem.14,15 In one limit, liquid

can be assumed to not penetrate into the surface structure

(a Cassie-Baxter type state) and this allows a non-adhesive

state to be achieved. In the other limit, liquid can be assumed

to penetrate into the surface structure (a Wenzel state)

enhancing the liquid adhesion so that substrates of greater

stiffness can be deformed. A key challenge in suppressing

liquid adhesion occurring in Capillary Origami is to produce

a completely non-wetting (superhydrophobic) surface coat-

ing that does not substantially increase the substrate rigidity.

In this report, we consider the capillary-induced wrap-

ping of triangular shaped films of polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) possessing a thin surface coating. We use evapora-

tion of a deposited liquid droplet to determine the critical side

length at which wrapping occurs. We follow the method of

Py et al.6 by examining a sequence of equilateral triangular

shaped membranes with decreasing side lengths to determine

the critical side length, Lcrit, for which an evaporating droplet

can no longer completely fold up the membrane around itself;

Py et al. argued that the critical length should be proportional

to the elastocapillary length, i.e., Lcrit/ LEC ¼ (jB/cLV)1/2.

We show that suppression of capillary-induced folding or

enhancement of folding a rough membrane substrate consist-

ing of a thin PDMS film with a soot coating16 can be achieved

depending on the wetting properties of the liquid. We report

the development of a carbon nanoparticle (soot) coating that

is superhydrophobic for water, but is wetted by allyl alcohol

and so provides a system in which both non-penetrating

(Cassie-Baxter) and penetrating (Wenzel) states to be studied.

Allyl alcohol is chosen as a wetting liquid because it can form

an azeotropic mixture with water and, therefore, its concentra-

tion remains constant during evaporation.

To create a flexible superhydrophobic substrate, we

attempted a wide range of techniques (laser etching, casting

against rigid substrates, etc.) to produce nano- and micro-

structured superhydrophobic surfaces on membranes but with

little success. The approach that was eventually successful

combined the production of rapeseed oil nanoparticles16 with

a process initially developed to transfer a layer of carbon

nanoparticles from a glass surface onto a rigid PDMS surface

to produce superhydrophobicity.17 In our work, we combined

these two methods using the soot covered glass transfer
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method with the rapeseed oil nanoparticles. The advantage of

using rapeseed oil, rather than ethanol, in a flame synthesis

approach is that it produces much thicker smoke, reduces

coating times, and can produce large surface areas displaying

superhydrophobicity.

In our method, rapeseed oil was placed into a ceramic

bowl with a wick and left burning for 5–7 min in order for a

stable flame to develop. Glass slides were then placed in the

flame for between 30 s and 60 s in order to coat the entire

surface of the slide with a layer of matt black rapeseed oil

soot. PDMS was mixed in a 10:1 ratio and degassed in a vac-

uum desiccator to remove any air bubbles trapped in the

mixture. After approximately 30 min of degassing, the

PDMS was spun onto acrylic slides to the required thickness

determined by the spin speed. A prebake time of 30–35 min

was required at a temperature of 60 �C for the PDMS to

become sufficiently tacky for the soot to adhere to it without

becoming completely engulfed by the PDMS. When the

PDMS had partially cured to a tacky state, the glass slide

was gently positioned, soot side down, onto the centre of the

PDMS coated slides. These were then returned to a 60 �C
environment until fully cured. Once cured, the samples were

allowed to cool and then the glass slides were carefully

peeled from the PDMS surface leaving the soot attached to

the PDMS membrane surface as a nanoparticle coating.

Excess soot was removed under running water to ensure the

observed superhydrophobicity was not a liquid marble

effect.18,19 The thickness of the membranes h were measured

using a Veeco Dektak 6 M stylus profilometer determined to

within 2 lm for smooth layers, and to within 3 lm for the

soot-coated layers.

PDMS and soot-coated PDMS membranes were first

characterized by measuring the static, advancing and receding

contact angles with droplets of water (cLV¼ 72.8 mN m�1)

and azeotropic mixtures of allyl alcohol (cLV¼ 28.0 mN m�1

and concentration of 72%) prior to detaching them from

the acrylic slides. For water, the advancing and receding

angles on soot-coated PDMS were hA¼ 159�6 2� and

hR¼ 153�6 2�, respectively, compared to hA¼ 116�6 2� and

hR¼ 92�6 2�, respectively, for uncoated PDMS. For allyl

alcohol, the advancing and receding angles on soot-coated

PDMS were hA¼ 56�6 3� and hR � 0�, respectively, com-

pared to hA¼ 64�6 2� and hR¼ 44�6 2�, respectively, for

uncoated PDMS. Particularly relevant to the wrapping is the

receding contact angle. Allyl alcohol with a near zero reced-

ing contact on soot-coated membrane is consistent with a

Wenzel state in which the liquid penetrates between the

surface features of the soot. For water, on the other hand, the

soot is superhydrophobic with high advancing contact angle

and low contact angle hysteresis so is consistent with a

Cassie-Baxter in which the liquid does not penetrate into the

features of the soot-coated surface.

To determine the effect of the soot coating on the rigidity

of the PDMS membrane, the Young’s modulus, E, was deter-

mined using a cantilever deflection method. In the method

used, one end of a strip of PDMS was fixed whilst the other,

free end, was deflected under the action of its own weight.

Measurements of the maximum vertical deflections of the

free end, ymax, were carried out on PDMS membranes with

widths W¼ 1 mm and varying lengths ‘ from 4.00 to

8.50 mm (to within 0.06 mm). The thickness h was 64 lm and

82 lm for uncoated and soot-coated membranes, respectively.

To ensure minimal residual bending during peeling from the

slides, the membranes were first floated in isopropyl alcohol

(IPA) before careful removal. For each length, measurements

were carried out with a given surface of the membrane facing

both upwards and downwards. Deflection was independent of

direction (to within 20%) for uncoated PDMS, and ymax was

taken to be the average value of the two measurements.

However, deflections for soot-coated PDMS were smaller by

a factor �2.5 when the coated-side of membranes was facing

downwards than when facing upwards.

Since uncoated PDMS is a flexible material with E
varying in the range 50 kPa–4 MPa),20,21 ymax is expected

to exceed �20% of the beam lengths in long cantilevers.

The linear small deflections equation for uniformly loaded

beams which gives ymax ¼ P‘4=8EI, where P ¼ qgh is the

weight of the membrane per unit length and unit width,

jB ¼ EI is the bending rigidity of the beam, and q and g are

the density of the cantilever and acceleration due to gravity,

respectively, is not applicable for ymax/‘ > 0.2. In our case

h � W, and so the cantilevers can be considered as thin

plates with EI ¼ Eh3=12ð1� �2Þ (� � 1=2 is the Poisson ra-

tio) which in turn gives ymax ¼ 3ð1� �2Þqg‘4=2Eh2 for

small deflections, so E can be determined from ymax pro-

vided ‘ and h are measured accurately. For large deflections

with ymax/‘ > 0.2, we used the non-linear calibration curve

relating ymax/‘ to P‘3/8EI to determine E.22,23 For uncoated

membranes, we determined E ¼ (1.1 6 0.1) MPa, a value

consistent with the 10% concentration of cross linker and

the baking times reported by Furad et al.20 and Lopes and

Bonaccurso.21 The soot coating induces a 20% increase in

rigidity of PDMS to E ¼ (1.3 6 0.1) MPa when facing

upwards but a threefold increase to E ¼ (3.4 6 0.2) MPa

FIG. 1. (a) Image sequence showing a triangle of uncoated PDMS folding to a tetrahedral pyramid as a droplet of water evaporates. (b) Image of a droplet of

water on soot-coated (superhydrophobic) PDMS membrane showing suppression of folding.
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when facing downwards. This latter value is relevant for

droplet wrapping. The increased rigidity may be attributable

to jamming of the nanoparticles under large inward deflec-

tions. This increase in E, nevertheless, leaves the coated

PDMS as a flexible membrane.

To determine the critical length, Lcrit, for capillary-

induced droplet wrapping, equilateral triangular shaped

membranes of PDMS and soot-coated PDMS membranes

varying in thickness between 35 lm and 85 lm were pro-

duced. For each thickness of PDMS, a range of triangle edge

lengths, L, in steps of 0.25 mm, were cut using a laser cutter.

Each thickness was placed on a hydrophobic surface (to min-

imize adhesion to the supporting surface) and was observed

over the entire evaporation process following the deposition

of a droplet of water or an azeotropic solution of allyl alco-

hol of sufficient size to cover the surface of the triangle.

When droplets of water were allowed to evaporate from suf-

ficiently large uncoated PDMS membranes (Figure 1(a)) or

when droplets of allyl alcohol were allowed to evaporate

from uncoated or soot-coated PDMS membranes (Figures

2(a) and 2(b), respectively), they induced a wrapping transi-

tion. As the thickness of the PDMS was increased, the wrap-

ping transition moved to larger volume droplets with lower

curvature (and hence bending energy). The drying regime

for each size was recorded in order to determine the critical

length; here, we define this as the smallest side length for

which 50% of the triangles of that size folded. However,

when water drops were deposited on soot-coated (super-

hydrophobic) PDMS membranes, wrapping was completely

suppressed for all thicknesses h and for triangles of lengths

up L¼ 15 mm (Figure 1(b)).

In order to make a direct comparison with the measure-

ments of Py et al.6 for wrapping of PDMS by droplets of

water, the elastocapillary length LEC was determined for each

thickness h using LEC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jB=cLV

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eh3=12cLVð1� �2Þ

p
,

with a value of E¼ 1.1 MPa obtained from our cantilever

deflection measurements. Figure 3 shows the dependence of

Lcrit on LEC for uncoated PDMS together with those of

Py et al. for comparison. The dashed line divides triangular

samples into two types: those above the line are wrapped

by evaporating droplets, whilst those below are not.

For all membranes and both liquids, LEC � LC, where

LC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cLV=qLg

p
is the capillary length (qL is the density of

the liquid), so gravity effects are not expected to be important.

There is a good agreement between the two sets of data with a

linear fit of our data giving Lcrit¼ 13.4 LEC (to within 10%)

compared to Lcrit¼ 11.9 LEC for Py et al. This gives us

confidence that our estimate of E is reasonably accurate.

Interestingly, both data sets can be better fitted by a non-zero

intercept straight line.

In order to compare the wrapping of uncoated mem-

branes by water and allyl alcohol, the dependence on surface

tension, the wrapping condition Lcrit > LEC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jB=cLV

p
can

be written in terms of energy. Wrapping occurs when the

gain in surface energy (�cLVL2
crit) is greater than the bending

energy jB, i.e., when cLVL2
crit > jB ¼ Eh3=12ð1� �2Þ.

Figure 4 shows the variation of cLVL2
crit with jB on uncoated

PDMS both for water and for allyl alcohol. The dashed lines

show linear fits of cLVL2
crit with jB having a slope of 152

(610) for water (hR¼ 92�) compared to 41 (64) for allyl

alcohol (hR¼ 44�). The 3.7 times decrease in the slope

between the two liquids indicates a dependence of Lcrit on

receding contact angle; a wetting liquid with a lower reced-

ing contact angle can wrap the membrane into a tighter

curve. The wrapping of soot-coated PDMS membranes in

Figure 4 (with E¼ 3.4 MPa) also obeys a linear fit but with a

further 1.8 times decrease in slope to 21 (63) compared to

uncoated PDMS. Allyl alcohol on soot-coated membranes

(hR � 0�) is a Wenzel state, and so penetrates the features of

the surface, thus enhancing adhesion of the drop which, in

turn, produces more powerful Capillary Origami as

observed. We have thus succeeded in creating a flexible

superhydrophobic coating which suppresses wrapping of a

droplet of a non-wetting liquid (water) and enhances wrap-

ping of droplet of a wetting liquid (allyl alcohol). One unex-

pected feature of the data, however, is the non-zero intercept

value for all graphs �500 nJ (to within 10%), which seems

FIG. 2. Image sequence showing (a) a triangle of uncoated PDMS, and (b) soot-coated PDMS folding as a droplet of azeotropic solution of allyl alcohol

evaporates.

FIG. 3. The dependence of Lcrit for wrapping water droplets on uncoated

PDMS on LEC (filled diamonds). The open circles show the corresponding

data of Py et al.6 for comparison.
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to be independent of the liquid used or surface topography

and cannot be accounted for by variations in thickness of

PDMS. Re-plotting the data of Py et al. gives an offset value

of 670 nJ which is within 30% of the value obtained in this

experiment. One possibility is that the experimental method

using the wrapping of a triangular shaped membrane results

in a dependence on the Gaussian bending rigidity.

In this work, we have shown that the contact angle can

be used to control Capillary Origami and droplet wrapping.

At one extreme, we have developed a method to create a

flexible PDMS membrane with a superhydrophobic surface

supporting a Cassie-Baxter type suspended droplet state.

Water completely fails to wrap the membrane. At the other

extreme, we have shown that using a wetting liquid (an aze-

otropic solution of allyl alcohol) enhances wrapping of the

membrane by the liquid, supporting a Wenzel type penetrat-

ing droplet state. We have also shown that the critical

lengths for wrapping triangular-shaped uncoated PDMS

membranes are larger for water than allyl alcohol, thereby

demonstrating dependence on the receding contact angle.

These measurements support the idea that wetting properties

of the substrate affect its ability to wrap a droplet and that a

flexible substrate can wrap more easily for smaller receding

contact angles at a given surface tension of liquid and topog-

raphy of surface.
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Abstract
The liquid phase response of quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) with a thin coating
(∼9 µm) of epoxy resin with and without a carbon nanoparticles top layer is reported. The
nanoparticles convert the epoxy surface to a superhydrophobic one with a high static contact
angle (∼151◦–155◦) and low contact angle hysteresis (∼1◦–3.7◦) where droplets of water are
in the suspended Cassie–Baxter state. The frequency decrease of the fully immersed QCM
with the superhydrophobic surface is less than with only epoxy layer, thus indicating a
decoupling of the QCM response. A wettability transition to a liquid penetrating into the
surface roughness state (for droplets a high contact angle hysteresis Wenzel state) was
triggered using a molarity-of-ethanol droplet test (MED) and electrowetting; the MED
approach caused some surface damage. The electrowetting-induced transition caused a
frequency decrease of 739 Hz at a critical voltage of ∼100 V compared to the QCM in air.
This critical voltage correlates to a contact angle decrease of 26◦ and a high contact angle
hysteresis state in droplet experiments. These experiments provide a proof-of-concept that
QCMs can be used to sense wetting state transitions and not only mass attachments or changes
in viscosity–density products of liquids.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) provide a simple and
effective method to detect changes of physical properties
of thin films adhering to their surfaces. Sauerbrey first
discovered that a film deposited to the surface of a piezoelectric
quartz crystal resonator will cause a decrease in the resonance
frequency proportional to the mass per unit area of the film
attached [1]. The Sauerbrey equation is valid under the
condition that the film is thin, smooth and rigidly coupled
to the oscillatory motion of the crystal surface. In 1982
Nomura and Okuhara showed that the QCM can oscillate
in, and detect properties of, a liquid environment [2]. Its
utility as a liquid phase sensor has been demonstrated for
many applications in electrochemistry [3] and immunology
[4]. When the crystal surface is brought into a contact with

a liquid, a viscous entrainment of liquid near the surface
occurs due to the acoustic wave, thus causing both a frequency
decrease and an energy loss depending on the viscosity–density
product of the liquid [5, 6]. This phenomenon is described by
the Kanazawa and Gordon equation and it is valid under a
no slip boundary condition, which implies that the velocity
of displacement of the quartz substrate and the liquid at the
solid–liquid interface match. However, if the crystal surface
has an appropriate hydrophobic chemistry and consists of high-
aspect-ratio surface roughnesses, the effect of hydrophobicity
will be amplified to superhydrophobicity (SH) [7]. When such
a solid surface has protrusions, which are tall enough and
sufficiently close, water does not penetrate between them. In
this situation the droplets ball up and are effectively suspended
on the tips of the surface features. Moreover due to the small
number of contact points with the solid they become extremely
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mobile and roll off easily. This type of surface is often called
‘slippy’ and is described by the Cassie–Baxter equation [8].
If sufficient pressure is applied, water will penetrate into the
gaps between surface features and will contact the solid surface
everywhere including the bottom part of the surface structure
and up the sides and across the tops of the surface features. A
droplet may still ball up but it will become immobile and unable
to roll. The surface is said to be ‘sticky’ and is described by the
Wenzel equation [8]. Liquid-phase QCMs sense interactions
via the liquid close to the QCM surface within the shear wave
penetration depth

δ = (η/πfρ)1/2, (1)

where f is the resonance frequency of the crystal and ρ

and η are the density and viscosity of the liquid. For a
5 MHz device immersed in water δ ∼ 250 nm. According to
the considerations above, it can be expected that the sensor
response of QCM operating in a liquid environment will
depend on the wetting state, Cassie–Baxter or Wenzel, of the
quartz surface and should be able to detect wetting transitions
between these two states. Up to now, the monitoring of wetting
transitions on SH surfaces has usually been based on optical
methods, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and using
ultrasound [9–11]. Recently, it has been reported that through
a superhydrophobization of the QCM’s surface it is possible
to decouple the sensor response [12–15].

Therefore, in this paper we consider whether a sensor can
be designed such that a small change in hydrophobicity triggers
a complete switching of the wetting state; an idea speculated
upon but not previously reported [16]. In principle, such a
change could be due to the attachment of specific molecules,
but the detection would not depend on the detectability
of the mass change, but would be via their effect on the
wetting state. To study the QCM response to a change
in the wetting state of a superhydrophobic surface, several
other trigger mechanisms are possible including temperature,
surface tension, mechanical, optical and magnetic changes or
applied voltage via an electrowetting effect [17–20]. The
two mechanisms studied in this paper are a surface tension
induced switching using increasing concentrations of ethanol
(molarity-of-ethanol droplet (MED) test) and electrowetting.
Electrowetting involves application of electrical potential
across liquid/dielectric/electrode sandwich structure to charge
the solid–liquid interface. For a droplet, the charge induced
imbalance of forces near the liquid/dielectric contact line
results in a decrease in the observed liquid contact angle; on
a superhydrophobic surface the electrocapillary pressure can
cause a switch from the Cassie–Baxter suspended state to a
Wenzel penetrating state [21]; an effect recently shown to
provide a locally reversible transition [22, 23].

In section 2, we first review the results of a model of
QCM liquid response under the assumption of a no slip
boundary condition and confirm that our experimental setup
can provide results for glycerol/water solutions consistent with
the Kanazawa and Gordon equation. We then describe a
new method to create a superhydrophobic surface using an
epoxy resin–soot composite surface coating; the advantage
of this surface coating is its ability to simultaneously act as

the dielectric insulator for electrowetting. We also describe
how MED tests can be used to switch wetting states and
we characterize droplet contact angle changes for both the
electrowetting and MED switching methods. In section 3, we
investigate the possible relationship between QCM response
and the wetting state transition of the superhydrophobic QCM
device triggered by using MED tests and electrowetting.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Calibration of the QCM

The liquid phase sensor response of QCM, which operates in
a liquid environment, is usually expressed as proportional to
the square root of the viscosity–density product of the liquid
according to the Kanazawa and Gordon equation [5]. In
our work, gold electrode quartz crystals with a fundamental
frequency of 5 MHz and diameter of 25 mm were used,
with frequency spectra being monitored using an Agilent
Technologies 8712ET network analyser over the range of 5.01–
5.02 MHz. Resonance characteristics were measured at room
temperature for crystal in air and in aqueous glycerol solutions
with concentrations in the range of 0–90% per weight and
fitted to a Butterworth–van-Dyke (BVD) model using Lab
View 10.1. A brief description of the BVD model is available
in [12].

2.2. Decoupling of the sensor response of the QCM

It is expected that a superhydrophobic QCM surface could
efficiently decouple its sensor response [12, 24]. If this
occurs, the crystal resonance spectra of the device should
become relatively less sensitive to the viscous properties of
the liquid. Thus both the resonance frequency decrease and
bandwidth increase would be lower than that predicted by
Kanazawa and Gordon. One example of using this physical
property is the development of a SH QCM sensor device
for examination of volatile organic compounds in aqueous
mixtures [25]. Many strategies to create superhydrophobic
surfaces have been put forward including wax solidification,
lithography, vapour deposition, template methods, polymer
reconformation, sublimation, plasma, electro spinning, sol–gel
processing, electrochemical methods, hydrothermal synthesis,
layer-by-layer deposition and one pot reactions [26]. Each
method has particular advantages and disadvantages e.g.
multistep procedures and harsh conditions, requirement of
specialized reagents and equipment, durability and robustness
of coating or applicability only to small areas of flat surfaces
or specific materials [27]. The method we developed, suitable
for our intended application, was based on the incomplete
combustion of carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) contained in a
rapeseed oil mixture [28] or in candle soot [29] deposited
on an epoxy coating layer. The method is facile and time-
efficient and did not require specialized equipment, dangerous
reagents or complex process control. In previous use of the soot
approach, the main drawback is the fragility of the structure
because the particle–particle interactions are only physical and
weak. Therefore when a droplet of water rolls off the surface,
the drop carries soot particles with it until almost all of the
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soot deposit is removed and the drop undergoes a wetting
transition. Increase in the structural robustness has previously
been achieved by the development of a composite soot–
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based layer [30]. However
for our QCM application, PDMS, which belongs to the
family of rubbery polymers [31], could complicate the QCM
response reducing the quality of resonance and rigid response
interpretation. Moreover, PDMS does not easily adhere to
gold surfaces so an additional thin adhesive layer would be
required. We therefore modified the superhydrophobic coating
approach to use a soot–epoxy resin composite layer. The liquid
epoxy resin is transparent, rigid and has good surface adhesion
and low viscosity, which allows a spin coating deposition
technique, and thus the opportunity to form very thin rigid
layers. The fully cured epoxy resin is rigid so the QCM
can be expected to have low damping and higher operational
frequency compared to using PDMS.

2.2.1. Epoxy resin preparation and spin coating deposition.
MAS epoxy resin with slow hardener in a ratio 2 : 1 was mixed
for 2 min. After mixing, the prepared solution with viscosity
ηe = 600 cps was placed in a vacuum oven for 30 min to
extract any air. The oven was set up to maintain a maximal
pressure of 0.1 MPa and constant temperature of 21 ◦C. Then
the quartz crystals were mounted one at the time in an Emhart
spin coater and liquid epoxy resin was deposited by pipette
onto their surfaces. The spin coating procedure was conducted
with a spin velocity of 5000 rpm and spin duration of 50 s. The
thickness of the layer achieved with these working parameters
was ∼(9 ± 0.5) µm.

2.2.2. Fabrication of epoxy resin–soot composite SH QCM.
After spin coating deposition of the epoxy resin, the process
parameters required to create a superhydrophobic crystal
surface were determined. First a few soot-coated SH glass
slides were prepared exposing them over a flame of a burning
wick, immersed in rapeseed oil [28]. Then, to achieve
uniform and homogeneous SH surfaces, the soot-coated glass
slides were bound with the pre-cured epoxy coated quartz
crystals [30]. Since the viscosity of the epoxy resin is highly
temperature- and time-sensitive [32] it was very important
to find the best pre-curing time prior to soot deposition that
resulted in a non-engulfed, but attached, soot layer. It was
found that the optimal pre-curing time in room temperature
is 4 h and 20 min. For a complete and uniform transfer, an
additional mechanical force is required by pressing a finger
on the glass slides. Eventually the soot-coated glass samples
were carefully peeled off from the epoxy resin coated QCMs
and the quartz crystal patterns were held in room temperature
conditions until full cure was reached. For the used resin
the full curing time is approximately 11 h. The process was
repeated for five from seven available QCMs. The other two
QCMs, one with an uncoated surface and the other with an
epoxy coated surface, were used as reference devices. After
full cure of the epoxy resin–soot coated QCM we verified the
wettability of surfaces using static contact angle (SCA) and
contact angle hysteresis (CAH) measurements for droplets of
water. These were found to be in the range of 151◦–155◦ and

1◦–3.7◦, respectively, thereby confirming a superhydrophobic
surface with mobile droplet behaviour [33].

2.3. Investigation and control of the wetting state transition
of an SH QCM

When the superhydrophobic QCMs had been obtained, we
investigated the triggering of the wetting state transition and
its detection by variations in the resonance frequency response
and/or the dissipation factor. During investigations the QCMs
were placed in a quartz crystal holder and their sensing
surface was fully immersed in a liquid of interest (water or
aqueous ethanol solution). The holder had a liquid capacity of
approximately 2 ml, therefore, the liquid volume used in each
experimental setup was 2 ml. The first triggering mechanism
used was based on surface tension changes using ethanol–water
solutions with different concentrations. The MED, which is
sometimes referred to as critical surface tension or % ethanol
test, is widely applied to determine the level of water repellency
for soils and other porous and granular patterns [34]. Drops of
aqueous ethanol solutions with decreasing surface tension are
placed onto different areas of the sample surface until a solution
with sufficiently low surface tension is reached that just allows
the drops to penetrate in. The % ethanol concentration at
which the drops penetrate the porous surface is then taken to
characterize the level of hydrophobicity of the surface. In
our case we investigated the wettability of SH QCM with
increasing concentrations of ethanol–water solutions. First a
5 MHz gold electrode quartz crystal with diameter of 25 mm
and uncoated surface was used as a reference device with
the aim of verifying the QCM’s response in aqueous ethanol
solutions. Its frequency spectra were monitored using an
Agilent technologies 8712ET network analyser over the range
of 5.018–5.020 MHz. The sensor response was measured at
room temperature for QCM in air and in ethanol solutions in
concentration range of 0–90% per weight and then fitted to a
BVD model using Lab View 10.1. Subsequently, an SH quartz
crystal was tested for lower concentration range of 0–12.5%
per weight and again fitted to the BVD model. By analysing
the resonance frequency shifts for both sets it was possible to
assess whether the QCM is capable of detecting the wetting
state transition.

Four further SH QCMs with resonance frequency of
5 MHz were used and their wettability was manipulated
through electrowetting. An epoxy coated QCM was used as
a reference device in order to evaluate whether the observed
frequency shifts were caused by a wetting state transition or
by e.g. change in the piezoelectric stiffness of the crystal. A
30 MHz synthesized function generator DS345 was connected
via coaxial cable to the input of a voltage amplifier TREK PZD
700A and used to set up the input parameters of the signal. The
output of the device was combined with two branches. The
first one was a metal needle immersed in the liquid, in which
the SH QCM was immersed, while the second (the ground
electrode) was a connection with the surface electrode of the
crystal, thus creating a droplet/dielectric/electrode capacitive
structure. In this electrowetting investigation ac voltage
at frequency 10 kHz was used. We initially measured the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Resonance frequency and (b) resistance of an uncoated QCM operating in glycerol/water solutions with different
concentrations.

Table 1. Electrical characteristics in air of the QCM prior to and after deposition of epoxy–soot SH layer.

Insertion
QCM No QCM status fr (MHz) BW (kHz) Q factor losses (dB) R (�)

Prior to 5.028655 0.214 23500 −7.7 118
1 After SH 4.953138 6.199 799 −0.77 1130

Prior to 5.022336 0.213 23500 −6.58 136
2 After SH 4.942000 6.197 797 −0.72 1210

Prior to 5.019909 0.211 23800 −6.39 137
3 After SH 4.946988 9.5 520 −0.54 1600

Prior to 5.025575 0.212 23700 −8.51 109
4 After SH 4.935535 9.5 519 −0.55 1600

Prior to 5.028312 0.211 23800 −5.55 157
5 After SH 4.964032 11.84 419 −0.425 2025

resonance frequency of the SH crystal in air. Then the crystal
surface was fully immersed in water and the sensor response
was measured again. After that an alternating voltage with
step increases of 25 V was applied until a threshold voltage
of 100 V was reached, at which a large frequency shift was
observed. Subsequently, the voltage was increased with steps
of 100 V until it reached the second threshold of 500 V. At
this critical value a dielectric breakdown occurred and the
experiment was terminated. After each voltage step, the crystal
was disconnected from the amplifier and connected to an
Agilent 8712ET network analyser. The resonance frequency
was recorded and fitted to a BVD model. The experiment
was repeated for the three further SH QCMs, but with an
upper voltage applied not exceeding 400 V, thus avoiding the
dielectric breakdown occurrence.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Investigation of QCM resonance behaviour in air

Figures 1(a) and (b) illustrates the resonance frequency and
the resistance shifts of an uncoated 5 MHz QCM against
glycerol/water solutions with different concentrations. The
dotted lines represent the theoretical values calculated by the
Kanazawa and Gordon equation, while the solid lines are
the values obtained by the experiment. The frequency and
resistance shifts in the range of 0–70% follow the predictions of

Kanazawa and Gordon. A slight difference between theory and
experiment is observed for concentrations over 70%, which is
most likely due to the hygroscopic nature of glycerol, which
tends to absorb water molecules from the ambient air and the
fact measurements were performed in an open lab.

Table 1 reveals the electrical characteristics of five
QCMs, operating in air at the same fundamental frequency
of approximately 5 MHz, after the superhydrophobic coating
was applied. The deposition of composite epoxy–soot SH
layer on the crystal surface leads to a proportional frequency
down shift in the range of 64–90 kHz (12 800–18 000 ppm), an
increase in the bandwidth by an average value of 8.4 kHz and
a corresponding increase in the insertion loss of 6.2 dB.

Figure 2 compares the resonance spectra behaviour
of QCM with (a) uncoated, (b) epoxy coated and (c)
superhydrophobic surface. For the case of an uncoated surface
the quartz crystal operates at a fundamental frequency of
approximately 5 MHz and supports a narrow bandwidth of
211 Hz. The deposition of an epoxy resin coating leads to a
frequency downshift of 64 kHz and an increase in insertion
loss to 3 dB, although the sensor still maintained a narrow
bandwidth of 730 Hz; this increase in damping was likely to
be caused by the rougher surface of the epoxy compared to
the polished crystal surface. The superhydrophobic coating
causes a more substantial increase in the level of insertion loss
to 8 dB and increases the bandwidth to 6.19 kHz. This can be
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2. Resonance spectra of a 5 MHz QCM in air with (a) uncoated, (b) epoxy resin coated and (c) SH surface and their fits (white
curves) achieved by the BVD fitting model.

interpreted as an additional dissipation of energy in air due to
the high level of surface roughness [35].

All SH coated devices continued to operate with well-
behaved single mode resonance and good sensitivity. The
thickness of the epoxy coating was measured via profilometer
Bruker AXS Dektak XT and compared to the value obtained
by the theoretical calculation through Sauerbrey’s equation
using an assumed density of the epoxy resin/hardener mixture,
which is ρep = 1.0863 g cm−3. The experimentally measured
thickness was in the range of 9±0.5 µm, while the theoretical
calculations gave a thickness d ∼ 11 µm.

3.2. Wetting state transition triggered using ethanol–water
mixtures

Figure 3 shows the resonance frequency shifts of a 5 MHz
gold electrode QCM with an uncoated surface versus different
aqueous ethanol solutions, obtained by experiment and by
theoretical calculation according to the Kanazawa and Gordon
equation. The graphical dependence shows that the resonance
frequency shifts achieved by experiment and theoretically
calculated are in consistence with slight deviation of the
experimental data set at some concentrations.

Since the experiments were performed in an open lab,
there was a slight temperature deviation in the range of
20–26 ◦C, therefore the experimental data were corrected

Figure 3. Experimental resonance frequency shift (dotted curve) of
5 MHz QCM with an uncoated surface and its theoretical
second-order polynomial fit (solid curve) versus % ethanol
concentrations in the range of 0–90% per weight.

with the pre-factor for the ethanol, which is 8.49 ×
10−11 cm3 s−1/molecule. The resonance spectra of the first
SH QCM was observed at % ethanol concentrations in
the range of 0–12.5% per weight. For comparison, glass
microscope slides were also coated with a superhydrophobic
epoxy–soot layer and the contact angle variation of droplets
with different ethanol concentrations was investigated. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Frequency response and (b) dissipation factor of the SH QCM for % ethanol concentrations in the range of 0–12.5%
per weight.

Figure 5. Contact angle variation of droplets of aqueous ethanol
solutions on epoxy–soot coated surfaces with different
concentrations.

results are summarized in figures 4 and 5. At concentrations
between 0% and 10% the resonance frequency shifts are
almost the same and 2.5 times lower compared to these
obtained through the QCM with an uncoated surface (see
experimental curve in figure 3). This effect can be attributed
to the efficient decoupling of the sensor response achieved
by the superhydrophobization of the crystal surface; the same
tendency is reported in [12]. Also, the dissipation factor and
the resonance frequency shifts keep approximately constant
values in this range of concentrations. Further increase of
the ethanol concentration leads to a large 700 Hz frequency
downshift of the QCM at 12.5% concentration of ethanol
accompanied by decrease in the dissipation factor at the same
concentration. Contact angle measurements show that at this
concentration of ethanol on epoxy–soot coated surfaces there
is a large contact angle change from 155◦ to 116◦, indicating
this is critical concentration at which the surface undergoes a
transition from the superhydrophobic Cassie–Baxter state to a
more hydrophilic state.

The decrease in dissipation accompanying the decrease in
frequency shift and the change to a hydrophilic state suggests
the observed transition is not a simple Cassie–Baxter to Wenzel

wetting state transition. After removal from the ethanol
solution the surface was observed to have a SCA to water of
116◦ and so was no longer superhydrophobic. Moreover, the
crystal surface appeared to the eye to be a brighter black colour
and a deposited droplet of water adhered to it, thus indicating a
much higher CAH. Using a hydrophobic chemical treatment,
an SCA of 152◦ could be recovered together with a low CAH
of 1.3◦. We further examined the quartz crystal surface using
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 6 compares a
surface exposed to the ethanol solution and an area of surface
not exposed to the ethanol solution. The comparison shows
that the peak features are more rounded after exposure to the
ethanol. These results suggest that the application of aqueous
ethanol solution with 12.5% concentration may cause both
surface chemical and structural damage. Despite the apparent
structural damage, SH of such surfaces could be recovered by
applying a hydrophobic chemical treatment.

3.3. Wetting state transition triggered using electrowetting

To achieve a wetting state transition, which on drying the
crystal could be reversed, we considered applying a voltage
using an electrowetting configuration. The results of the
electrical performance of these devices are summarized in
table 2.

Table 2 shows the electrical characteristics of four SH
QCMs during electrowetting presented as average data from
eight independent electrowetting measurement cycles. It was
found that the experimental data had good reproducibility from
device to device and the frequency shift deviations were within
80 Hz (16 ppm). Figure 7 compares the resonance frequency
shifts of (a) an SH quartz crystal with (b) that of an epoxy
coated QCM. The inclusion of an epoxy coated QCM as
a comparison device allows us to evaluate whether possible
frequency shifts are caused by a transition in the wetting state
or by changes, such as in the piezoelectric stiffness. For the
SH QCM, a step change in frequency is observed between
75 and 100 V with little change in dissipation. Above this
voltage the frequency decreased only slightly. Moreover,
throughout the experiment the dissipation remained broadly
constant at the initial value measured on immersion. This is
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy of (a) the affected and (b) unaffected area of the superhydrophobic QCM.

Table 2. Average electrical characteristics of four SH QCMs during electrowetting.

Resonance
frequency fr Resistance R Bandwidth �f = frair − frEW

State of the QCM (MHz) (�) BW (kHz) (Hz) D = BW/fr

QCM in air 4.952165 1424.4 8.29 0 1674 × 10−6

QCM in water 4.951863 1523.9 8.47 302 1710 × 10−6

QCM at 25 V 4.951845 1525.1 8.47 320 1710 × 10−6

QCM at 50 V 4.951820 1529.3 8.46 345 1708 × 10−6

QCM at 75 V 4.951807 1530.1 8.47 358 1710 × 10−6

QCM at 100 V 4.951426 1542.4 8.48 739 1713 × 10−6

QCM at 200 V 4.951425 1546.6 8.49 740 1715 × 10−6

QCM at 300 V 4.951402 1547.6 8.48 763 1713 × 10−6

QCM at 400 V 4.951387 1544.6 8.49 778 1715 × 10−6

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Resonance frequency downshift of (a) an SH and (b) epoxy coated QCM with its linear fit (solid curve).

contrary to the results reported in [36], where the change in
the dynamical state of the film is accompanied by a change
both in the resonance frequency and in the dissipation of
the QCM. However, that work related to a change from sub-
monolayer coverage towards monolayer coverage of a sliding
film on a smooth crystal. In our case, liquid fully or partially
penetrates between surface features on a length scale less
than the shear wave penetration depth. It is therefore likely
the penetrating liquid is locked with the surface motion and
behaves acoustically in a manner more similar to rigid mass.
In our measurements the epoxy layer suffered irreversible
damage at a threshold voltage of 500 V. Interestingly, the initial

frequency downshift on immersion of the SH QCM in water
is only 302 Hz and is 2.5 times lower than the case of a QCM
with an uncoated surface (see figures 1(a) and 3). We also note
that the epoxy coated crystal did not show any significant step
changes or variations in the resonance frequency behaviour
as voltage was increased; the shifts were within 56 Hz. One
interpretation of the data is that the superhydrophobic coating
decouples the QCM response compared to the uncoated and
epoxy coated QCM and that a wetting state transition is
detected at between 75 and 100 V.

To investigate the hypothesis of a wetting state transition,
the droplet contact angle behaviour over the same range of
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Figure 8. Contact angle variations of water droplet resting upon
gold coated SH glass slide during electrowetting.

voltages was studied. The basic equation for droplet contact
angle changes using electrowetting is

cos θ = cos θY +

(
εoεd

2dγLV

)
V 2, (2)

where cos θY is the initial contact angle, ε0 is the dielectric
permittivity in vacuum, εd is the dielectric permittivity of
the layer, d is its thickness, γLV is the interfacial energy
between liquid and vapour (surface tension) and V is the
applied voltage. This relation shows that, for a given dielectric
layer, an applied voltage will reduce the contact angle causing
improved wettability. We also know from previous studies that
the associated electrocapillary pressure can cause a droplet in
a suspended Cassie–Baxter state to collapse into a penetrating
Wenzel state [21]. Figure 8 reveals the contact angle behaviour
of a water droplet resting upon gold coated SH glass slide.

From 0 to 100 V there are no significant changes in the
contact angle, but upon passing to 200 V a decrease in the
contact angle is observed. Further voltage increase leads to
further decrease in the contact angle and for 400 V the contact
angle has reduced by 26◦. Moreover, the CAH also increased
and droplet mobility was observed to reduce. During the
electrowetting an overall proportional frequency downshift of
778 Hz was observed when the voltage was increased from
0 to 400 V. Upon decreasing the voltage from 400 to 0 V the
resonance frequency shift recovered to its initial value within
a slight downward deviation of 157 Hz. This correlates well
with the CAH, which appears to be 8◦ for the same range of
voltages (154◦ prior to and 146◦ after applied voltage). A
locally Cassie to Wenzel reversible switching of state using
an electrowetting approach was reported in [22] and further
modelled in [23]. In our experiments, we did not determine
whether the acoustic changes related to a deformation of
the meniscus or locally reversible transitions to the Wenzel
state. Moreover, the surface structure is a relatively disordered
one rather than, e.g. a regular pillar or cavity array, and so
applicability of an electrohydrodynamic model such as in [23]
is less clear. To check the chemical and surface structure
had not been altered by electrowetting, crystals were dried
after the QCM experiments and SCA and CAH measurements
performed. Prior to and after electrowetting the SCA was in
the range of 151◦–155◦ and the CAH was 1◦–3.7◦ (table 3).

Table 3. Contact angle of four SH QCMs prior to and after
electrowetting.

Static Advancing Receding CAH
QCM No CA status CA (◦) CA (◦) CA (◦) (◦)

QCM 2 Prior to 152.4 156.7 153 3.7
After EW 152.0 155.0 152.7 2.3

QCM 3 Prior to 155.2 150.3 149.3 1
After EW 154.6 153.3 151.7 1.6

QCM 4 Prior to 152.4 153.0 150.8 2.2
After EW 151.9 153.4 151.2 2.2

QCM 5 Prior to 150.8 156.2 153.4 2.8
After EW 151.7 153.2 150.8 2.4

4. Conclusions

In this work we have presented results from systematic
experimental investigation on the wetting state response of
quartz crystals possessing a superhydrophobic soot–epoxy
coating. Possible triggering of wetting state transitions using
ethanol solutions and electrowetting has been developed. The
first of these methods was found to cause surface changes, but
the second method appeared to trigger a wetting state transition
without surface damage. This wetting state transition appears
to be observable as an electrowetting-induced frequency
downshift of 778 Hz. The transition voltage is consistent with
droplet contact angle decreases on similar surfaces. The step
change in frequency was not accompanied by any significant
change in the QCM dissipation. The proof-of-concept that an
acoustic wave signal change, here a quartz crystal resonance
frequency, can be observed when a superhydrophobic surface
wetting state change is triggered, may provide an additional
sensor mechanism to the usual mass or viscosity–density
induced changes. The optimization of such superhydrophobic
coated sensors may allow the development of a new acoustic
wave based sensor with controllable wettability for detecting
changes in hydrophobicity of surfaces.
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Abstract: Snails enjoying eating the leaves of many garden plants. Deterring this pest 
without resorting to chemicals can present a significant challenge. A previous report (PLoS 
ONE 7(5): e36983) suggested that loose soot was a surface to which snails found adhesion 
difficult. Soot may also be embedded into a PDMS substrate making a flexible membrane 
with superhydrophobic properties (Appl. Phys. Lett. 102 (21) 214104). In this article we 
investigate whether the embedded soot has the same anti-adhesive properties to snails as 
the loose soot, so giving the possibility of a facile method for protecting crops from this 
pest. Data is presented showing the force required to remove snails from the soot/PDMS 
surfaces using a simple spinning technique. The receding contact angles have also been 
measured for various concentrations of an anionic surfactant on the soot/PDMS surface and 
compared to the data presented in the PLoS ONE article. In addition, simple time lapse 
video demonstrations are presented that show the reluctance of the snails to move over the 
soot based surfaces suggesting that the soot/PDMS structure does indeed provide a level of 
deterrence to this garden pest. 
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1. Introduction 

Snails move using a process called adhesive locomotion by producing a thin layer of mucus and 
using its non-linear properties to create a pedal wave. Adhesive locomotion is one of the most effective 
but energetically expensive methods of locomotion known in biology [1]. The snails have a single foot 
and the mucus acts both as an adhesive and in propulsion. Pedal mucus, which has 91% to 98% of its 
content as water, has mechanical properties dependent on how fast the material is deformed [2]. Recent 
work has used rheometers to assess the properties of snail mucus and attempted to find substances that 
mimic the same properties [3]. With such high water content, it may seem appropriate to consider the 
very water repellant properties of superhydrophobic surfaces [4] as possible repelling surfaces for 
snails. Superhydrophobicity occurs when a chemically hydrophobic surface also has high aspect ratio 
surface roughness or texture [5].  Using a range of commercially available superhydrophobic coating, 
Shirtcliffe et al [6] investigated the ability of such coatings to repel snails. One result that did not 
receive much comment in that article was the data showing that loose soot provided one of the most 
snail resistant surfaces; the durability of loose soot making it impractical as a snail deterrent. In this 
work we look at the snail deterrent properties of a novel type of superhydrophobic surface produced by 
embedding the soot from burning rapeseed oil in a PDMS substrate, thus making a flexible membrane 
with superhydrophobic properties; a type of surface which has recently been reported for use in 
Capillary Origami [7].   

2. Results and Discussion 

In figure 1 we show some simple tests that demonstrate the reluctance of snails to cross the 
soot/PDMS surfaces. Figure 1a shows a simple acrylic zigzag track bounded by soot/PDMS, mounted 
vertically with some snail food at the top. The figure shows a sequence of overlaid images taken as a 
snail ascends up the track. Figure 1b shows two polypropylene containers, one with a soot/PDMS 
coating and one without any coating, both with snail food on top. Snails were admitted to the enclosure 
and the containers were photographed again after 24 hours (figure 1c). None of the food on the 
soot/PDMS coated container was consumed after 24 hours, although eventually after 2 days one snail 
climbed the soot. These simple tests show that a soot/PDMS coating has deterrent properties to snails.  

Shirtcliffe et al [6] used a technique to spin snails adhering to a horizontal surface to find the speed 
at which they were removed and from this calculated the force for removal using an average snail 
mass. Our spinning technique was identical however we also recorded the foot area for the young 
snails as they grew. This is shown in figure 2 and provides a strong linear relationship between 
footprint area and mass of snail. This enabled the removal force per unit area of footprint to be 
estimated for a range of surfaces and these are shown in figure 3. This may be a more informative 
measure than the simple ‘g’ value used by Shirtcliffe et al [6]. To allow comparison between the two 
data sets, we measured a number of standard surfaces that they also reported (glass, loose soot and 
acrylic). As with the Shirtcliffe et al data, the loose soot was found to require the least force to remove 
the snails (figure 3) closely followed by the unrinsed soot/PDMS surface and then the rinsed 
soot/PDMS, all being significantly better that the commercial products tested by Shirtcliffe et al [6].      
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Figure 1. (a) Overlaid images of a snail moving up a vertical track bounded by the PDMS/soot 
material. (b) Two pots, one polypropylene and one PDMS/soot coated, both with snail food on 
top.  (c) The same pots 24 hours after snails were admitted to the enclosure showing only the 
food on the polypropylene has been eaten. 

 

Figure 2. The footprint area for young helix aspersa as a function of body mass. 
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One hypothesis by Shirtcliffe et al for the effectiveness of snails to adhere to and traverse a wide 
range of surfaces was that the mucus included a weak bio surfactant that was able to reduce the 
receding contact angle and create high contact angle hysteresis. The implication of this hypothesis is 
that a snail resistant superhydrophobic surface should be one that is able to maintain a high receding 
contact angle even when challenged by an appropriate surfactant. To characterise the wettability of the 
various surfaces, the receding contact angles various concentration of the anionic surfactant sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were measured and the results are shown in figure 4. The most snail repellant 
material tested by Shirtcliffe et al (HIREC) is included in figure 4 and showed a high receding contact 
angle for low surfactant concentrations. However, as the surface tension of the SDS solution was 
reduced to below 68mN/m a transition occurred to a low receding contact angle. Soot/PDMS retains 
the high receding contact angle all the way down to an SDS solution surface tension of 48 mN/m 
before such a transition. This transition is consistent with the liquid entering the roughness of the 
superhydrophobic surface, which given the 10’s nm length scales of the roughness for the soot surface 
can be expected to require higher concentrations of surfactant [8, 9]. 

3. Experimental Section  

The soot/PDMS surfaces were produced in a similar method to previously described [8]. Rapeseed 
oil was left burning several minutes, using a wick, until a stable flame developed. Copper sheets were 
then placed at the top of a chimney, with a fan used to draw the soot up the chimney, until the entire 
surface of the copper was coated with a thick layer of matt black rapeseed oil soot. PDMS was mixed 
in a 10:1 ratio and degassed in a vacuum desiccator to remove any air bubbles trapped in the mixture. 
After approximately 30 minutes of degassing the PDMS was spread onto acrylic slides to the required 
thickness of 1mm. A prebake time of 30-35 minutes was used at 80°C until the PDMS became tacky. 
The soot coated slides were gently positioned, soot side down, onto the PDMS and a mass placed on 
top to ensure contact across the whole surface. These were then returned to an oven at 60°C for at least 
an hour. After cooling the acrylic slides and copper sheets were carefully removed from the PDMS 
surface leaving a PDMS membrane with a nanoparticle coating. Excess soot was then removed under 
running water in most samples although some were spin tested with the loose soot attached as shown 
in figure 3. 

A zigzag track was produced on an acrylic sheet using sections of the soot/PDMS to mark the 
boarders. Young snails, helix aspersa (obtained from H & RH Escargots Kent UK) were placed at the 
bottom of the vertically mounted track and filmed with a video camera. A polypropylene container was 
covered by the soot/PDMS material and placed with an identical but uncoated container in an 
enclosure with fresh lettuce on top of each; these were also filmed over a period of 24 hours.  

The snail centrifuge was a modified spin coated (Electronic Micro Systems Ltd. Salisbury UK) with 
a dc power supply used to power the motor and a tachometer used to measure the speed. A snail was 
placed 50mm from the center and the speed slowly increased until the snail was removed. This process 
was repeated for several snails on each of the different surfaces tested. Advancing and receding contact 
angles of sodium dodecyl sulfate (>99% Aldrich) in deionized water were measured using a Krüss 
DSA10 contact angle meter.  
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Figure 3. The removal force calculated from the spin speed at which the snails detached 
from a rotating horizontal disc, the snail mass and data from figure 2 for the footprint area 
for the different surfaces tested. 

Figure 4. The receding contact angle of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solutions on PDMS/soot 
(black triangles), PDMS (red squares), polypropylene (blue triangles), Acrylic (purple 
diamonds), glass (green circles) and HIREC data from reference [6] (green triangles). 
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4. Conclusions  

Soot/PDMS flexible membrane surfaces can be constructed and that they show excellent anti-
adhesive properties. Moreover, they also perform particularly well in resisting the ability of the anionic 
surfactant SDS to reduce the receding contact angle. This supports the hypothesis that an effective 
anti-adhesive snail resistant superhydrophobic surface is one that can maintain a high receding contact 
angle when challenged by an anionic surfactant, such as SDS. 
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